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Abstract
Developed in the early 1980s, versatile X-ray storage phosphor screens have opened up 

new possibilities in diffraction instruments for crystallography. Originally adopted by 

high-pressure researchers using diamond-anvil cells and very small sample volumes, flat 

phosphor screens give great advantage because of their high intrinsic sensitivity. But less 

demanding applications still stand to benefit from increased throughput and enhanced 

count rates made possible by this technology. With this in mind the Curved Image Plate 

camera, a large radius (350mm and 185mm) Debye-Scherrer instrument primarily 

designed for use with capillary-contained powder samples had been devised. As a 

substantial part of this work, new software to pre-process the data, calibration procedures 

and modes of operation were developed to enable the full potential of the system to be 

realised. One particular application of the GIF camera is the comparative study of a large 

number of samples, for example as a function of heat treatment.

Amorphous and derived nanocrystalline magnetic alloys are of increasing applied and 

fundamental interest at present, and are predominantly produced by the melt-spinning 

technique, in the form of ribbons. Borohydride reduction of metal-salt solutions has 

recently also been shown to be capable of producing amorphous alloy, in powder form, 

with potential for compaction into bulk materials. Amorphous Fe-M-B alloys 

(M = Ni,Co,Mn,Cr) have been widely reported, and at UCL attempts had been made to 

synthesise amorphous Fe-Zr-B by a similar approach. An investigation of the structural, 

compositional and magnetic properties of the product of this synthesis have been carried 

out in this study. The application of the CIP camera has enabled the thermally-induced 

crystallisation of such samples to be followed with unprecedented clarity. It is found, 

contrary to previous thought, that the main product of this synthesis consists of two 

distinct amorphous phases, iron-boron and zirconium-oxide, mixed on a sub-micron 

length scale.
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I. Introduction
1. Background
Throughout the 20th century there has been steady technological drive and evolution 

towards making harder permanent magnets and softer soft-magnetic materials. Initial 

improvements were made by refining the composition of traditional alloys. Established 

magnetic lore maintained that materials with small grain sizes are hard, while large grain 

sizes and high-purity metals lead to soft materials. Twenty years or more ago there was a 

lot of interest in amorphous metal alloys exhibiting good soft-magnetic properties. In 

1988 it was then discovered that when annealed, some of these iron-based alloys 

developed a nano-scale grain structure which improved their magnetic saturation and 

decreased their coercivity further still [Yoshizawae/ al 1988a]. Similar nanocrystalline 

alloys have since extended the observable range of coercivity at both ends of the scale, 

leading to unprecedented extremes of softness (FeZrB) and hardness (FeNdB) [Herzer 

1997]. This surprising result has led to much applied as well as fundamental interest.

2. Formation of nanocrystalline magnetic alloys
Nanociystalline materials of magnetic interest are commonly made by thermally-induced 

partial crystallisation of an amorphous precursor alloy and the dynamics of the 

crystallisation is critically dependent on the exact composition. Yoshizawa’s original 

alloys lay in the region of Fê ggCu^Nb^Sii^^Bg. Amorphous alloys are inherently 

thermodynamically unstable, the crystalline state being favoured, so special procedures 

have to be used to fabricate them. One well-established process is known as melt- 

spirming, and involves cooling the molten metal alloy at very high rates by trickling it 

onto a cold rotating copper wheel to draw off a ribbon of the material. Although very 

successful, there are limitations to the alloy compositions which form a single-phase melt 

and can be cooled without crystallisation, and the product is constrained to a ribbon form 

typically a mere 20pm thick. The latter restriction is of particular significance to 

applications engineers, who would prefer a bulk material (although progress has been 

made in compacting powdered ribbons [for example, Kojima et al 1995, 1996a&6]), 

while the former is universally finstrating, especially given that the most promising alloys 

fi-om a magnetic perspective are at the borderline of what it is possible to make.
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3. Chemical reduction synthesis of amorphous alloys
It was discovered in 1986 that the long-known borohydride-reduction reaction of 

metal-salts in aqueous solution can, under the right conditions, lead directly to an 

amorphous product such as Fe-B or Fe-Co-B [Wonterghem et al 1986]. This approach 

has since been investigated further, by many including Inoue’s group in Japan [e.g. Inoue 

et al 1988] who are renowned for their work on amorphous alloys prepared by other 

techniques, Linderoth and Morup in Denmark who have performed many studies of the 

reaction conditions [e.g. Wells et al 1989, Linderoth et al 1990a&6], and at UCL 

[Femândez Barquin et al 1999, Forster et al \999a-d\. Ternary Fe-M-B alloys 

(M = Ni,Co,Mn) have been widely reported, while the UCL group has explored extending 

the synthesis to Fe-Zr-B.

Between 1994 and 1998, Dr Luis Femândez Barquin and Dr Glyn Forster worked on 

practical aspects of the chemical reduction synthesis of various alloys, including 

iron-zirconium-boron, aiming to establish the experimental parameters required to 

generate samples which were either totally amorphous, or contained a very large 

amorphous fraction. When Forster departed, he left around thirty Fe-Zr-B samples which 

were mainly amorphous, together with varying amounts of characterisation data on each.

Following the more recently-observed nanocrystalline state of FOgĝ ĝ Zr̂ B̂̂  ̂ alloys 

[Suzuki et al 1990, 1991] produced by melt-spirming, the UCL group has become 

particularly interested in researching the crystallisation behaviour of its chemically- 

produced Fe-Zr-B samples. I set about this characterisation, in the hope, ultimately, of 

inducing a magnetically soft nanocrystalline state.

4. Properties and characterisation
In the chemically-produced powder we are interested to know just what fraction of the 

material is initially amorphous and, if present, what the contaminant phases are and some 

idea of how much of each is present. Both Môssbauer spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) are useful for this purpose. We require a determination of the atomic composition 

(empirical formula) of the alloys, since this is not directly governed by the reactant 

amounts; atomic absorption and atomic emission spectroscopy provide this measure. 

Differential scanning calorimetry can be used to highlight key crystallisation temperatures 

in the alloys. With magnetic interest being the driving force for this work, magnetic
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hysteresis loops can be recorded for the samples using a vibrating-sample magnetometer, 

and the saturation magnetisation ( a ^  and coercivity % )  derived. Post-heating, 

diffraction is the primary tool for identifying partially- or fully-crystallised phases, both 

wanted and contaminant, and indicating the size of those crystals. A complication is that 

the fine particle samples are highly prone to oxidation in air, and some are pyrophoric.

One overriding constraint was that in most cases the quantity of each sample available 

was only 1-2 grams. Although reproducibility improved greatly as Forster progressed, the 

chemical process did not mature to the state of being able to duplicate samples 

indistinguishably within the resolution of all analyses. Consequently the possibility of 

making up another batch to continue measurements as the samples ran out was not a 

viable option. To ensure self-consistency, all measurements had to be made from one 

existing batch, or else a completely new batch would have to be made and fully analysed, 

with all the time delays that entails.

In terms of sample amount required, Môssbauer and conventional X-ray diffraction would 

be the most expensive techniques, especially if analysing samples quenched after 

numerous stages of annealing. For the post-annealed samples, the demands placed on the 

XRD instrumentation are veiy great. The combination of the strong signal from the 

ciystalline or semi-crystalline iron and the very weak signal from small bulk-fraction 

unknown impurity phases leads to a diffraction pattern with an extremely h i^  dynamic 

range.

In common, perhaps, with other kinds of new-materials research, we find a demand for 

XRD equipment capable of giving good X-ray patterns from very small quantities of 

sample, with good counting statistics and ability to handle a high dynamic range. Given 

the complexity of the multiphase patterns arising from these samples, ideally we also seek 

complete avoidance of splitting and Kp radiation associated with conventional 

X-ray tubes. In such cases, synchrotron X-rays are advantageous, exhibiting very high 

intensity, and capable of producing beams of a pure monochromatic wavelength. 

Two-dimensional ‘area’ detectors, provided they have enough resolution to be useful, 

offer much better counting statistics than conventional one-dimensional or even 

‘stepping’ detectors (such as in Bragg-Brentano geometry).
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5. CIP XRD cam era
Conveniently, when I began my PhD studies. Professor Finney and his team were working 

on a Debye-Scherrer X-ray diffraction camera using a curved image-plate detector for use 

on synchrotron beamline 9.1, at Daresbury Laboratory [Roberts et al 1998]. This project 

was at a mature stage, and had already yielded many promising results. Diffraction 

patterns with superb statistics could be obtained from a few milligrams of material with 

exposures as short as 15 minutes, making it ideal for batch analysis. Nevertheless, there 

were ongoing difficulties vdth the data-processing software and some outstanding issues 

to be solved Avith spatial calibration, alignment, and general commissioning, before the 

camera could become a fully-fhnctional research tool or ‘user’ facility. Despite these 

initial problems, the camera set-up held great potential for my materials work.

I spent most of my first year with the camera development team writing a new software 

package to process the data from the Curved Image Plate (CIP) camera, carrying out 

investigations into the causes of the geometrical errors and devising operational 

procedures and software code to eliminate them. This involved monthly visits to the 

Daresbury synchrotron, and a wide variety of sample-types were used during this testing 

phase. At the end of this period, the resulting camera and software system provided X-ray 

facilities of the kind ideally suited for the structural aspects of the project.

6. Summary
My project was to perform detailed characterisation of the nature of the existing 

chemically precipitated iron-zirconium-boron samples, and investigate their crystallisation 

behaviour with a view to possibly inducing a nanocrystalline state. Comparisons were to 

be made with ribbon-based samples, both by reference to published characterisation and 

some new measurements. Materials characterisation involves a large number of analysis 

techniques of which X-ray diffraction forms a very major part. Owing to the special 

requirements of my samples, and the software and instrumentation skills I could offer, I 

spent most of my first year helping to bring the Curved Image Plate project at Daresbuiy 

to completion. This gave me valuable experience so that once I started my materials 

investigations I knew how to get the most out of the instrument.
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II.CIP camera development
A. Introduction
In response to the emerging technology of storage-phosphor imaging systems coupled 

with growing demand for high-resolution X-ray diffraction facilities, the Curved Image 

Plate camera idea was conceived in 1995. The then Station Manager of beamline 9.1 at 

the Daresbuiy Synchrotron Radiation Source, Dr Graham Bushnell-Wye, and Prof. John 

Finney proposed that a Debye-Scherrer type camera using a storage phosphor detector be 

designed, built, and tested. When using a conventional stepping-mode powder 

diffractometer on the beamline, even with the synchrotron X-rays, exposures of many 

hours were often required for weak-scattering and complex organic samples. By 

cumulatively recording diffraction at all angles simultaneously, a ‘camera’ type (area) 

detector would obviously be intrinsically more efficient. It was anticipated that an 

image-plate based camera system would increase the station throughput for a relatively 

low capital outlay. The issue was whether such as system would be both practical to use 

and exhibit sufficient spatial and intensity accuracy to be of use as a research instrument. 

Given that the raw output is an image-file, software was to be written to convert the 

pattern to a more conventional intensity versus 20 dataset for analysis. A leading 

high-pressure research group working with tiny samples in diamond-anvil cells on the 

beamline had already been using flat phosphor screens, since 1991, with extremely 

encouraging results [Nelmes et al 1992].

When I first joined the team the CIP project was at an advanced stage of development 

[Roberts et al 1998], and many problems had already been overcome. Even so, the 

limitations of their existing software, a customised offshoot of a flat-plate program, were 

becoming increasingly apparent. I made it my task to improve the modes of operation and 

calibration procedures, and write a new software package to enable data of the highest 

possible quality to be obtained. Thus a neat prototype became a working facility.
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B. System overview
1. Image plate technology
Imaging plates are métal or plastic sheets coated with a thin (-150pm) coating of a 

barium fluorohalide BaFBrJi.^:Eu storage phosphor. The principle of operation is that 

exposure to short-wave radiation (370nm ultraviolet down to X-rays, gamma rays and 

beta particles) causes the ionisation of Eu^  ̂sites in the phosphor to Eu^  ̂and the liberated 

electrons in the conduction band become trapped at metastable F^-centres. At some later 

time, exposure to visible red light frees the electrons from the F-centres which in turn 

convert the Eû  ̂sites back to Eû % with the emission of photons in the blue region of the 

visible spectrum (photostimulated luminescence). A special-purpose scanner can be used 

to read an image from the plate by sweeping a red helium neon laser beam across the 

entire surface of the plate in a raster pattern, while a photomultiplier tube, suitably 

filtered, detects emitted blue photons. After use, the plate can be completely erased by 

exposure to broad-band visible light (though it is the red components that are active), then 

reused. Since the process of ionising Eu sites and trapping electrons is completely 

reversible, the useful life of the plate is limited only by mechanical wear-and-tear 

[Miyahara et al 1986].

Storage phosphor imaging technology was first demonstrated by Kodak in the 1970s 

[Luckey 1975], and medical applications were foreseen. In the mid-1980s, there was a 

limited interest in applying image-plate screens to diffraction applications with 

synchrotron radiation [Miyahara et al 1986]. Up until this time, ‘dumb’ scanners were 

used to copy the image from the plate onto conventional photographic film for storage and 

diagnosis or analysis. Computer-based scanners (still primarily marketed for medical and 

biological applications) introduced in the late 1980s really opened up the larger scale 

exploitation of the image-plates, and interest from the diffraction community grew [for 

example, Whiting et al 1988].

For applications, the plate can be used like photographic film in as much as it is a passive 

device. By contrast though, it has a very high absorption efficiency (see fig. 11.B.1) and is 

consequently many times more sensitive than film (lOx to 250x depending on the 

application and method of estimation) and has a practically linear response to X-ray 

intensity [Johnston et al 1990]. Furthermore the image plates do not require chemical
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processing and avoid the associated shrinkage. The resolution of the scanned image is 

largely determined by the scanner configuration; the phosphor coating on image-plates 

has a grain size of 5-10pm, but the spread of the laser light within the phosphor ultimately 

limits the image sharpness. Uniformity of sensitivity over the whole plate area 

(e.g. 400x200mm) is usually quoted as better than ±1.6% [Amemiya and Chikawa 1995], 

but can be adversely affected by non-flatness of the plate during scanning [Hammersley 

^/ûr/1995].
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Fig. II.B.l: X-ray absorption efficiency of a BaFBr phosphor calculated for thicknesses o f400, 300, and 
150pm [from Amemiya etal 1988].

One of the few intrinsic shortcomings of the image plate is ‘image fade’; in the time 

between exposure and scanning the plate, the stored image gradually weakens. There are a 

number of passing mentions in the literature [Molecular Dynamics Technical Note #53, 

Johnston et al 1990], but the effect does not seem to have been studied in great detail 

subject to the full range of variables (temperature, excitation wavelength, exposure 

intensity and duration, etc.). I carried out some basic tests with a Fuji BAS-IUs image 

plate using a series of 2 minute exposures to 60keV X-rays from a lOpCi americum-241 

source, and under these conditions deduced that the fade seems to be quickest in the first 

few minutes, then progressively levels off (see fig. U.B.2). Even after 24 hours nearly 

70% of the original stimulation remained. The two-stage fade is consistent vrith the dual 

exponential model applied by Hammersley et al [1995], though the decay I measured 

seemed to be slower than theirs.
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Fig. II.B.2; Examples of image-plate signal fade; over 6 hours (left), VA hours (right). At time intervals, 
small regions of an image plate were exposed for 2 minutes to a radioactive americium-241 (60keV X-ray) 
source. The signal remaining at each spot when the plate was subsequently scaimed is recorded on the 
vertical axis of the plots.

For longer exposures (tens of minutes), I would expect the observed decay to be the 

integral sum of decay curves for short exposures with a spread of start times. In this case, 

the short time-constant initial part of the decay will be less pronounced. Unless the time 

taken to scan from one end of the plate to the other is significant compared with the 

overall decay rate for the exposure, the phenomenon is not expected to be of serious 

consequence for diffraction work.

2. Camera hardware

Fig. n.B.3: Image plate Debye-Scherrer camera, 350mm radius arc shown. The X-rays enter through the 
beamtube on the left, and the sample is mounted at the geometric centre of the arc, between the two 
beamtubes.

The existing imaging-plate reader system (Molecular Dynamics Phosphorlmager 400) 

scans areas up to 400mm long with a fixed resolution of either 176 or 88pm, so the choice 

of camera radius is a trade-off between angular coverage and angular resolution. The 

combination of X-ray wavelength and the angular coverage will determine the /̂-spacing 

or g-range sampled. Early on in the project it had been determined that convenient
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practical dimensions, reciprocal-space ranges, and sufficient resolution could be achieved 

using wavelengths in the region of 0.5Â in conjunction with camera radii of a few 

hundred millimetres. At that wavelength air absorption is practically negligible, at only 

2-3% over distances of 0,5m. Two radii arcs were settled upon: 350 and 185mm, offering 

coverage from 0° to 64° and 0° to 120° in 20 respectively (see table II.B.1). Owing to 

shadowing by beamtubes the minimum useful 20 is approximately 2°.

Arc Maximum Equivalent step size at0.4868À at 0.6920Â
radius 28 88pm scan 176pm scan mint//Â max Q /A'* mine//A max Q /A'*

350mm 64° 0.014° 0.028° 0.46 14 0.67 9.5
185mm 120° 0.027° 0.055° 0.28 22 0.40 16

Table II.B.1; CIP camera radii characteristics

It was envisaged that the larger arc be used for high-resolution crystalline powder studies, 

while the smaller one would find ^plication in the study of liquids and amorphous 

materials.

Considerations for the width of the plate are less straightforward. Clearly a wider plate 

will intersect greater fractions of the Debye-Scherrer cones, but beyond a certain width the 

usefulness of these data becomes limited by the geometrical alignment and spatial 

accuracy (discussed in more detail later) of every component in the camera, scaimer, and 

analysis software. In practice, the physical layout of the X-ray hutch at station 9.1 at 

Daresbury proved the ultimate constraint — there is only 75mm between the X-ray beam 

and the hutch wall which runs parallel to it. A full width of 150mm was chosen to permit 

patterns symmetrical about the beam to be recorded.

The image plate is supported by a black polycarbonate sheet (optically opaque, but 

assumed X-ray transparent), itself maintained in the required shape by grooves milled in 

the surrounding alum inium  frame.

To absorb X-rays scattered out of the direct beam by the air, which would otherwise fog 

the image, the camera is designed so that the incident X-ray beam (and the beam which 

passes non-diffracted through the sample) passes down the centre of stainless steel tubes. 

The beamstop (see fig. n.B.4), situated at the end of the beamtube and immediately in 

front of the image plate, had been designed to allow a small fraction of the direct beam
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intensity to penetrate. In this way, a geometrical beam-spot reference is marked on the 

image.

X-ray beam

f~~| brass 

0  lead

6mm
insert diameter

\ f

Fig. II.B.4: Cross-section representation of the beamstop.

There is sufficient space in the centre of the camera for even a quite bulky furnace, for 

on-line annealing studies. An attachment is also available to support an Oxford 

Instruments Cryostream device, for low-temperature studies.

For time-resolved studies there is also an option to use the camera in ‘translation mode’. 

A static mask consisting of a molybdenum sheet with a 4mm wide slit supported on an 

aluminium frame is fitted in front of the image-plate arc, and at time intervals the 

image-plate behind it is translated horizontally (perpendicular to the beam) by means of a 

computer-controlled motor. In this way, a series of narrow strip exposures can be made on 

one image-plate. Although very convenient, because the area of image-plate exposed is so 

small, the statistical quality of the data thus obtained is considerably less good than for 

standard full-plate exposures.

The final prototype consists of a base and translation stages, and the two camera arcs 

which can be interchanged on the base in a few minutes (see fig. II.B.3 and fig. n.B.5).
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R185

CIP Camera General Arrangement, representation

Fig. n.B.5; General arrangement of the CIP camera. All dimensions in mm.
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3. Outline of operating procedures
Typically the sample is loaded into a 0.5mm glass capillaiy tube. It is then fixed onto the 

goniometer pip using wax, a ‘leveller’ is used to sight the capillary in order to adjust the 

goniometer until it runs true (a skill which improves with practice). The image-plate is 

loaded into the camera under ambient illumination, and the hutch locked. On Wiggler 

beamline 9.1 at Daresbury, exposures ranging from 5 minutes (crystalline, strong 

scatterer) to several hours (amorphous/organics) are typical. After exposure in the camera, 

the image plate is removed from the camera in darkness, covered (I observed that 30 

seconds of typical room lighting will erase 90% of the signal), and taken to the 

Phosphorlmager 400 reader. Plates can be scarmed at two resolutions, with pixel sizes of 

176pm or 88pm. hnageQuant software on the reader is used to initialise the scan which 

takes 5 minutes for low-resolution scans or about 18 minutes for high. The image is 

displayed on the screen after scanning and simple spot-checks can be performed at that 

stage. The scanning software outputs a .gel file, which is essentially a two-dimensional 

dataset of the image from the phosphor screen.

In general the image is then transferred to another computer for archival and processing. 

On this computer, software is used to ‘integrate’ the pattern, yielding a simple dataset of 

intensity versus 20 (or d, or Q). This form may be an end result in itself, or can be used as 

the starting point for more advanced techniques such as structure refinement.

In practice, two main types of calibration have to be performed periodically: distortions in 

the scanner are recorded by scanning an image plate which has been exposed through a 

mask bearing a square grid of holes. The alignment of the camera is then adjusted and 

calibrated by using a silicon reference standard sample and comparing the measured 

diffraction peak positions with their expected positions.
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C. Data pre-processing Software

Fig. II.C.1; Source data; full-plate dif&action exposure, 2280x896 pixels (Fe-Zr-B phases, 350mm camera)

Fig. II.C.2: Source data; series of strip exposures obtained with &anslation stage (crystallisation of an 
Fe-Ag-Cu alloy as temperature raised at 5°C-min'')

1. Introduction
There is a gamut of software in the crystallography community to aid the analysis of 

powder-diffraction data supplied in the one dimensional form of intensity versus 20 

scattering angle, as obtained by conventional coimting diffractometers. Such programs 

include Rietveld structure refinement and search-match routines for basic 

phase-identification. Consequently there is a requirement for a computer program to 

pre-process the X-ray intensity data from the two-dimensional image-plate scan (see 

fig. n.C.l and fig. n.C.2), converting it to a conventional one-dimensional array for 

subsequent analysis. Knowing the geometrical arrangement of the diffractometer, a 

program should be able to integrate intensities around the Debye-Scherrer rings, taking 

into account losses due to geometrical and polarisation effects. By utilising data from the 

whole of the plate, the signal-to-noise ratio is maximised.

While working with Prof. Nelmes’ group at Daresbury, Dr Ross Piltz wrote such a 

software program called ‘Platypus’ for a flat image-plate geometry. Its purpose was to
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pre-process dif&action patterns of samples contained within high-pressure diamond anvil 

cells. On departure from Nelmes’ group, Piltz worked briefly with the CIP team and 

developed an offshoot of his previous software to work with the curved plate geometry. 

As the CIP camera hardware progressed, the limitations of this Platypus variant became 

ever more apparent, particularly with respect to the calibration procedures. Given that the 

present group had no access to the source code, the only option left has been to write a 

new program.

No references were found in the literature for curved-plate image-processing, though the 

basic geometry was expected to prove relatively straightforward. Some volume of 

information exists for flat-plate configurations, from which many considerations (such as 

direct beam position determination, rebinning approaches, and issues relating to the image 

plate and scanner technology) are still applicable.

Piltz et al [1992] describe how the theoretical simplicity of processing the flat-plate 

images is hampered by insufficiently accurate prior knowledge of the direction of the 

incident X-ray beam relative to the image plane, and the position of the direct beam 

within the image. They explain a method implemented in Platypus of breaking the image 

up into 120 sectors, processing them individually, then varying the unknown parameters 

until the combined dataset is maximally sharp. It appears that in these early days, the 

direct beam was completely masked from the image plate, leaving a large uncertainty (a 

few tens of pixels), in its position. Since then the Edinburgh group has adopted a 

procedure of preceding the main exposure with a very short exposure without the 

beamstop, enabling a permanent direct beam record to be preserved. The image plate is 

usually orientated normal to the incident beam, and 1 am surprised that despite 

experimental diligence they still report significant distortions in the image which are 

attributed to alignment problems.

Dr Andrew Hammersley, at the ESRF, has worked on the characterisation of a number of 

area detector technologies, including image-plates (in a flat configuration) and an X-ray 

image intensifier/CCD camera detector. Image intensifiers are renowned for having very 

large spatial distortions owing to convex surfaces and their particular electric field 

geometries, while image plates might be expected to have no intrinsic distortions. 

Hammersley shows that, although small compared to image intensifiers, deficiencies in
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the image-plate scanner design (a similar type to that at Daresbury) can still lead to 

scientifically-significant distortion of the image [Hammersley et al 1994]. He has 

developed a general-purpose software program, FIT2D [Hammersley et al 1996], to 

perform two-dimensional to one-dimensional data conversion, including detector 

distortion correction, with high-pressure studies as the primaiy application. In the same 

paper, Hammersley comments on the use of a semi-transparent beam-stop to aid centre 

determination, discusses tilt corrections, and considers the merits of various re-binning 

schemes.

In processing data jfrom the CIP camera, the image-plate tilt issues of flat plate work are 

inapplicable. The CIP hardware ensures a repeatable and reliable orientation of the plate 

relative to the beam. Instead a different error, which requires a different approach to 

correction, arises when the sample is displaced from the geometric centre of the arc. One 

of the problems with the curved-plate Platypus was that this sample-displacement 

correction was applied post-integration, on the one-dimensional dataset. Since the 

geometry is not rotationally symmetric about the X-ray beam, at this point some 

information would have already been irrecoverably lost. Furthermore, the implied 

resampling of the data at this late stage would have caused some degree of unnecessary 

blurring of the entire dataset.

The work involved in writing a the new software package can be classified into four broad 

areas: geometric methods, user interface, coding details, and user documentation. The 

nature of the distortions caused by the scaimer and by sample-misalignment were not fully 

appreciated at the outset, and required much investigation and complicated the coding 

task.

2. Diffraction geometry study
In order to ‘integrate’ (sum or average) the intensity of Debye-Scherrer rings (arcs of 

constant 20) from the image-plate, we need to convert between the (xj/) co-ordinate 

system of the two-dimensional image plate scan and the 26 diffraction angle in 

three-dimensional space. For compatibility with existing analysis software, the final 

output dataset intensities are to be compensated so as to be equivalent to the raw dataset 

from a conventional stepping diffractometer. Lorentz-factor corrections are not applied;
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existing software for ftirther analysis, such as structure refinement, usually implements 

these factors if required.

Although this work was primarily carried out for Debye-Scherrer curved image-plate 

detector geometry, it is a minor extension to be able to analyse a flat detector aligned 

normal to the incident X-ray beam, and that working is also included for completeness.

i. Curved Image Plate

Fig. n.C.3: Geometrical construction for cylindrical image plate.

In the geometrical construction (fig. n.C.3) the image plate is represented by a cylinder of 

radius r, with its axis lying in a horizontal plane, normal to the incident X-ray beam, 

0 -0 ', and coincident with the axis of the capillary sample at O. For simplicity, let 0 ' be 

the origin (0,0) of the (xj/) co-ordinate system of the detector, defined by the intersection 

with the undeflected incident beam.

(j), is the vertical component of the angle subtended at O by pixel S relative to the incident 

beam (and will be common for a row of pixels with the same jp-coordinate).
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Thus

(|) = 7  (in radians).

Also the distance OQ of the pixel in front of the sample is given by 

^ = rcos(j).

Also the absolute distance OS between the scatterer and a pixel at S is given by

s= Jx^ +r^ .

Now 20 can be defined in terms of s and q 

20 = arccos^j) , 

and expanded back to base measurements

20 = arccos r cos (y/r)
= arccos

f \
cos (y/r)

So we have now expressed the 20 scattering angle in terms of the radius of the camera 

and the (x̂ y) co-ordinate of a pixel on the image-plate.

The next stage is to derive the intensity compensations for the geometry. There are two 

factors here: the variation of scatterer-detector distance with x-coordinate on the image 

plate, and polarisation effects. At the wavelengths used, the variations in air absorption 

due to the path-length dependence on x can be neglected.

The solid angle, CO, subtended by a pixel at distance s directly facing the scatterer will 

decrease in proportion to l/s^. Normalising to 1 for the primaiy scattering plane, x = 0, 

(where s = r) gives

COd =  % .
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But for pixels lying on the cylinder with x ^  0 the orientation of the pixel will not be

normal to the scattered radiation. The normal component is given by the cosine of the 
angle ROS, which is equivalent to j .

Thus the solid angle subtended by (or equivalently, intensity received by) any pixel on the 

plate will be reduced, relative to that of a pixel in the x = 0 plane, by a total factor

CO=(f)

As a result of the cylindrical geometry, s is dependent only on x, so for speed in the 

software a lookup table is pre-calculated for both s and (r/sf.

X-rays from a synchrotron source, such as station 9.1 at Daresbury, are essentially 

horizontally polarised. Consequently there is negligible 20-dependent polarisation effect 

for scattering recorded by a conventional stepping diffractometer operating in the vertical 

plane, x = 0. In contrast, because of its significant vsddth much of the image plate data is 

recorded with a horizontal component of scattering. Since the original requirement was 

that the output dataset be equivalent to a set collected in x = 0 only, a correction is 

required.

When considering polarisation effects in general, the intensity, /, scattered in a given 

direction can be written

/ = 7 o (P i +P//cos^26)

where P± and Pn are the Auctions of energy in the incident beam polarised perpendicular 
and parallel to the plane of scattering of interest.

Returning to our image-plate geometry, for an arbitrary pixel S lying in the scattering 

plane OQS, to obtain components of the incident radiation polarised perpendicular and 

parallel to the particular scattering plane, we use

P P /iorizCOŜ V|f “h P ygrfSm \j/

and
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Pu =  1 -P}_

where

\|f = arctan

However, the arctan function is impractical in software since overflow and division-by- 

zero errors will result when h is close to zero.

For the polarisation calculation we don’t actually require \|/ itself, but cos  ̂i|f and sin  ̂\|/. 

Using Pythagoras’ theorem, these functions can be obtained directly, without recourse to 

arctan, as shown:

s i n X I / = - p = = r  c n s w = — —  -  .

Thus

where

A = rsin(|) 

as before.

Again in the software, some speed advantage can be gained by using the identity 

sin  ̂Y = 1-cos  ̂\|/, to save unnecessary calculations.

Sometimes it may be advantageous (see section n.6.i) to constrain the region of the image 

plate used for integration according to some limit on \|f, such that IVI < . In turn, this

limits the range of jt, U I < Jfun,, used for any given row of pixels, as a function ofy. The 

derivation of x as a function of y  and \|/ is worked below, to complete this section on 

geometry.
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Starting from

rearrange to make jc the subject 

hsm\\r
X  =

- s in V

Substituting for h gives

^ 1 -  sm v|/

From this, we can write the limits on jc as

y
%iim =  ± C  sin -

where C is a constant, 

rsinv|/iim
C =

^l-sinViiiti

In practice, C, represents the half width of the sector where it intersects the cylindrical 

image plate at 20 = 90°.
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ii. Flat plate

Fig. I1.C.4: Geometrical construction for flat image plate.

Similar, but slightly simpler, working can be applied to flat-plate geometiy (fig. II.C.4). 

To obtain 20 for a pixel S at (x^) on an image plate at a distance r from the scatterer,

20 = arctan = arctan ^ = arctan J f f )  + ( 7)

For the geometrical intensity corrections we start by obtaining the source-detector 

distance OS, using Pythagoras’ theorem:

s= + -\-yP-

In exactly the same way as for the cylindrical detector, the reduction in solid angle 

subtended by any pixel relative to a pixel normal to the scatterer (at O'), is given by

“ = > i
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In contrast to the curved plate geometry, because s now depends on y  as well as jc, the 

correction cannot usefully be precalculated and stored in a lookup table in software.

Polarisation corrections are applied as for the curved plate, although now

5 JĈCOŜ Y = -r .
JĈ  + ) r

3. Sample misplacement and other geometric errors
Experimentally there is only a finite accuracy to which the sample can be aligned with the 

geometric axis of the cylindrical detector. Given the design of the CIP camera, we assume 

that any misplacement is reproducible on the scale of other unavoidable random errors, 

fi*om sample to sample. For small displacements, such as 0.3% (0.5mm error with a 

185mm radius camera arc), the error A20, between the 20 measured fi*om the direct beam 

spot in the vertical plane (jc = 0) and the true 20, as a function of 20 is well approximated 

by

A20 = - ^ ^ [ s i n (20 -  a) + sina]

where u is the distance offset, and a  is the direction (angle) of the offset measured in the 

same plane as 20. The sin a  term should be included only if the camera arc is displaced 

too high or low relative to the beam - if the camera-beam alignment is correct, then this 

term should be ignored. Klug and Alexander [1974] discuss general alignment errors in 

Debye-Scherrer cameras, but note their assumption of a detector film which is symmetric 

above and below the beam.

Other errors include the effective radius differing fi*om the nominal radius and the slight 

stretching of the phosphor surface of the image plate when it is flattened for scanning, 

relative to the curved shape it takes within the camera. Both of these are invariant 

between exposures and simple linear functions in 20.

In practice, given that the 20 range used by the CIP camera covers only 0° to 120° (0° to 

64° for high-resolution exposures), a second-order polynomial fit based on a known 

calibration sample, such as silicon powder, is found quite adequate to compensate for all 

the above.
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For pixels lying outside the jf = 0 plane, the full correction gets more complicated, being 

primarily an issue in the low 20 portion of the data. On the line )/ = 0 on the detector, a 

forwards/backwards sample m isalignm ent will lead to an error because the effective 

sample-detector distance differs from that expected given the camera radius. A quick 

numerical check reveals that for a worst case of a 1mm error in alignment with a 185mm 

radius camera leads to a linear displacement of 380pm in diffracted peak position from 

one pixel at jc = ±70mm, which translates to an error in 20 of 0.1°. More realistic figures 

for the high precision arc, 350mm radius, with a 0.3mm sample offset, again at 

JC = ±70mm gives a linear error on the image plate of 60pm, equivalent to a 29 error of

0.01° (cf. peak full width half maximum 0.07°). In reality this error would be expected to 

fall further with the averaging over the fidl 180° of the Debye-Scherrer ring. Furthermore 

it is not our common practice to integrate over the full width of the plate at low angles, 

this being one of several reasons.

4. Scanner distortion characteristics
At the time when I joined, no-one in the CIP team really knew the extent or nature of 

distortions in the scanner, though inherited wisdom and software led us to believe that 

correction might be necessary. Early results with newly-written software which did not 

apply calibrations verified that calibration most definitely was required.

A standard method of calibrating spatial distortions in area detectors is to expose the 

detector to a known geometric pattern; analysis of the resulting image enables the 

distortion function to be derived. In the case of the image-plate scaimer, a pattern of

0.2mm diameter holes on a square 2.00mm spacing was appropriate.

The existing procedure had been to expose the image plate through a nickel mask using 

back-scattered X-rays. Exposures of tens of minutes were required owing to the low X-ray 

intensity, and inadequate mechanical fastening frequently caused the mask to lift away 

from the detector. Furthermore, the image plate camera arc had to be temporarily removed 

to permit the alternative X-ray configuration in the hutch.

I since discovered that some image plates (the Kodak brand, or the uncoated Fuji range 

designed for a-particle detection) are highly sensitive to short-wave UV light. Even at a 

distance of 1.5metres, a small battery-powered 254nm UV torch was found to be capable
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of exciting the image plate to saturation in 30 seconds or less. Grid exposures have 

subsequently been made using the UV torch instead. Owing to the vastly greater photon 

count, convenience of not having to disrupt the X-ray set-up, and more controlled 

mask-fastening this method is far more satisfactory.

Fig. II.C.5: Image plate and 2mm grid spatial calibration mask; left: close-up, right: in place for exposure.

The Phosphorlmager 400 scanner uses an oscillating galvanometer mirror arrangement to 

scan the laser beam across the X-axis (short side) of the image plate, and traverses the 

Y-axis (long dimension) of the plate by driving the plate carriage past the laser sweep by 

means of wires and pulleys. We assume therefore that distortions in X and Y are 

essentially independent. Characteristic distortions produced by this scanner are illustrated 

in fig. n.C.6.

Scanner X-axis error 
rel. to a 172pm linear scale

Scanner Y-error 
rel. to a 176.3pm linear scale
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Fig. II.C.6: Typical Phosphorlmager 400 scanner spatial distortions.

The uncorrected X-distortion is quite large, deviating ±300pm from the best linear fit. 

Though a fairly smooth function and reasonably constant over time; it does change 

magnitude a little, which may be related to the scanner warming up after switching on, or 

minor mechanical shock arising from everyday use. The uncorrected Y-distortion is less
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severe in absolute terms (± 100pm), but is fairly iiregular and contains an oscillatory 

component which changes phase, and to some extent magnitude, over tens of scans. Not 

too surprisingly, the period of the oscillations is roughly equal to the circumference of the 

pulleys on which the wire runs to move the plate. I suspect the phase changes occur as the 

wires creep relative to the plastic pulleys. The fact that the plate is pulled only from one 

side probably doesn’t help.

Experience has shown that for consecutive scans, the Y-error typically correlates to within 

10% (in other words, by using a grid scan to ‘correct’ a data scan, the residual error can be 

reduced by up to an order of magnitude). After about 30 scans, correlation is about 50%, 

that is, data corrected with a grid scaimed 30 scans earlier has about half the error 

compared to no correction. More recently, I have discovered that the X-distortions and 

scale change with time, the total scale changing by 0.5% within a few hours of scanner 

switch-on, and continuing to fluctuate by a lesser amount thereafter.

Hammersley [1994] discusses similar scanner distortion characteristics, although his 

scanner originally seemed to show even less repeatability in the Y-direction than ours. It 

is possible that the manufacturers modified the drive mechanism at some point (these 

scanners were early models), indeed Hammersley [1995] subsequently redesigned the 

pulley system in his scanner and claimed to have reduced the error to ±20pm.

With the geometiy of the CIP camera, the Y-axis of the image-plate scanner runs along 

the length of the Debye-Scherrer pattern while the X-axis crosses it. Owing to the strong 

correlation between the Y-axis and resolved 20-angle, distortions along the Y-axis are 

extremely undesirable. The effects of distortion in the X-axis are less immediately 

obvious; the integrated peaks for low 20-angles will be broadened and their mean position 

may be affected too.

Bearing in mind these points, it is now usual practice to make a new scanner calibration 

every 15-20 scans, or at least twice a day. If the science particularly requires greater 

accuracy then calibrations can be made more often.
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5. User Interface considerations and implementation
Ultimately, the software is to be used by the visiting scientists (‘Users’) who spend one to 

five days exposing their samples on the diffraction station. The programs need to be 

intuitive and robust - not least because these users will have little time to get started, and 

will often be working late into the night and when tired.

Given my extensive previous programming experience, this software was written to run in 

Microsoft Windows 95/NT4, although a Unix/X-Windows solution would have been 

equally acceptable.

Having made his/her diffraction exposures, the user needs to be able to view the image, 

manually or automatically determine and specify the direct-beam centre, specify the arc 

radius, define the region of the image to be included in the processing (originally just 

rectangular, but now incorporating parallelograms and 3D sectors), perform the 

integration and view the result. Means must be found to enable calibration files to be 

made, and then incorporated in the processing. Given that as many as 40 exposures can be 

made in 24 hours, and with many processing options available, it was found highly 

desirable for all the generated files to maintain their own record of the parameters and 

calibration files used in their creation.

The apparatus will inevitably evolve, and any good piece of software will no doubt be 

applied to set-ups and equipment other than that for which it was originally designed, so I 

tried to make the whole structure as flexible as possible, without unduly sacrificing 

usability. To this end I developed a suite of independent programs (which communicate 

by means of machine- and human-readable intermediate files), as summarised below.

i. ‘CIP Analysis’

This program contains the core functionality. With CIP Analysis the user can open and 

display the .gel image-plate image files, specify the camera radius (or flat-plate geometry), 

select scanner and alignment calibration files to apply, perform the integration, then save 

the resulting files of intensity versus 20. It can also be used to generate intensity versus X 

or Y files (linear averaging) which is useful for making scanner calibrations and general 

diagnostic purposes.
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ii. ‘Peaker*

Peaker enables the user to view the intensity versus 20, X or Y files in more detail, aided 

by the ability to ‘zoom-in’ on parts of the pattern very swiftly. This program locates the 

peaks in the pattern with sub-pixel interpolation, and then superimposes the centrelines on 

the graph. A table of the peak positions can be saved. A list of known peak positions can 

be opened, and displayed as marks along the bottom of the graph for comparison. To 

calibrate the 20 scale for alignment errors, the difference in position of the peaks in the 

pattern and in a reference file may be plotted and a second-order polynomial curve fitted.

iii. ‘ScannerCalib’

Reads in X- and Y- peak-position lists derived fi*om grid-scans, and generates a Scanner 

Calibration lookup table file, assuming a 2.00mm source grid.

iv. ‘GEL Indexer*

A small, simple utility to generate an index of a collection of .gel files by extracting the 

human-readable scan-information out of them.
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6. Coding details
i. ‘CIP Analysis’

CIP Analysis allows the user to open and view the .GEL image plate files, visually mark 

up the direct beam position and region to use for integration, specify experimental 

parameters, run the integration, then view and save the results.

The program was written so that the user identifies the direct-beam position to the 

program by placing a set of crosshairs. With the lower resolution scans most commonly 

used the beamspot image is typically 2 pixels high by 3 wide. Using the mouse pointer, 

and nudging using the keyboard if required, this specifies the spot to a resolution of 

1 pixel at best. For narrow integration regions, any small placement error in Y will give 

rise only to zero-point errors in the processed data, while small errors in X have very little 

effect at all. In the case of wide integration regions, where the horizontal component of 

diffraction angle is appreciable, beamspot position errors will cause non-linear errors in 

the 20 scale and blurring of low-angle rings.

There was some debate over whether sub-pixel beamspot location should be permitted, or 

even if an automatic method could be used for fine-tuning. I dismissed such an idea as 

potentially deceptive, implying a false level of accuracy, for two reasons. Firstly, the true 

beamspot may be surrounded by a small cluster of ‘single crystal’ spots from the lead 

beamstop itself. Secondly it was found that the shadowing effect of strongly absorbing 

samples, if slightly too high or low displaces the apparent beamspot image, see fig. n.C.7. 

Either of these effects could result in the beam location being inaccurately represented by 

the centroid or brightest part of the spot on the image, confusing a software program. 

Until hardware modifications are implemented which eliminate such risks, I believe it is 

safer for the user to exercise their judgement and take responsibility for beamspot 

location.

One interesting idea in the literature, applied to flat plate geometiy, is to use a Hough 

transform to locate the centre of digitised diffraction patterns from the rings [Dammer 

et al 1997]. It appears doubtful that this method would be robust for the small firactions of 

each Debye-Scherrer ring recorded in our geometry, for rings distorted due to strain, or be 

applicable to amorphous patterns.
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y .
Fig. 1I.C.7: Diagrammatic representations of misleading beamspots types; a) undersized capillary with 
highly absorbing sample, b) capillary with absorbing sample, aligned slightly too low, c) subsidiary 
beamspots caused by single-crystal diffraction in the semi-transparent beamstop.

The mouse is used to specify the rectangular region of the image over which integration is 

performed. For data collected using the slit mask and translation stage (see fig. n.C.2), the 

very narrow strips (4 x 400mm) frequently exhibit a degree of skew relative to the X-Y 

axis of the scan. To maximise the usable data under such circumstances, provision was 

implemented to allow the user to skew the rectangular integration region into a 

parallelogram if desired. A more recent addition is the option of a ‘\|/-limited’ region 

(refer to fig. II.C.3, p.26); this is equivalent to selecting only the scattering which falls 

within a 3-dimensional sector with its apex along the incident X-ray beam, extending 

symmetrically upwards with semi- angle The projection of such a region on the

cylindrical detector is the locus of a sine-wave shape, x = ±C sin 20, where C is a constant 

relating to \|/, in practice limited by the maximum width of the image-plate or 

user-defined region. For general whole-plate exposures, this type of region is 

advantageous as it avoids sampling the full width of the plate at low Y-values (where the 

integration is most sensitive to X-distortions in the scanner, sample misalignment errors, 

and beamspot X-location errors), while sampling the full width of the plate as 20 

approaches 90° — gaining best statistical quality where the signal is weakest, see

fig. n.c.8.
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Fig. I1.C.8: Representation of the low-angle end of a image plate with a diffraction pattern, showing the 
factors affecting the choice of width to use for integration; a) distortions/misplacements in X are negligible, 
though counting statistics are relatively poor, b) distortions/misplacements in X are negligible for all 
diffraction rings except the first two, counting statistics improved, c) horizontal errors will affect the first 3 
or 4 rings significantly, but the counting statistics will be excellent, d) ‘improved’ integration boundary 
achieves good statistics at higher angles whilst maintaining good geometric accuracy at low angles.

The raw image plate files are large; 4 megabytes for the lower resolution (176pm pixel 

size) and 16 megabytes for the (88pm) high resolution scans. Pixel-coimts are 2 and 8 

million respectively. Consequently, even on a high-end desktop computer in 1997 

(266MHz Pentium II processor, 64MB main memory), the numerical integration 

processing could take tens of seconds, and program efficiency as well as accuracy was 

important. Precalculated lookup tables and integer maths were used where appropriate to 

reduce the computational load.

The overall approach to performing the integration can be summarised:

1. Obtain user parameters, direct beam spot, region to process, calibration files, etc.
2. Precalculate lookup tables
3. Generate an empty, initially zeroed, array intensity[2Q] with bin size just 

slightly larger than the angle subtended by one pixel on the line x = 0.
4. Generate a parallel array, also zeroed, area[2^]
5. Loop through}/ on the image plate
6. Loop through x on the image plate
7. Using the calibration corrections, calculate the 20 angle corresponding to (xj/)
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8. Add the intensity of the pixel at (xj/) to the bin intensity\2Q\
9. Calculate or lookup the relative solid angle subtended by the pixel at (x^)

10. Modify this value slightly, according to polarisation effects
11. Add the resulting value to the area[2Q] array
12. End JC loop
13. End y loop
14. Loop through 20-bins
15. Divide mtensiiy[2Q] by area[2Q] to yield the final miensity[2Q] figures
16. End 20-bin loop
17. Superimpose iniensity[2Q] result on the on-screen 2D image
18. Allow the user the option to save the processed data

The strategy adopted for dealing with the scanner distortions was not to resample the 

whole dataset to an ‘idealised’ form first (which would cause unacceptable blurring as 

well as being computationally intensive), but to apply an ‘inverse method’ — a lookup 

table relating the scanner pixel co-ordinates to real-space co-ordinates — during the main 

processing. The relative merits of the approaches are discussed by Hammersley et al 

[1996]. Following application of the scanner calibration lookup table, a second-order 

polynomial calibration is applied to the Y-axis to correct for sample misalignment and 

image-plate stretch, as mentioned earlier in section n.C.3. This polynomial is calculated 

from an analysis of the positions of the diffraction lines of a known standard (see below).

The default bin-size for the 20 array is just slightly larger than the angle subtended by one 

nominal pixel on the line jc = 0. This ensures that despite minor non-linearities in the 

scanner, even if just a narrow central integration region is used, every bin is allocated at 

least some counts. No attempts are made to ‘partition’ the counts received in one pixel 

between the two closest corresponding bins. With a wider integration region, the 

distribution of samples in 20-space will be more evenly distributed and there is some 

justification for using smaller bin-sizes, perhaps to about half the default size. Given that 

diffraction lines firom good crystalline materials have a full width at half maximum of 

three to four pixels with the low resolution reader scan, smaller bins sizes (effectively a 

smaller spatial quantisation step) leads to better peak-shapes. Obviously if the bins are too 

narrow then some will fail to be sampled and gaps will appear in the output data. In my 

final software, selecting smaller bins is very much up to the discretion of the user, though
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a warning is given if gaps result. The advantages and pitfalls of using reduced bin-sizes 

are also discussed by Hammersley [1996].

The integration settings control panel in the final version of my software in shown in 

fig. U.C.9. The main window of the program, displaying part of the image-plate scan 

complete with beamspot cross-hairs, region selected for integration, and superimposed 

one-dimensional diffractogram is shown in fig. n.C.lO.
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Fig. n.C.9; The pre-integration settings control panel.
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Fig. n.C.lO: ‘CIP Analysis’ program, showing diffraction pattern with direct beam cross-hairs (green), 
integration region (blue), and superimposed integrated line graph (red).

ii. ‘Peaker’

To facilitate alignment calibration based on the observed positions o f ‘known’ peaks from 

a standard sample (e.g. silicon NIST 640b), a program had to be written to identify and 

accurately locate significant peaks in experimental data — diffraction patterns. This 

proved to be quite an interesting intellectual challenge, raising such questions as what 

constitutes a ‘peak’, when is it ‘significant’ (not statistical noise)? Given the initial goals, 

it was more important that those peaks which are found are accurate, than that all peaks 

are found. If there’s any doubt over a peak, the program should ignore it, rather than 

risking a poor guess. For silicon, our usual standard, the diffraction peaks are strong and 

well-spaced. The requirement for accuracy demanded some kind of sub-pixel 

interpolation. Two common means for determination of peak centres [see Warren 1990]
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are centroid and mid-chord methods. Centroid methods effectively find the centre of 

gravity of the area under the peak and theoretically simplify error treatment, but in 

practice are extremely sensitive to the definition and fitting of the background. Mid-chord 

methods are more objective for real data, the peak-centre being determined by the 

mid-point of a chord drawn across the peak at some fi-action of the total height, typically 

80%. If non-negligible relative to the peak-height then an estimate of the background is 

still required, but there is no critical dependence on it. Both methods were tested at an 

early stage and, as expected, the mid-chord method gave better results, particularly for the 

weaker, higher angle peaks. Since the automatic peak finding proved to be veiy useful on 

many of the diffraction patterns (not just the calibration sample) which often have closely 

spaced or overlapping peaks, the centroid method was abandoned in preference to the 

more robust alternative.

For an experimentally obtained diffraction pattern sampled in discrete 20 steps, a veiy 

simple definition of a peak was found to be

In—2 ^  In-\ ^ I n  ^  In+l ^  In+2 

where I„ is the intensity of sample n.

This is effective as long as there are not too many data points per peak (for the 176pm 

resolution scans, a peak is approximately 4 pixels FWHM). If the data is recorded with 

much smaller 20 steps then noise in the points near the top of a real peak can violate the 

above definition. Alone, this definition was found to practically eliminate false 

identification of ‘peaks’ within the noise floor. A further minimum peak-height criterion 

was added based on an estimate of the statistical noise in the data.

In order to apply the 80% height rule, especially for the smaller peaks at high angle, a 

background estimate needs to be made. I wanted to write the simplest possible routine to 

fulfil this requirement with utmost reliability, making minimal assumptions about the 

data. For this application the background can be an ‘eyeball’ line — there is no 

requirement for it to be described by a mathematical function. The first widely successful 

method I developed was as follows.
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1. Find the lowest points in the dataset within a moving region several times longer 
than the expected peak FWHM.

2. Generate a ‘trial’ background from a linear interpolation between the points 
identified in step 1. This will generally follow the bottom of the noise spread 
between peaks, and trace a straight line under the peaks.

3. Construct a second ‘trial’ background by taking a low-pass filtered version of the 
actual data where it lies close to the trial background generated in step 2 (bringing 
the background level between peaks up to the mean level of signal+noise), 
otherwise (under the peaks) maintain the linear estimate from step 2. ‘Closeness’ 
of the real data to the background from step 1 is measured relative to a noise 
estimate derived from the mean difference between a point and its adjacent 
neighbours

4. Further smooth the result from step 3.

This method is quite effective, though if veiy broad peaks are present then the arbitrary 

region size in step 1 can cause the estimation to jump. In noisy data discontinuities in the 

background determination are noticeable underneath the peaks.

Later I developed a second method which is slightly slower, but simpler and doesn’t 

suffer the discontinuities.

1. Identify groups of consecutive datapoints which follow an unbroken upwards or 
downwards trend; these are ‘correlated’ and almost certainly on the sides of peaks.

2. Generate a copy of the data points smoothed on a scale of the expected FWHM, by 
taking a rolling average.

3. Construct a noise estimate based upon the RMS difference between the low-pass 
filtered dataset and the raw data, from the regions determined in step 1 not to be 
correlated.

4. Using a cos  ̂filter profile of width 10 times the expected peak FWHM, iteratively 
low-pass the background-estimate array discarding each time the excess in each 20 
interval when the smoothed dataset has greater amplitude than the
data+noise estimate. After about 50 iterations, the result is found to be close to 
the fi-eehand line a human would sketch.

With the background defined, and peak centres identified, it is quite straightforward to 

carry out the mid-chord at 80% height procedure, and derive a table of peak positions.
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iii. ‘ScannerCalib’

As mentioned earlier in the section on scanner distortions, I have defined the horizontal 

and vertical distortions to be separable — certainly within the limits of general 

repeatability. From a grid calibration exposure, the CIP Analysis program is used to 

generate a horizontal average of intensity versus pixel row, fî om which the Y-calibration 

will be obtained, and a vertical average of intensity versus pixel column for the 

X-calibration. By averaging over many spots, discrete sampling errors are reduced, and 

the effect of a few missing spots (mask holes blocked) is negligible. From these datasets, 

peak positions are identified using Peaker, then passed to my Grid Calibration program. 

This program calculates the difference between the 2.00mm spacing on which the points 

should lie and the actual inter-spot spacing recorded by the pixel-intervals and nominal 

scan resolution. These discrete error points are low-pass filtered on a scale of 3 spots. 

Finally the program linearly interpolates between the spots to generate a calibration table 

for the scanner which relates every row and colunm of pixels to a real-world distance in 

micro-meters.

7. User documentation
Detailed user documentation was written in the form of web pages (using the hypertext 

mark-up language, html). This is easy to write and maintain, flexible, and reads directly 

across the internet, enabling users to read up on the procedures prior to their arrival at 

Daresbuiy. The documentation is included as Appendix B.
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D. Hardware and procedural refinements
In the course of the heavy usage of the CIP camera system during the recent trial and 

software development phases, various technical and usability issues were discovered. 

Some changes made to the operational procedures, and various investigations which 

haven’t already been mentioned, are summarised below.

1. Magnetically-mounted image-plates for scanning
The arrangement of the Phosphorlmager 400 scanner is such that the flexible image plate 

has to be suspended ftom an aluminium backing with the sensitive surface facing 

downwards, because it is scanned fi*om below. When I joined the project, a backing plate 

with a recess lined with ‘tacky’ double-sided tape and screw-down end clips was used. 

This was awkward to use because tiny Allen screws had to be tightened in the dark, and 

the tape gradually lost its stickiness and had to be replaced periodically. On some 

occasions the plate had been known to come partially unstuck inside the scanner, which 

can be difficult to remove and necessitates a repeat exposure. Following my realisation 

that our image plates are backed with a steel foil (or steel particles for the newer blue ones 

now in use, Fuji part 08BAS103), I designed a new image plate scanner cassette which is 

lined with a rubber loaded with magnetic particles. In this way, the image plate can now 

be straightforwardly aligned in the cassette (even in the dark) and carried to the scanner. 

Screw-clips and unreliable tacky tape are no longer required.

2. Initial camera alignment routine
The image-plate camera is only one of several experimental setups used on station 9.1 at 

Daresbury, and has to be removed after use. Replacing and realigning the camera at the 

start of each beamtime used to take until mid-afternoon of the first day. I found the 

original helium-neon laser, used for alignment, relatively unhelpful since its beam 

diameter was -2mm. I specified a well-focussed solid-state laser diode module to replace 

the old laser, then devised a new procedure of aligning the laser to the X-ray beam first 

(laser pointing into X-ray path), then the camera to the laser beam, and cut in half the time 

required to align the system.

3. Absorption of polycarbonate image-plate support
Originally a clear polycarbonate sheet had been used to provide physical support to the 

image plate in the camera, with the scattered X-rays passing through it. Since the plate
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can be erased by visible light, for convenience the support had been replaced with a black 

(optically opaque) polycarbonate sheet more recently. In comparative exposures at 

0.4868Â it was noticed that the black polycarbonate seemed to absorb 30% more of the 

signal, and that the peak-shape showed a marginally broader skirt. This was, however, 

deemed acceptable, given the practical advantages.

One small problem on station 9.1 is third-harmonic contamination of the X-ray beam 

from the a silicon 111 monochromator. In the past this had never been a problem with the 

conventional stepping diffractometer because its detector is fitted with an energy 

discriminator circuit. Even with the non energy-discerning image plate the harmonic is 

not detectable at wavelengths around 0.5Â owing to the short wavelength cut-off of the 

white X-ray beam from the wiggler. At longer wavelengths the harmonic becomes 

progressively more noticeable, being detected at about 1/1000th of the strength of the 

fundamental at 0.7Â. As part of my materials research I became interested in making 

exposures at longer wavelengths, and carried out a series of test silicon powder exposures 

at wavelengths out to 1.0Â. I noticed some small but unexpected variations in the overall 

pattern strength, the level of harmonic contamination, and the shape of the peak skirts.

Curiosity aroused, I measured the absorption of the polycarbonate sheet as a function of 

wavelength. I found that the black polycarbonate has an abrupt absorption edge at 0.92Â, 

corresponding to the bromine K-edge. The absorption of the clear polycarbonate proved 

to be less, and didn’t exhibit the edge (see fig. n.D.l and fig. II.D.2). Even so, the black 

polycarbonate continues to be used routinely, the performance at 0.5Â being acceptable.

X-ray flux vs wavelength
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Fig. Il.D.l: X-ray flux as a function of wavelength, measured using an ion chamber; top - incident flux, 
middle - through a sheet of clear polycarbonate, bottom - through a sheet of black polycarbonate. Note that 
the overall shape must not be interpreted as absolute, owing to varying detector efficiency with wavelength.
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Fig. II.D.2: Data from previous figure, presented to show the percentage transmission; top - clear 
polycarbonate, bottom - black polycarbonate. The edge at 0.92Â is attributed to bromine in the black 
pigment. Despite repeated requests the supplier refuses to give any information on the materials used to 
make the polycarbonate black.

Now knowing the black polycarbonate characteristic, it would clearly be advantageous to 

make longer wavelength exposures above rather than below 0.92Â, not only for the 

greater X-ray flux, but especially for the relative reduction in harmonic contamination.

4. Storm™ scanner trials
Molecular Dynamics allowed us the opportunity to test their latest model of image plate 

scanner, the Storm™. This new design replaces the pulley-driven scanning cassette and 

galvanometer sweep system of the Phosphorlmager 400 with an arrangement whereby the 

image plate is placed face down on a stationary glass panel and scanned by mechanically 

driving a solid state laser module across the glass. Inspection revealed that the Y-axis is 

screw-fed, and the X-axis is swept by a motor-driven belt system, with optical positional 

feedback (very similar to an ink-jet printer head carriage). Spatial distortions were found 

to be very much reduced in the new design, to better than ±20pm in each direction. 

Intensity uniformity is expected to be at least as good, though the scanning mechanism is 

noisy and a 200pm resolution scan takes nearly twice as long as our current scanner.
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E. Real-world performance evaluation
Owing to the nature of the Curved Image Plate camera and the interaction between 

beamline, camera hardware, software, and the scientific users, detailed performance levels 

cannot be accurately predicted on paper alone. Instead, this section highlights a number of 

aspects of the system performance as a whole, as determined fi*om actual use.

1. Intensity and statistical quality
Absolute intensities recorded depend, of course, on the samples, the beam strength, 

quality of the alignment of the sample within the beam etc. A representative 5 minute 

exposure of NIST 640b silicon powder in a 0.5mm glass capillary tube at 0.6920Â gave a 

(111) peak intensity of 16000 against a background of 400 (primarily fi*om the capillary). 

After integration, the figures remain much the same, but owing to averaging over -700 

pixels per 26 step, the peak signal to background noise (statistical and random) ratio 

improves, and is of the order 5000:1. The full width half maximum peak widths are 

approximately 0.08° in 20. Saturation intensity of the reader is 100000 counts.

2. Experimentally determined accuracy of the 20 scale
Estimates of the best precision in the 20 scale can be gauged by looking at the scatter in 

the found positions for silicon standards relative to their ‘known’ positions. Estimates of 

accuracy in the system as a whole, and the degree to which precision is reduced over time, 

are obtained by calibrating the axis using one standard exposure, then repeating that 

standard several scans later and comparing the two.

With the 350mm radius camera, under typical conditions, for the silicon peaks in the 

range 0-60° at 0.6920Â the RMS deviation of individual peak positions compared to the 

best fit can be expected to be around 0.0025° for exposures within one or two scans of the 

scanner calibration. The deviation typically remains better than 0.0035° for 15 scans 

either side of a calibration, worsening to -0.007° at 30 scans away firom a scanner 

calibration. It is recommended that recalibration of the scanner be performed at least 

every 20 to 25 scans to maintain precision.

The accuracy of the 20 scale is affected primarily by mechanical variations in the sample 

position relative to the geometric arc centre from exposure to exposure, but possibly also 

due to a small drift in the X-ray wavelength fi*om the monochromator over the life of the
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synchrotron electron beam. Comparison between the overall 20 scale calibrated using a 

silicon standard following a synchrotron refill, and a recalibration just prior to the beam 

dump amount typically to an error of the order 0.02° in 50° (a not-quite linear scale error 

of about 0.04%). Between adjacent exposures, with the sample being removed, replaced, 

and re-exposed, scale errors are typically slightly less than this. Performance (when 

recalibration is carried out at the recommended intervals) is summarised in table II.E.1.

Arc Max 26 Equivalent step size* Peak typical typical
radius 88pm scan 176pm scan FWHM precision accuracy

350mm 64° 0.014° 0.028° 0.08° ±0.003° 0.03%
185mm 120° 0.027° 0.055° 0.16° ±0.007° 0.06% (est)

Table ILE.1: CIP camera performance. Zero point errors depend on the user, but with care are normally 
less than 70% of the equivalent step size. * angle subtended by one pixel in the centre of the image plate.

3. Round Robin feedback
As part of their Research Computing Initiative, the EPSRC funds a number of 

Collaborative Computing Projects (CCP) which are designed help academia to develop, 

maintain and distribute computer programs and methods of use to researchers. One of 

these projects, CCP 14, is for Single Crystal and Powder Diffraction (‘Freely Available 

Crystallographic Software for Students and Academia’). During 1998, this project 

organised a ‘Structure Determination by Powder Diffractometiy Round Robin’, the aim of 

which was to compare efficiency of methods for structure determination from powder 

diffractometiy (SDPD). Two samples were chosen, an inorganic, cobaltamine 

[Co(NH3)gCOjN03.H20, and achromycin (or tetracycline) hydrochloride 

C22H24N20g.HCl, a pharmaceutical. For each, cell parameters and possible space groups, 

together with several powder diffraction datasets were distributed to the participants. To 

supplement the Cu-Ka Bragg-Brantano diffractogram for the tetracycline, we were asked 

to provide a CIP capillaiy pattern (exposed at A, = 0.6920Â).

Seventy teams downloaded the complete datasets, and 4 submitted solutions for the 

tetracycline. Only two of these ‘solutions’ proved in any way complete, one was from the 

conventional data, and one was from the CIP dataset. Prof. W.I.F. David of the 

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory solved and refined the orthorhombic structure (P2j2j2j) 

from the CIP data using the Global Optimisation Method and extracted 100 structure 

factors by the Pawley method. The final analysis yielded lattice parameters of
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a =  10.98029(7)A, b = 12.85242(7)A, c = 15.73303(8)A, with 7 ^  = 2.92%.

57 atomic positions were refined, including 24 hydrogens (located to a mean error of

0.2Â).

Comparing with the single-crystal reference solution, the results fix)m the CIP data were 

twice as accurate as those submitted by a different contestant working fi*om the 

conventional data (see table n.E.2).

GIF
Prof. David

Cu - Bragg Brentano 
Participant 4

Cu - Bragg Brentano 
Organisers

Mean/A 
Min /A Max /A

Mean/A 
Min /A Max /A

Mean/A 
Min /A Max /AAtom Number

C 22 0.080 
0.038 0.136

0.191 
0.034 0.374

0.173 
0.083 0.278

H 24 0.217 
0.054 0.549

not found not found

0 8 0.083 
0.062 0.104

0.105 
0.045 0.156

0.133 
0.093 0.177

N 2 0.080 
0.071 0.089

0.253 
0.246 0.259

0.268 
0.261 0.274

Cl 1 0.044 0.027 0.014
Table n.E.2: Structure solution of tetracycline hydrochloride from powder diffractometiy; displacement of 
atom positions compared to single-crystal data. The data from the Image Plate is highlighted.

The organising team also produced a solution from the conventional data (and have since 

solved the CIP data, though the results have not been disseminated). Had the CIP been 

used with a longer wavelength, these results might well have been improved further still 

(at the wavelength used most of the useful information in the pattern was compressed into 

the region below 25° 20).

Although the small number of respondents makes it difficult to differentiate between 

advantages due to analysis techniques, or raw data, this refinement proves that the CEP 

data is more than capable of providing structure solutions for, and high quality 

refinements of, complex organic molecules.
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F. Towards a lab-based’ CIP system
1. Introduction
Although the CIP work was targeted at advancing current state-of-the-art synchrotron 

diffraction techniques, a huge amount of routine research is still performed in ordinary 

laboratories with a conventional X-ray tube source. We asked whether the GIF concept 

could be ported advantageously to such set-ups. The main differences are the much 

greater divergence of a conventional source, potential problems of KP contamination, and 

the generally longer wavelengths - which may require a larger 20 range, affect the choice 

of construction materials, and make air scatter more of a concern.

2. Conventional Cu X-ray tube sources
hnage-plates were tested in conjunction with standard IkW Cu X-ray tubes, both using 

old fashioned 57mm radius Debye-Scherrer cameras and crude temporary configurations. 

I observed extremely high background counts: on samples contained within 0.5mm glass 

capillary tubes, the peak to background ratio was as low as 3:1 for the strongest peak of 

NaCl, or 6:1 for nickel powder. By comparative tests I established that less than half of 

this background arises from air scatter, but despite many efforts its source has not been 

properly identified. I have considered that it might be caused by the bremsstrahlung 

continuous radiation from the X-ray tube, but have not yet proved it conclusively. Until 

the high background problem has been solved, there would seem to be little point in 

pursuing this line of investigation.

3. Bede microsouRCE™
By contrast to the problems with the conventional X-ray tube source, we obtained very 

encouraging results in tests with the new Bede microsouRCE™. Bede, a small company 

based in Durham have been assembling low power (~10 Watt) micro Cu X-ray tubes in a 

housing with a collimating X-ray mirror. In this way the intensity, at the focal spot some 

600mm or 300mm fix)m the tube, exceeds that obtainable from a 5kW rotating-anode tube 

for many applications. This type of source would appear to be ideal with the CIP camera.

In May 1999 we transported the CIP camera to Durham to do some trials. Owing to the 

less penetrating nature of the Cu wavelength X-rays, we mounted the image-plate on the 

inside of the polycarbonate. We relied upon subdued illumination and shielding afforded 

by very thin black plastic from a bin-liner bag to prevent ambient light erasing the plate.
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Since air scattering is more serious than at Daresbury, additional lead foil shielding of the 

direct beam path was added. A nickel filter was used to suppress Cu-Kp contamination, 

though it still remained evident. For silicon in a 0.3mm capillary tube, and the 350mm 

radius camera, peaks were around 0.15° FWHM at 30°, rising to 0.22° at 55° where the 

Ka,/Ko2 splitting was plain to see. The doubling of peak width compared to synchrotron 

data is due to a combination of poorer spectral purity and the imperfect collimation. For 

the silicon, peak to background ratios were an acceptable 10:1, and could almost certainly 

be improved with better shielding against air-scatter out of the direct beam.

The conclusion was that 30 minute microsouRCE™ exposures proved sufficient to obtain 

very respectable diffraction patterns, even o f complex organic samples, such as the 

challenging tetracycline hydrochloride (see fig. II.F.l). Note in particular the excellent 

signal to statistical noise ratio achieved from a 16 hour exposure by integrating data from 

the whole o f the image plate. The peaks are almost as well resolved as the synchrotron 

data collected at our usual, albeit shorter, wavelength.

Tetracycline hydrochloride CIP diffractograms
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Fig. II.F.l: Diffraction patterns for tetracycline hydrochloride in a 0.3mm glass capillary tube.
Below: standard Daresbury configuration, 0.6920Â, 350mm radius camera, 5-hour exposure as submitted 
for the Round Robin. Above: Bede microsouRCE™ configuration, Cu Ka 1.54Â (with nickel filter, though 
some Kp contamination is still evident), 185mm camera, 30 minute exposure. 20 and intensity axis rescaled 
for comparison.
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G. Summary
Development of data processing software intimately tuned to the camera hardware, 

coupled with a number of hardware and procedural refinements have brought the CIP 

system to the stage of being a ‘user facility’ at the national synchrotron source. It regularly 

yields data of a quality and quantity which far surpasses original expectations. The initial 

aims of the project were to provide a high throughput, versatile and general purpose 

diffraction instrument at relatively low cost. In these terms, it has succeeded admirably: in 

the course of the trials it was shown that up to 50 refmement-quality diffraction exposures 

could be made in one day, ciyosolvent samples were studied at temperatures down to 80K 

[Reat et al 2000], and metal alloys up to 1050K. Besides the usual capillary setup, data 

has also been collected on thin films, foils, and even archaeological fragments.

Despite the CIP systems’ successes, it is still possible to highlight room for further 

improvement. The frequent need to recalibrate the ageing Phosphorlmager scanner is 

frustrating, and it is recommended that the newer and more dimensionally stable Storm™ 

scanner be purchased as soon as funds allow. A revised mechanical design of the sample 

spinner alignment arrangement could be expected to enhance the consistency of sample 

position and reduce 20 scale errors to the sub 0.01% level. System operation is labour- 

intensive, but this is largely a function of the high throughput — on a ‘per-sample’ basis it 

is not so unreasonable. An optical alignment aid affixed to the camera, or some novel 

capillary mounting device which does not need manual adjustment to make it run true, 

might improve the operator experience. Integrated camera and scanner machines 

overcoming several shortfalls of the present CIP setup have been developed commercially 

in Japan, but at much greater cost and less versatile in operation.

Initial trials with the Bede microsouRCE™ were very encouraging and there are ongoing 

discussions regarding the possibility o f jointly developing a microsouRCE™/CIP camera 

commercial product.
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.Nanocrystalline magnetic materials
A. Introduction
1. Overview
General applications requirements for soft ferromagnetic materials are high saturation 

magnetisation combined with low remanence and coercivity. Hindrance of magnetic 

domain wall motion is a major cause of hysteretic behaviour, and it is well-known that 

that can be minimised by having a pure and defect-free crystal structure with large grain 

sizes. In AC applications eddy currents add significantly to the core losses, but can be 

minimised by choosing an alloy with relatively poor electrical conductivity.

Once a defect-free material is obtained, anisotropy — the tendency for atomic magnetic 

moments to align with certain crystallographic axis — becomes the dominant contributor 

to hysteretic effects. Within the last 30 years, it has been possible to make amorphous 

(glassy) ferromagnetic alloys. In such materials the absence of long range crystallographic 

order practically eliminates anisotropy, and much lower coercivities, down to ~1 A-m'*, 

can be obtained [Jiles 1991]. In 1988 it was discovered that some specific melt-spun 

amorphous alloys could be armealed to give a structure consisting of nano-scale iron 

grains suspended in an amorphous matrix [Yoshizawaet al 1988a]. These 

‘nanocrystalline’ iron alloys exhibited unprecedented low coercivity, high saturation, high 

permeability and low core losses, even at frequencies up to lOOkHz. This was a major 

breakthrough of both technological and fundamental importance, and has been attributed 

to the nature of the magnetic interactions between the iron grains and the residual 

amorphous matrix.

Amorphous alloys are intrinsically less thermodynamically stable than the equivalent 

crystalline form, and so can usually only be manufactured by applying extreme processes, 

such as solidification from the melt by cooling at rates as fast as -10® K-s*‘. The prevailing 

technique for fabrication of moderate amounts of amorphous alloy of uniform consistency 

is melt-spinning, though this has its limitations. Being derived from melt-spun precursors, 

the composition and physical form of the nanocrystalline alloys were also constrained. Of 

particular importance is that the product is a thin ribbon; for many applications a solid
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bulk material would be preferable. Although moderately successful ways have been 

devised for grinding and compacting the ribbons to re-form them into a bulk 

[Kawamuraet al 1996], the potential technological importance of nanocrystalline 

materials has lead to a renewed interest in other methods of fabricating amorphous alloys.

It has been known for at least half a century that a solution of sodium borohydride, when 

added to a metal-salt solution, liberates hydrogen gas as well as reducing the metal ions to 

produce a black precipitate composed variously of the base metal and the metal borides. 

Wonterghem et al [1986] noticed that, with the right reaction conditions, the product from 

mixed iron and cobalt salts appeared to be very much amorphous. Given the new intrigue 

of iron-based amorphous and nanocrystalline alloys which arose only a couple of years 

after this discovery, there followed a burst of activity investigating the ‘chemical 

reduction’ reaction. Its powder product, with the potential to be pressed into a bulk, was a 

further attraction.

The Japanese group who discovered the soft-magnetic properties in nanocrystalline iron 

alloys notably published several papers on alloys produced by chemical reduction [e.g. 

Inoueet al 1988, Saida et al 199W&6]. Linderoth and Morup’s group in Denmark 

commenced a systematic characterisation of the chemical reduction method as applied to 

iron-boron alloys [Wells et al 1989, Linderoth et al 1989, Linderoth and Morup 1990a]. It 

was found that the chemical reduction process is considerably more complicated than at 

first appreciated, the crystalline state of the product being very sensitive to the precise 

reaction conditions. It is also particularly difficult to limit the boron content of the alloy to 

much below 25% while still maintaining an amorphous product. Soon it must have 

become apparent that the chemical reduction process was not going to provide any quick 

answers in the race for bulk nanocrystalline materials. The Danish group continued their 

investigations, and more recently a small UCL team under the direction of Dr Quentin 

Pankhurst also got involved, making various ternary alloys, but with particular emphasis 

on iron-zirconium-boron [Femândez Barquin et al 1998, 1999]. At UCL, the emphasis of 

their work has centred on establishing the reaction conditions suitable for generating 

amorphous alloys, and then characterising the product [Forster et al \999a-d\.

The driving force behind my work was the ultimate goal of creating bulk nanocrystalline 

and thus extremely soft-magnetic samples. My initial aims were to investigate the
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response of some of the better UCL chemically-precipitated samples to annealing, to 

study how they crystallised and how their magnetic behaviour changed. X-ray diffraction, 

Môssbauer spectroscopy, vibrating sample magnetometry, and a number of other 

techniques were to be used to perform this task.

I discovered that although the samples studied passed through a state containing some 

nanocrystalline iron during crystallisation, it is not metastable nor does it constitute a high 

volume fraction like that reported for the classic nanocrystalline alloys. Furthermore, 

fairly early on I realised I wasn’t getting evidence of the level of magnetic performance 

we had hoped for. It was some time before I was able to get empirical elemental analysis 

done on our samples which confirmed, as expected, that the boron content was typically 

33at.%. Compared to single-figure boron percentages in the classic alloys, we obviously 

had quite a different system. As a result of this evidence together with an increasing 

appreciation of the sheer quality, originality, and quantity of our ever-growing set of 

X-ray diffraction data, the emphasis of my project shifted slightly. It became essential to 

understand the structural characteristics of what we had actually made, rather than focus 

on the exceptional magnetic properties which were plainly still some way out of reach.

A number of unexpected features were noted in the diffraction data in particular, and I 

gradually became aware that although not discussed at any great length in the literature, 

some questions persisted concerning the atomic structure of chemically-precipitated 

alloys. Ultimately, I found myself having to question some of the most basic assumptions 

about the nature of our product.

2. Types of magnetism
Before delving into the specifics of magnetism in nanostructured materials, it is helpful to 

review the basic theories of magnetism.

Diamagnetism occurs in all materials as a result of the change in velocity of orbiting 

electrons within the atom caused by the presence of an external magnetic field. It acts to 

oppose the external field and hence reduce the field within the material. Except in the 

special case of superconductors, diamagnetism is a very weak effect.

In any atom with unpaired electron spins, each atom has a net magnetic moment and 

diamagnetic effects are dwarfed by paramagnetic or ferromagnetic phenomena, which
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both serve to increase the magnetic field within the material. Ferromagnetic behaviour is 

determined by the interplay of the exchange interaction which causes nearby magnetic 

moments to align parallel to each other, and anisotropy energy which favours certain 

magnetic alignments relative to the crystallographic symmetry axes of the material. The 

result is an ordered magnetic structure consisting of domains within which all moments 

are similarly aligned, separated by ‘walls’ across which the moment orientation changes 

smoothly fi*om that of one domain to the other. Above the Curie temperature, 7̂ , of the 

material the thermal energy overcomes the exchange interaction, the magnetic ordering is 

destroyed, and the sample becomes paramagnetic. In the paramagnetic state, individual 

atomic moments are not coupled to their neighbours and in the absence of an applied field 

are randomly orientated.

In a ferromagnetic material the anisotropy energy, which establishes a preferential 

orientation of the magnetic moments (e.g. along a given crystallographic axis in the case 

of ‘uniaxial’ anisotropy), is of the order K‘V where K  is the anisotropy constant and V the 

grain volume. This energy clearly decreases with the grain size, and with nanometre-scale 

grains can become comparable to the thermal energy, kgT. Under such conditions, in the 

uniaxial case, the magnetic moments become fi*ee to reverse their orientation, and an 

anhysteretic magnetic state with high saturation magnetisation known as 

‘superparamagnetism’ is obtained.

3. Ferromagnetism
Ferromagnetism is the most important type of magnetism fi-om an applications 

perspective, so I will continue by looking more closely at the behaviour of ferromagnets.

When a ferromagnet is exposed to an applied field the individual atomic moments do not 

reorientate straightforwardly to follow the field. Instead, the domain walls move so that 

favourably aligned domains grow at the expense of less favourable ones. Only after a 

considerable amount of domain resizing does the direction of magnetisation of the 

domains themselves change. Theoretical magnetic saturation is reached when all the 

internal atomic moments are fully aligned with the external field.
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Grain boundaries, other lattice irregularities, and anisotropy all impede domain wall 

motion and cause the magnetisation of the sample to lag behind the applied field. This 

effect is known as magnetic hysteresis (see fig. IU.A.1).

magnetic response, B 
A

applied field, H

Fig. III.A.l: Characteristic sigmoid ferromagnetic hysteresis loop.

Materials with a wide hysteresis loop and a high coercivity (greater than -10,000 A m ') 

are known as ‘hard’ materials, and are used for permanent magnets. Those with a thin 

loop, and low coercivity (below -1000 A m ') are referred to as ‘soft’ materials and find 

application in such things as electric motors, electromagnetic lifting devices, and 

transformer cores. Typical values for high purity soft iron are a coercivity, = 80 A m', 

and saturation induction = 2.15 T. By alloying cobalt with the iron, the saturation can 

be increased to -2.4 T while maintaining similarly low coercivity. In contrast, hard 

magnet alloys such as neodymium-iron-boron have coercivities up to 10̂  A-rri 

[Jiles 1991].

Classical soft magnetic materials have traditionally been engineered with large crystallites 

to minimise the number of coercivity-increasing grain boundaries. Further reductions of 

coercivity can only be achieved by lowering the magnetic anisotropy. The magneto- 

crystalline component of anisotropy is by far the most significant and one way of 

minimising it is to have an amorphous structure. In this case the absence of a crystalline 

lattice and hence medium and long range order means that any residual anisotropy will be 

randomly orientated between nearby atoms and will average out over a small distance.
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The critical scale for the balance between exchange coupling and magnetic anisotropy 

energy is given by the ferromagnetic exchange length,

Lo — JÂÎK\

where A is the exchange stiffiiess constant, and the magnetociystalline anisotropy 

energy density.

Lq represents the characteristic length scale over which the direction of magnetic moments 

can vaiy appreciably, and classically governs the width of a domain wall. As an example, 

for FegoSî o, Iq works out as about 35nm.

If the length scale of crystalline order, or the grain size, D, is reduced below Lq, then the 

local direction of magnetisation ceases to be dominated by the anisotropy axis; rather the 

moments simply align parallel to each other owing to exchange interaction. In amorphous 

or nanocrystalline materials the effective anisotropy can be averaged out to practically 

zero, resulting in some extremely low-coercivity materials. We will return to this aspect 

later.

4. Amorphous alloys and their manufacture
Nano-crystalline magnetic materials are normally made by crystallisation of amorphous 

precursor alloys. Consequently an understanding of the development of nano-crystalline 

materials necessarily requires an appreciation of the production of amorphous metal 

alloys.

In solid metals the conventional crystalline state is energetically favoured, and is the state 

arrived at when the metal is cooled fix>m the melt under normal conditions. Under 

extreme conditions, such as particular composition alloys cooled at rates as rapid as 

10^K s '\ it is possible to ‘freeze in’ the liquid (amorphous) structure into the solid. 

Several processes can be used to achieve these cooling rates including thin film 

deposition, splat cooling and a technique known as melt-spirming [Pankhurst 1996]. The 

former produces generally very thin layers upon some kind of substrate, while splat 

cooling is the forerurmer of the latter which yields self-supporting ribbons of metal.
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As an aside, some so-called ‘bulk amorphous alloy’ compositions are known, the most 

recent of which (discovered within the last 2 or 3 years), such as Zr ĵTij^CUijNijoBCjj can 

be cooled at rates as low as 1 K-s‘* and still retain amorphous structure [Schroers et al 

1999]. These can thus be cast into arbitrary shapes 100mm or more in thickness. 

Unfortunately although these materials may be structurally interesting, the compositions 

are not in general magnetically useful. Other examples include Cû ^Tiĝ Zr̂ ^Nig and 

Zr52 5CUi7 9,Nii4gAl,oTig [Glade et al 2000]. A nanociystalline structure has been reported 

for Zr^,Ti;^Cu,2 sNigBe22 5C; following high pressure annealing at 6 GPa and 450°C [Wang 

et al 1999]. Having gained experience with non-magnetic bulk amorphous alloy 

formation, Inoue et al recently searched for ferromagnetic iron and cobalt-based 

amorphous alloys with high glass-forming ability. They did find ‘bulk amorphous’ 

FeggCo^Nî ZrjoBjo, FeggCo2Ni.yZrgNb2B2o and COggFeigZrgB̂ g soft magnetic alloys which 

can be injection-cast in copper moulds to form cylindrical rods of a few millimetres 

diameter [Inoue et al 1998], but there is still much work to be done to optimise this route.

To make an amorphous alloy by melt spinning, a mixture of powders of the constituent 

elements in the required ratios is initially fused into an ingot by arc-melting. The ingot is 

then put into a quartz vessel inside the melt-spinning apparatus, sometimes under vacuum 

or inert gas, where it is once again melted, often by radio-frequency induction heating. 

Through a slit aperture at the bottom of the quartz container the melt drops a few 

millimetres onto the circumference of a copper flywheel of typically 200~300mm 

diameter which rotates at a rate of 500~4000rpm. The wheel may be cooled, possibly with 

liquid nitrogen. The melt freezes on impact, and part way around the wheel it is lifted off, 

generating a ribbon usually 2 to 20mm wide (though occasionally up to 60mm or more), 

and around 20pm thick (see fig. in.A.2).

Only a limited range of alloy compositions are suitable for melt spinning. The first hurdle 

is that, when molten, the alloy must exist as a single-phase. Despite the rapid cooling, 

many alloys will still crystallise on solidification, and a finite amount of silicon or boron 

is usually required to prevent crystallisation. Alloys with a near-eutectic composition 

fulfil the single-phase melt requirement and are normally least prone to crystallising. 

Compositions which can be formed into amorphous ribbons are typically of the type 

(M)-Si-B, with the combined silicon and boron content amounting to typically 20 to
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25at.% of the total, and M being one or more transition metals, often iron, cobalt or 

nickel.

o Melt, heated 
o by induction

ribbon

cooling wheel

m

Fig. ni.A.2: Melt-spinning process: diagrammatic representation (top left), actual equipment (right), and 
example commercial product — Metglas 2605 — 20mm wide (bottom left).

5. Nanocrystalline soft-magnetic alloys
i. Original discovery

Yoshizawa et al [1988a] of Hitachi Metals Ltd., Japan, discovered that by annealing 

melt-spun alloys of appropriate composition at 500-600°C it was possible to grow a 

dispersion of randomly oriented ultrafine bcc iron-silicon grains about 10-20nm in size. 

The residual amorphous matrix occupied around 20-30% of the volume and simple 

geometric arguments thus indicate that the iron-silicon grains are separated by a mere 

l-2nm. Only if the samples were heated at too great a temperature would unwanted 

iron-borides (Fe^B, Fe^B or Fê ^B̂ , with 50-1 OOnm grain size) start to precipitate.

Their paper concentrates on the Fe 4̂ 5.^Cu^Nb3Sii3 5B9 alloy, with x, the copper fi-action, in 

the range 0 < x < 1. These materials exhibited extremely good soft-magnetic properties.
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including incredibly low coercivities coupled with high saturation magnetisation. No 

theoretical explanation of the magnetic properties existed at the time, but the authors were 

quick to highlight potential applications such as transformers and chokes, and the 

nanocrystalline products were given the name finem et™ . A second paper [Yoshizawa 

et al 19886] in the same journal looked at the performance of such a material in a choke 

application. Magnetic measurements, and the chokes, were made by winding the 

5mm-wide ribbon into a coil around 15mm diameter centres to form a toroid.

From a structural perspective, they explain at the outset the importance of the copper 

constituent, which ‘has a tendency to segregate from Fe and has the effect of nucléation’. 

X-ray diffraction patterns for the copper-containing alloy show an almost pure bcc pattern 

(attributed to a bcc iron-rich solid solution, with minority substitution of Si and B) with 

grain size around lOnm, compared to a multiphase pattern of iron-boron compounds for 

the copper-free version of the alloy. The structure-change resulting from the presence of 

copper dramatically reduced the core loss measured at lOOkHz, and lowered the coercivity 

to about 0.5A-m ’.

ii. Developments

Since the breakthrough there have been intensive efforts to understand both how the 

nanostructure imparts these special magnetic properties and the crystallisation processes, 

and hence to improve the alloys further still. Many-component alloys such as these have a 

multi-dimensional composition-space, which gives researchers plenty of room for 

experimentation.

A couple of years later the same Japanese group announced [Suzuki et al 1990, 1991] a 

further class of nanociystalline soft magnetic materials with the simpler composition 

Fe-M-B-(Cu) (M = Zr, Hf, Nb, or a combination of those). Being derived from the 

amorphous alloy series not containing the metalloid elements Si, P, C, Ge, etc., and thus 

having a higher iron content of around 90at.%, these alloys exhibited a greater saturation 

magnetisation, in excess of 1.5 T. This series of alloys was subsequently branded

NANOPERM™.

In a review paper, Makino et al [1995] have summarised the typical constituents and 

saturation magnetisations of the Fe-metalloid and the Fe-M-B classes of alloys (see
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table m.A.1). Table m.A.2 shows some specific examples fi*om the literature of melt spun 

amorphous and nanocrystalline alloys, their compositions and magnetic performance.

Classification Components Composition and characteristics
Fe-metalloid Fe-Si-B-Nb-Cu 70-80% Fe

Fe-Si-B-Nb-Au B, 1.2-1.4T

Fe-Si-B-V-Cu
Fe-P-C-Ge-Cu

Fe-M-B Fe-Zr-B 85-90% Fe, -7%  M, 2-9% B
Fe-Hf-B B, 1.5-1.7T
Fe-Nb-B

Table m.A.1: Classification of amorphous alloy compositions. Adapted firom Makino et al [1995]

Alloy B.
n /Am‘‘

He(lkHz) Core loss 
/kWm'"

Reference

Amorphous:
Fe-Si-B-M 1.41 6.9 6000 460 Yoshizawa 

etal 1988a
Co-Fe-Si-B-M 0.53 0.32 80000 300 Yoshizawa 

etal 1988a
Nanocrystalline:

Fe^Cu^NbgSi^g gBg
[finemet]

1.24 0.53 100000 280 Yoshizawa 
etal 1988a

Fe^iZr^Bj 1.70 7.2 14000 - Suzuki et al 
1990

Fe9oZr?B3 1.63 5.6 22000 2.3W/kg
IkHz

Makino et al 
1995

Fe^Zr^Nb^B^Cui 1.54 3.7 18000 - Suzuki et al 
1991

Table m.A.2: Magnetic characterisation of specific amorphous and nanocrystalline materials. All alloys in 
table are ribbons 18-20pm thick.

iii. Compositions

To be able to make an amorphous precursor, any composition used must first and 

foremost be compatible with the stringent requirements of the melt-spinning process. 

Further, to generate the desired nanociystalline structure on aimealing, an extremely high 

nucléation rate coupled with a slow growth rate is needed for the iron-based crystallites. 

Minor constituents have a major influence on the crystal seeding and growth dynamics, a 

number of these influences being [Herzer 1997] :
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♦ boron and silicon impart the glass-forming ability at the melt-spinning stage

♦ during nanociystallisation, boron also plays a role in decreasing the grain size, but 
too much boron (>10%) favours the formation of undesirable iron-boron 
compounds and excessively reduces the crystalline fraction

♦ silicon is soluble in iron, thus if present results in Fe-Si nanocrystals, decreasing the 
saturation magnetisation to around 1.2 T compared to 1.7 T for pure iron grains

♦ silicon content can only be decreased if other glass-forming aids are added - 
particularly zirconium, hafnium, niobium or tantalum... which also suppress 
boride formation. Such alloys have better saturation magnetisation while retaining 
the other ‘soft’ properties, but have only marginal glass-forming ability, particularly 
FCĝ Nb̂ Bg. Zr and Hf are better in this respect

♦ presence of up to 1% copper enhances the nucléation of the bcc iron grains (which 
in turn lowers the crystallisation temperature of bcc iron, increasing the separation 
between the iron and inter-metallic crystallisation temperatures), resulting in better 
microstructure and magnetic properties

♦ niobium (in conjunction with the copper) impedes grain coarsening and inhibits 
formation of boride compounds

♦ unfortunately zirconium and hafnium have strong reactivity with oxygen, requiring 
a controlled casting atmosphere. It has been suggested that the zirconium acts as an 
oxygen getter, and thus helps prevent the iron oxidising [Trudeau 1995]

♦ the best Fe-Zr-B compositions (e.g. Fê ^Zr̂ B̂ ) are at the very border of the 
glass-forming range (fig. m.A.3). Copper improves soft magnetic properties further

♦ optimal FeNbB(Cu) have small positive magnetostriction, while FeZrB(Cu) have 
small negative magnetostriction (-10"^). By mixing niobium and zirconium in near 
equal proportions, the net magnetostriction can be reduced down to 10 \  
Magnetostriction also has a positive correlation with boron content [Makino et al 
1996]

By the melt-spinning approach, the best practical alloys known today have formulae veiy 

similar to the original ones described by Yoshizawa [1988a], and contain around 

73-86at.% iron. Metalloid-free alloys are typically Fe-My-B2̂ -(CuJ with M usually 

zirconium or niobium, and optionally containing lat.% copper. Iron content is 

correspondingly higher, at around 84-90at.%. Herzer [1997] claims that the oxygen 

reactivity of zirconium or hafiiium is still a problem. This, coupled with the only marginal 

glass-forming ability (see fig. in.A.3) of these alloys, restricts their production to 

laboratory rather than industrial scale.

For mass production, it is important that an alloy gives similar microstructure within a 

reasonable tolerance of annealing conditions. This implies that the composition must
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exhibit a ‘quasi-equilibrium’ nanostructured state [Herzer 1997]. Isothermal anneals are 

preferred, and help to ensure a consistent product.

5 0
073 K for 3.6ks 

Strip-shaped samples.  ̂
(ImmxeOmm)

pe(1 kHz 0.8A/m)
Bs

^  15

am. + bcc (as-Q) 

am. (as-Q) , , cry. (as-Q)

at% Fe
Fig. III.A.3: Fe-Zr-B phase field for melt-spun alloys, and the and at IkHz after nanocrysallisation 
induced by appropriate annealing, from Makino etal [1995].

iv. Theoretical interpretation of magnetic effects

In the 1970s, when there was much interest in magnetic memory devices as well as 

low-coercivity materials, the random anisotropy model was developed to help explain the 

magnetic behaviour of amorphous metal alloys. Herzer [1990 & 1997] extended Alben’s 

model [Alben et al 1978] to the situation of nanocrystalline magnetic materials.

The model starts with the assumption of ferromagnetically coupled grains of size Z), with 

magneto-crystalline anisotropy Æ, orientated at random within each. The effective 

anisotropy {K) for the material can be taken as that averaged over a volume V=Lq, where 

Lq is the exchange length. By definition, the number of grains (taking up volume 

fraction within that volume, A, will be given by

N=Vcr{LolDŸ .

Because N is finite, statistical fluctuations will always lead to some direction still being 

easiest. The resulting net anisotropy density (K) is thus determined by the level of these 

fluctuations:

= ^ - K <  ^
JN

3/2
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In the same way that for a crystalline material Lq -  JA/Ki , we can now replace A", with 
(Æ), the net anisotropy, and obtain the effective exchange length, in the case of a 

nanociystalline sample:

Substituting into the previous equation gives

Remembering the original assumptions, this holds true as long as the grain size, D, is less 

than the exchange length, Lq.

In the absence of other anisotropies, established theories relate the coercivity and initial 

permeability to as follows:

" • - f -

where is the average saturation magnetisation.

The significant feature is the variation of with the sixth power of the grainsize, for 

grains smaller than the exchange length, ~50nm for iron-based alloys. This is in 

agreement with experimental data (fig. in.A.4).

For grainsizes of the same order as the effective anisotropy (K) becomes simply 

and reaches a maximum of . With large grainsizes, D » L q, domains can form 

within the grains, so the magnetisation is governed by the domain wall pinning at the 

grain boundaries, and the coercivity drops as 1/D.
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Fig. ni.A.4: Experimental data showing grain size dependence of coercivity in iron alloys [Herzer 1997].

6. Bulk nanocrystalline magnetic alloys
For many applications, what is desired is a flilly dense bulk product, rather than the flat 

ribbons intrinsic to the melt-spinning technique. Although ribbons can be layered or 

coiled, the air-space between the layers reduces the magnetic density, and sometimes 

brittleness can be a problem. Since about 1995, several papers [for example, Kojima et al 

1995, \996a&b, Kawamura et al 1996] have described ways of crushing the ribbons and 

then pressing or extruding the powder into a bulk material. A significant hurdle is that the 

mechanical strains involved in compaction can have a detrimental effect on the 

nanostructure.

Kawamura et al [1996] consider three possible routes to compaction: a) compact then 

anneal, b) anneal and compact simultaneously, c) anneal then compact. Starting from a 

crushed melt spun ribbon, they conclude that the simultaneous anneal and compact route 

leads to the most dense products (99.9%) while maintaining the best nanostructure.

An example quoted is Feĝ Zr̂ B̂ Cu, pressed at 1.5 GPa at 580°C for 30 minutes: 

= 1.56 T, = 33 A m ', (IkHz, 0.8 A m ') = 1300, (lOkHz, 0.1 T) = 37 W kg '. 

Repeating the same production, but passing the crushed-ribbon precursor through a 

sol-gel bath, coating the particles with SiO ,̂ increases the electrical resistivity of the 

product, resulting in better high-frequency performance: at 50kHz, is 30% less than for 

uncoated, B. = 1.50 T, / /  = 39 A m '.

The same group have also tried extruding bulk materials [Kojima et al 1996d]. An 

example is a 40% cross-section reduction extrusion of the crushed ribbon under vacuum 

at 380-450°C. Extrusion pressures of the order 850 MPa resulted in extrusion rates of
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2.5~5mm'S'‘. While still under vacuum the extruded product was left to anneal for about 

an hour afterwards. The claimed best sample by this technique was Feĝ Zr̂ Bg, with 

= 1.59 T, = 26 A m \ (300 Hz) = 2350.

Although it is possible to use the compaction of crushed ribbon route to make some bulk 

nanocrystalline alloys, it is a multistage process and is still subject to the melt spinning 

constraints on composition. Alternative means of forming bulk alloys, possibly spanning 

different composition ranges would still be welcome. Chemical reduction synthesis is one 

such contender.

7. Chemical reduction synthesis
i. Background

It has long been known by chemists that potassium- or sodium borohydride (NaBH^) acts 

as a powerful reducing agent in aqueous solution. One application is the conversion of 

metal ions to the solid metal, resulting in a precipitate of fine particle product:

BH; + 2M^+ + 2H2O 2M + BO2 + 4H+ + 2Hz .

Sometimes the reaction yields metal borides, and the liberation of hydrogen has also

found application.

Nearly half a centuiy ago a detailed study was made of the borohydride chemistry with a 

view to its application in the deliberate generation of hydrogen [Schlesinger et al 1953]:

BH4 + 2H2O —> BO2 + 4H2

The decomposition was found to be accelerated if the solution is made acidic, and 

retarded to a very slow rate if it is made alkali. Since the metaborate ion (BO; ) produced 

by the decomposition is very basic, the liberation of hydrogen is largely self-quenching in 

initially-neutral water. If used as a reducing agent, reducing ferric iron for example, the 

authors suggest performing the reaction in a slightly alkali solution to inhibit the 

unwanted decomposition. Conversely it was found that fine particle precipitates of cobalt 

(and to a lesser extent, nickel) actually catalyse the decomposition. Iron, manganese and 

copper were shown to have the least catalytic effect.
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Oppegard e/ a/ [1961] investigated the use of sodium borohydride for preparing magnetic 

single-domain iron and iron-cobalt particles 6 om iron sulphate and cobalt chloride 

solutions. By applying a magnetic field of lOOOgauss during the preparation they were 

able to synthesise chains of spherical iron or iron-cobalt particles l-2pm long yet only 

10-1 OOnm across.

ii. Production of Amorphous alloys

In 1986, a Danish group performed similar preparations [Wonterghem et al 1986], though 

without the applied field, and observed for the first time that, under the right conditions, a 

fine-particle amorphous alloy could be precipitated by borohydride reduction. Dropwise, 

they added an aqueous solution ofFeSO^ and CoClj (7:3 FeiCo ratio) to a IM solution of 

potassium borohydride (KBH^) while stirring vigorously. They confirmed the amorphous 

nature of their product using X-ray diffraction and Môssbauer spectroscopy, and verified 

that it crystallised at 725K (452®C), giving a single diffraction peak attributed to a ‘well 

crystallised iron-cobalt alloy*. The composition of their product was analysed to be 

Fe^Co^gB^ ,̂ and the researchers noted that the original ironrcobalt ratio was preserved. 

Samples of iron-boron and iron-nickel-boron were prepared in a similar way; 

compositions of Fê B̂̂ g and Fê ŷNî gB̂  ̂ are cited [Wonterghem et al 1986]. Electron 

microscopy showed the particle size to be in the range 10-1 OOnm depending on the 

reaction conditions. The approach was contrasted to the then-established melt-spinning 

route for production of amorphous alloys, and it was suggested that this new technique 

should allow a broader range of compositions to be accessed.

Following on from the work in Denmark, Inoue*s group in Japan, well renowned for their 

work on melt-spun and nanociystalline alloys, claimed to have formed amorphous 

Fe-M-B (M = Cr, Mn, Co, Ni) by potassium borohydride chemical reduction [Inoue et al 

1988]. Their product consisted of spherical particles of size range 5 to 20nm, containing 

24-44at.% B. They observed that the crystallisation temperatures for their cobalt- and 

nickel- containing alloys, together with the magnetic properties of their cobalt alloy, were 

essentially the same as for melt-spun ribbons of comparable composition.

In the subsequent years there was a rush to research and improve the process, and to lower 

the boron content of the products, and numerous papers were published [for example. 

Wells et al 1989, Linderoth et al 1990a&6, Glavee et al 1992, Song et al 1993]. Many
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parameters such as reactant concentration, temperature, borohydride excess, reaction pH, 

and mixing methods were studied. Experiments were not always systematic, and results 

were diverse and difficult to reconcile between groups. Products were often mixed phases 

ranging ftom amorphous and crystalline metals to metal borides, metal oxides, and other 

metal complexes. The situation at the time appeared very confusing and can be summed 

up in a comment by Glavee [1992]: ‘The recipes used for aqueous BH/ reductions of 

metal ions are so varied that it is startling. Almost any change in procedure can make a 

difference. Concentrations, BH/:M ion ratio, pH, method of mixing, and rate of mixing 

can determine particle size and reactivity and can even change the product identity.’ 

Generally, the chemistry was not really understood.

Throughout this period, and beyond, the Danish group carried out some of the most 

comprehensive and systematic studies of the borohydride process. Of key importance is 

that the reaction is highly pH sensitive. Morup et al [1991] comment: ‘The initial pH of 

the borohydride and the metal-salt solutions are about 9-10 and 3-4 respectively, and the 

pH during the reduction will be quite different if the transition-metal salt solution is added 

to the borohydride solution or vice versa.’ This alone probably goes a long way to explain 

why concentration and mixing methods have such a great effect. For this reason I have 

been very careful when interpreting findings in the literature pertaining to borohydride 

reduction where, for example, solid reactants are added to solution [Glavee et al 1995]; 

the pH gradient in the solution would be so great that the product is likely to be mixed, 

and probably unpredictable! Some studies of the effect of changing the metal ion to 

borohydride ratio [Saida et al 1991] have inadvertently changed the solution 

concentrations (and hence local pH) at the same time.

Much of the Morup group work was also on the simpler iron-boron only system, where 

comparisons with melt-spinning are also easier to draw. To make a generalisation, it 

seems that for a pH between 5 and 7, an amorphous product is formed, with a boron 

content around 25-30at.%. At lower pH the boron content falls rapidly, and the product 

becomes partially crystalline. At higher pH the boron content also decreases (to zero at pH 

9 and above) and product again gains a crystalline phase, and includes various metal 

complexes [Linderoth and Morup 1990a]. By controlling the reaction pH at 8, they
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managed to produce one sample containing an amorphous alloy phase with boron content 

as low as 14at.%, and comprising about 90% of the product.

By 1992 Morup et al [1992] were investigating the production of Fe-Ni-B alloys by 

sodium borohydride reduction, again looking at the effect of varying the reaction pH and 

the ratios of the metal-ions. To a vigorously stirred 0.2M aqueous solution of Fe and Ni 

ions in the ratio 4:1 (approx. pH 4), they added dropwise (~5ml*min ’) 100ml of aqueous 

sodium borohydride at strengths of 0.1 OM, 0.15M, 0.20M, and 0.25M. They also 

controlled the pH of the reaction mixture by adding sodium hydroxide or hydrochloric 

acid. Fully amorphous products were only obtained for metal-ion solutions of 0.15M and 

0.1 OM strengths, within a pH range of 4-7 for the former, and 5-6.5 for the latter. In all 

cases the amorphous proportion dropped rapidly to under 60% at pH 3. For the stronger 

solutions, an 80% amorphous product was formed for the mildly acidic conditions.

The sample prepared under alkali conditions (pH 8) showed a startlingly different 

Môssbauer pattern, indicating the presence of paramagnetic Fê  ̂ and Fê  ̂ ions, and no 

metallic alloy whatsoever. For the neutral and acidic preparations, the greatest boron 

content (around 20%) was observed for pH 5, falling as low as 10% at pH 3 or 7 in the 

case of the 0.1 OM solution. Curiously, under less acidic conditions, the take-up of nickel 

in the alloy was disproportionately high, sometimes as great as 50%, given the initial 4:1 

Fe:Ni ratio.

Eventually, in the light of the renewed interest in borohydride reduction, some chemists 

undertook a rigorous investigation into the chemistry of binary alloy formation [Shen et al 

1993]. They slowly added measured amounts of borohydride solution at controlled pH to 

rapidly stirred metal sulphate solution at constant temperature, using gas-tight apparatus 

and measuring the volume of evolved hydrogen. They also recorded the changing pH of 

the salt solution as the reaction progressed. The powder residues were thoroughly washed, 

then passivated in flowing nitrogen containing 1% oxygen for 24 hours, so they were 

stable to air. Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) spectroscopy was used to measure the 

atomic makeup and Môssbauer spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction were employed to 

gauge the crystallographic and phase nature of the product.
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By considering the electrochemistry and using matrix mathematics to solve the chemical 

equations, they determined that only three possible reactions are linearly independent:

BH4(aq) + IH iO q) B02(aq) +  4H2(g)

BH4(aq) + 2M (^ +2H20(aq) -> 2M(s) + B02(aq) + 4Hfaq) + 2H2(g)

BH4(aq) + H20(1) —> B(s) + OH(aq) +2.5H2(g) .

Other proposed reactions, such as those generating M2B(s> directly, can be obtained by 
linear combinations of the above.

Based on these mechanisms, they derive expressions for the boron content of the product 

as a function of the amount of borohydride added before the pH rises sharply and the 

amount of hydrogen evolved. With 200ml of 0.1 M metal salt solution, and adding 0.5M 

KBH4, the relation holds true in practice for the addition times of 10 minutes and over. 

The product consisted of spherical particles about 80nm in size, which Môssbauer 

spectroscopy revealed to be an amorphous alloy free from significant oxide contamination 

for all their reactions with addition rate of 10 minutes or more. They also observe that in 

practice, about 1.9 moles of borohydride are required per 1 mole of metal ions for 

complete reaction. There is a noticeable increase of boron content in the product with 

increasing reaction time (decreased addition rate), for fixed concentration of borohydride. 

By performing a further series of reactions with fixed total addition time, but varying the 

borohydride solution concentration, they established that the boron content increases with 

weaker borohydride solutions (it is a concentration effect rather than a time effect). The 

range of boron content accessed in this series of preparations was 16 to 29at.%. It is noted 

that the three reactions occur at different rates depending on the pH. Initially, when the pH 

of the metal salt solution is low, only IT is reduced, but this makes the solution become 

rapidly more alkali, until the reduction of Fê  ̂becomes favourable. Reduction of the Fê  ̂

produces H  ̂which tends to lower the pH again, and a dynamic equilibrium near pH 4.3 is 

established. This continues until the metal ions are exhausted, at which point the useful 

reaction is complete, and the pH rises abruptly.

For cobalt-boron, the boron content of the product was found to be greater than for 

iron-boron, and independent of the borohydride strength (and hence addition rate). For 

nickel-boron, the reaction rate was again dependent on the borohydride strength. For iron.
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cobalt, and nickel, the ratio of reactions 2 and 3 is usually between 1 and 1.5, 
corresponding to a product lying in the range M2B to M3B.

iii. Iron-zirconium-boron synthesis at UCL

Following discussions with Linderoth and Morup, Dr Quentin Pankhurst initiated a 

chemical precipitation project at UCL in 1994 in conjuction with Dr Ivan Parkin. 

Pankhurst brought experience of magnetic iron oxides (some produced by chemical 

precipitation) and metallic glass ribbons, while Parkin contributed with the chemistry 

aspects. Initially (1994-95) postdoctoral researcher Dr Luis Femândez Barquin and 

subsequently (1996-98) Dr Glyn Forster carried out much of the practical work.

Zirconium has a reputation for radically altering the magnetic properties of iron, for 

example, spin glass states have been observed in FeZrB melt-spun ribbons at low 

temperature, and of course, zirconium is a crucial component in the non-metalloid family 

of melt-spun nanocrystalline alloy precursors. Despite the attraction of zirconium, there 

was no record in the literature of any previous attempts to make iron-zirconium-boron 

alloys by chemical reduction. Femândez Barquin worked solely towards this goal 

[Femândez Barquin er a / 1999], and Forster continued the investigation but also 

experimented with cobalt-, nickel-, copper-, chromium-, and manganese-containing 

iron-boron temaiy alloys [Forster et al \999a-d\.

Femândez Barquin and Forster carried out many preparations and experiments to 

establish the parameter field for the addition of aqueous sodium borohydride solution to a 

solution of iron- and zirconium sulphate, with the main aim of determining the optimum 

conditions for producing a fully-amorphous alloy product. Those which in the Môssbauer 

spectrum showed a distribution of hyperfine fields characteristic of an amorphous alloy, 

were subjected to further stmctural analysis, including X-ray diffraction and electron- 

microprobe. Although Forster made differential scanning calorimetry measurements on 

some samples to observe crystallisation exotherms, he did not study annealing response of 

the samples in any other way. Limited magnetic characterisations (low temperature 

field-cooled / zero field-cooled SQUID) were performed on a few samples. SEM images 

representative of the Fe-Zr-B products prepared by Femândez Barquin and Forster are 

shown in fig. in.A.5.
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Fig. III.A.5; SEM images with progressively greater magnification showing a representative 
(anaerobically-prepared) Fê Ẑr̂ B̂  ̂sample. Note the particle size of -5 pm, composed of sub-grains 
~150nm diameter [Femândez Barquin et al 1999, Forster et al 1999c].

The main findings fi-om this early work towards Fe-Zr-B were: [Forster et al 1999a]:

controlled pH>6 gives mirror-like film on inside of the reaction vessel and a low 
yield of fine particles

controlled pH<4 results in fine black powders including Fe(II) and Fe(III) phases

if uncontrolled, the salt-solution pH settles in the range 5.5-6.2 during the addition

if excess borohydride is added then a white precipitate containing both iron- and 
zirconium oxides forms when the pH exceeds 8. Consequently the amount of 
borohydride added was usually limited. In this case, when the precipitate is filtered, 
the filtrate still contains unreacted metal salts. On evaporation, the filtrate gave iron 
oxide and white sodium sulphate crystals, along with the metal salts.

boron content of the samples is typically 25-35%, and the iron:zirconium ratio 
reflected that of the original solution

under optimum conditions, sulphur constituted less than 0.5% of the product, 
though for preparations outside the pH 4-6 window, or if the product was 
insufficiently washed, then up to 5% sulphur was found; it is suggested that this 
comes fi*om coprecipitated metal sulphide

ratios of iron to zirconium ranging fi-om 4:1 to 20:1 were investigated. Those with 
more zirconium had a lower initial pH, attributed to Ĥ SÔ  contamination of the 
commercial zirconium sulphate

for Fe:Zr ratios with more than 20% Zr, inhomogeneous black and white 
precipitates were found to result

samples prepared anaerobically under Schlenk-line conditions were prone to violent 
oxidation when exposed to air

yields are reckoned to be 30-40% — possibly limited by borohydride addition

for Fe:Zr ratios from 4.5:1 and 18:1 inclusive, SEM micrographs show the products 
are ~3pm agglomerates of roughly spherical particles of about lOOnm diameter

electron microprobe analysis of iron:zirconium ratios with a 1 pm beamspot was 
used to test homogeneity. There is some distribution of ratios, but in no case was
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more than one centre of density observed, implying that there is no phase separation 
on a 1pm scale

♦ for the optimised reaction conditions, the product is established to be a homogenous 
amorphous alloy powder

♦ a weak a-Fe sextet was observed in the Mdssbauer spectrum for some of the 
as-made samples. From the absence of iron-only phases on the microprobe, these 
are taken to indicate a nanociystalline iron component in those samples. From 
limited evidence, it appears that the nanocrystalline component is stronger in the 
samples with Fe:Zr ratios 4.5:1 and 18:1 than for the preferred 9:1.

♦ a doublet attributed to iron(III) oxide was seen in the Mossbauer data, even for 
anaerobically prepared samples. It is suggested that the doublet becomes sharper, 
indicating a more ordered/crystalline state, for the sample richer in Zr

8. Aims and approach of this study
The motivation for this study was to find out if the sought-after iron-zirconium-boron 

based soft-magnetic nanociystalline materials could be fabricated finm chemically- 

precipitated precursors. Chemically precipitated FeB, FeNiB and FeCoB are quite 

generally regarded as having similar local amorphous structure to their melt-spun 

equivalents [for example Inoue et al 1988, Wells et al 1999], save for the obvious powder 

or ribbon distinction. Although never attempted before, it therefore seemed reasonable to 

suppose that if the chemically-reduced FeZrB was also comparable to the melt-spun 

ribbons, as the evidence indicated, it might be possible to anneal them to the 

nanociystalline state. Once this could be achieved, the final stage would be the 

compaction of the powder into a high-density bulk product, a procedure which is more 

difficult using materials made by the established melt-spinning technique.

Building on the groundwork already established by Forster at UCL, my approach was to 

select a range of the more promising amorphous alloy samples (mainly Fe-Zr-B in various 

proportions, and with a range of production variables) from his collection, improve upon 

the scope of their as-made characterisation, and then investigate the response of 

subjecting them to various degrees of heating. Using published information together with 

some new measurements, comparisons and contrasts would be drawn with existing 

melt-spun materials engineered for their magnetic properties. In this way I could find out 

whether and to what extent these new alloys could be processed in the same way and with 

similar results to their melt-spun counterparts.
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The chosen samples in their as-made state were characterised in terms of their elemental 

composition (ICP), initial amorphicity and phase analysis (Môssbauer, XRD, and on a 

subset of samples, EXAFS), crystallisation temperature (DSC), and DC magnetic 

hysteresis loop (VSM). Samples were subsequently heat-treated to a range of 

temperatures, changes in their phase composition and crystalline structure being 

monitored primarily by X-ray diffraction, although some Môssbauer spectra, magnetic 

measurements and EXAFS data were taken. I was particularly interested to see at what 

temperature different phases crystallised, the size of the iron crystallites (and whether this 

could be regulated), and whether there was any significant difference between the 

products obtained via chemical precipitation as opposed to melt-spirming.

All the powder samples oxidise readily in air, and some, notably the FeCoB, are 

pyrophoric. Coupled with the extremely limited amounts of sample available, this makes 

the practical investigations of this study particularly challenging. The Daresbury curved 

image plate camera enabled me to take diffraction measurements of a large number (-50; 

11 preparations, each in its as-made state and following 4 or 5 temperature treatments) of 

very small samples (-Img), under an inert atmosphere, with unprecedented resolution and 

signal-to-noise ratio. By observing not only the desired crystallisation of bcc-iron, but that 

of other phases which formed at higher temperatures, more information about the initial 

amorphous sample could be inferred.
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B. Experimental
The experimental part of this project encompassed every step from actually performing 

the chemical precipitation reaction, filtering and drying the product, through thermal 

processing and analysis, and on to magnetic, microscopic, compositional and structural 

analysis. Understanding multiphase materials which are mixed on a sub-micron length 

scale, particularly where one or more phases are amorphous, is inevitably tricky and so 

necessitated a large number of techniques. Môssbauer spectroscopy, vibrating-sample 

magnetometry, and conventional X-ray diffractometer (not used) equipment were 

available within the CMMP group at UCL. Differential scanning calorimetiy and the 

scanning electron microscopy tests were possible in other UCL departments, while the 

synchrotron X-ray diffraction central to my work, and EXAFS, were performed in short 

but concentrated time-slots of beam-time at Daresbury (stations 9.1 and 9.3 respectively). 

I learnt nearly all these techniques from scratch. Finally, Honeywell provided ICP-AES 

compositional analysis as a commercial service. For some other measurements, such as 

AC hysteresis-loops, I attempted to design and build my own test rigs - which proved an 

interesting (even if not especially helpful) diversion.

1. Chemical precipitation
The majority of the samples I studied had been prepared by Forster. To ensure I fully 

understood the process, and could reproduce similar results, his notes were followed 

through, and a further sample prepared. The experimental method (sample WAS#1, 9:1 

FerZr ratio) is detailed below.

Iron (n) sulphate heptahydrate (FeSO^.THjO lO.Olg, 36.0mmol) and zirconium (IV) 

sulphate hydrate (Zr(S0 )̂2.xH20 1.1 Ig, 3.64mmol) were dissolved in degassed water 

(200ml). To this rapidly stirred solution, a solution of sodium borohydride (NaBH^ 2.28g, 

60.0mmol) in degassed water (200ml) was added dropwise, in 2.5ml aliquots every 20 

seconds (total addition time -!6hour). This resulted in the formation of a black precipitate, 

commencing after about 30ml of borohydride had been added. Effervescence was noted as 

the borohydride was added to the sulphates solution, which became less prominent once 

the precipitation began. Small bubbles of hydrogen also form in the borohydride while it 

is standing. After the addition, the black precipitate was collected by filtration with a 

Biickner filter and water-pump, and washed with degassed water (500ml). The very fine
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powder tended to clog the filter, so the filtration was not fast. Lastly, the precipitate was 

washed with acetone (100ml) to remove the water, then the funnel and filter paper were 

swiftly transferred to the glove box port and dried under vacuum. The sample was finally 

transferred to the argon-atmosphere glove box and bottled for storage. The yield was not 

recorded. Note that for the quantities specified, 100% yield represents a mere 2.5g of 

product.

Most of Forster’s samples were actually made with half the amount of water described 

above, thus both the sulphates and the borohydride solutions were twice as strong. 

Nevertheless, as will be seen in the analyses, the product was not substantially different.

2. Sample thermal treatments
i. Approach to thermal treatments

Observation of the crystallisation of the samples as a function of temperature formed a 

core part of this study, and means had to be found of achieving this despite the very 

limited amounts of sample available and their air-sensitive nature - which was an 

overriding concern in all post-production analysis.

There are generally two approaches to the aim of following changes with temperature: 

on-line heating (where the sample is heated in situ during the analysis), and off-line batch 

processing (where the sample is divided into aliquots and thermally processed to a series 

of set temperatures prior to analysis, then each aliquot is subsequently measured at room 

temperature). With only one or two analysis techniques, the first method is generally to be 

preferred; only one aliquot of sample has to be used, prepared and loaded per technique. 

However, this requires availability of suitable on-line furnaces, and necessitates the 

analysis being fast relative to the rate of structure change. If the temperature is 

inadequately calibrated, or heating rates limited, it may be difficult to reconcile results 

fi’om different techniques. The second approach uses more sample initially, but requires 

only one simple off-line annealing setup, and crucially, may enable the very same sample 

to be studied with all the techniques.

It was established very early on that on the grounds of small sample amounts, and 

excellent signal to noise ratio, the CLP synchrotron X-ray setup was vastly superior to the 

standard laboratory Bragg-Brentano installation, and so would provide the main X-ray
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data. A prototype custom furnace designed by Dr Gopinathan Sankar of the Royal 

Institution was available for in-situ sample-annealing on the X-ray beamline at Daresbury, 

but the calibration and reproducibility were found to be fairly poor (±30°C or worse, even 

after calibration). The time delays of setting up and cooling down were also considered to 

offset the potential gains of this on-line heating regime.

For the X-ray diffraction, the approach used was to seal a small amount (~lmg) of each 

sample inside a series of quartz capillary tubes under very low pressure argon, and heat 

them to a range of set temperatures while inside the tubes. Diffraction exposures were 

subsequently taken at room temperature. Some EXAFS exposures were also made on 

these samples. The capillary tube preparations contained insufficient material for 

Môssbauer spectroscopy on a reasonable time-scale, and were mechanically inappropriate 

for VSM.

With the experience of the X-ray information, to enable a few representative post 

heat-treated Mossbauer and magnetic measurements to be performed, larger quantities 

(~100mg) of a few samples were heated at under vacuum at the end of a 10mm diameter 

end-sealed quartz tube, then transferred anaerobically to the Môssbauer- or VSM cell. 

Heating rates were the same as for the capillaries.

ii. Details of the capillary processing procedure

To permit air-sensitive carriage and heat treatment of the X-ray diffraction samples, the 

following procedures were adopted. Quartz capillary tubes of 0.7mm diameter were taken 

into the argon atmosphere glove box where the samples are stored, and loaded with each 

sample to a depth of 15-20mm (~lmg). A plastic medical syringe (inside diameter 14mm) 

with the plunger fully inserted was then coupled to the open end of the capillary tube 

using a short length (-12mm) of 2mm diameter silicone rubber electrical sleeving. Now 

sealed to the environment, the capillaries and syringes were brought out of the glove-box.

The plungers were withdrawn by about 15mm to reduce the internal gas pressure to a 

fraction of an atmosphere, and a small bulldog-type clip applied to maintain that 

condition. A high-temperature butane/nitrous-oxide Microflame™ burner was used to
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locally melt, seal, and part the capillary tubes. Thus for each sample, five or six 

sealed-capillary tubes of around 30mm total length were prepared, see fig. ni.B.l.

Fig. III.B.l: Preparation of sealed capillary samples: glove box within which capillaries were loaded (top 
left), capillaries sealed to syringes (top right, bottom left), and sealing of the quartz tubes using the 
Microflame™ burner (bottom right).

The sealed capillaries were then placed in batches of two to five inside a ceramic ‘boat’, 

and heat-treated in a tube furnace at 10 K*min‘ (matching the DSC measurements) to a 

series of set temperatures. The ceramic boat containing the capillaries was removed at the 

designated time and temperature and left to cool in air. In this way specimens of all the 

samples heated to 400, 500, 600, and 750°C were prepared. Additional treatments to 460 

and 660°C were performed for a few of the samples.

iii. Pressing

As a trial, ~100mg of one sample (WAS#1) was transferred into a 13mm diameter die 

(designed for preparing samples in KBr for IR spectroscopy) inside the glove-box, and 

sealed. The die was then removed fi-om the glove-box and pressed with a force of 8 tonnes 

at room temperature (effectively under argon at one atmosphere).
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3. Analysis techniques
Sample composition was determined either by Inductively Coupled Plasma atomic 

emission spectroscopy (ICP) as an off site commercial service by Honeywell, or on-site 

by combining Energy Dispersive Analysis by X-rays (EDAX) and Atomic-Absorption 

(AA) spectroscopy measurements giving the Fe:Zr and Fe:B ratios respectively. Unless 

otherwise stated, compositions are given in terms of relative numbers of atoms (empirical 

formula) expressed as at.%. Care was taken to avoid confusion with percentage by 

weight (wt.%).

i. Atomic Absorption spectroscopy (AA)

Atomic Absorption spectroscopy quantifies the amount of an element present in a solution 

by detecting a prominent optical absorption line when the solution is atomised in a gas 

flame. Owing to the different spectra, the system has greatly differing sensitivities for 

different elements. The measurement was carried out using a PYE Unicam SP9 Atomic 

Absorption Spectrophotometer, see fig. in.B.2.

flame

CD
375

Spectroscopic
lamp

Burner

Spectrometer
Gas and atomised 
sample solution

Data collecton & printing

Fig. in.B.2: Simplified representation the PYE Unicam SP9 atomic absorption spectrophotometer

Typically, 30mg of one of our FeZrB solid samples was dissolved in 5ml of concentrated 

HCl and the solution made up to 10ml with water (minimum quantities). This strength is 

used to detect the boron (~200mg-r‘), but 1ml was extracted and diluted up to 100ml to 

obtain a dilution suitable for detecting the iron (-ISmg-U). Standard solutions with 

strengths in the vicinity and above and below the expected strength of the sample solution 

also have to be made up.
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To operate the spectrophotometer, one of four lamps from the carousel (depending on the 

element to be analysed) is rotated into position and the most approproate wavelength 

dialled up on the spectrometer section. The flame is then lit, and the fuel (acetylene) to 

oxidant (nitrous oxide) ratio set as demanded. Calibration can begin once the system has 

stabilised. The plastic tube from the instrument is then dipped into the strongest standard 

solution, which is sucked up by the apparatus at a constant rate and sprayed into the 

combustible gas mixture in a chamber immediately beneath the burner. Detector gain is 

then adjusted and the weaker standards measured in a similar way. Finally the actual 

sample is tested. Owing to systematic drifts, repeated measurement and recalibration was 

advisable. For subsequent elements, the lamp, wavelength, and bum mixture all have to 

be adjusted. Quite fuel-rich mixtures are needed for best sensitivity, but tend to cause 

carbon build-up on the burner which in turn affects the flame characteristics and causes a 

drift of the calibration.

Unfortunately the equipment used was old, infrequently used, and not veiy reliable. It 

needed very frequent recalibration with the reference standards. The gas-discharge lamp 

for the boron measurements was unstable, and boron results had extremely poor accuracy 

(±50% or worse!). Of the three elements in my samples, zirconium is especially difficult 

to detect with this technique owing to its weak optical absorption spectrum, so 

measurement of zirconium content was not even attempted with AA.

ii. Energy Dispersive Analysis by X-rays (EDAX)

Energy Dispersive Analysis by X-rays is an additional operational mode on a Scanning 

Electron Microscope (SEM). Essentially the surface of the sample is bombarded with a 

high-energy electron beam, and the energy spectrum of the florescence X-rays is recorded. 

Emission lines characteristic to each element are analysed by the attendant computer, and 

so ratios of elements can be measured. X-ray energies from iron and zirconium can be 

measured by this instrument, but owing to the high energy, elements with atomic number 

below sodium, such as boron, cannot be detected.
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iii. Eiectron Microprobe line analysis

Electron Microprobe line analysis is EDAX performed with a well-focussed beam (-1pm 

diameter), scanned across part of the sample. Rather than giving the bulk element ratio, it 

allows local variations and inhomogeneities to be estimated. Again, for the present 

application, it only tests the iron to zirconium ratio.

iv. Inductiveiy Coupled Plasma Spectroscopy (ICP)

ICP is a popular technique for multi-element analysis. From a flow of partially ionised 

argon gas, an argon-ion plasma is established within a radiofrequency magnetic field, 

typically operating at 30MHz. Radiofrequency energy is inductively coupled to the 

plasma, and supplied at power levels around 2kW, causing the plasma to reach a 

temperature in the range 6000°C to 10000°C. The sample is then fed into the plasma in 

aerosol form, where the intense heat dissociates and excites the atoms, which in turn emit 

their characteristic optical spectra. The spectrum is analysed by a spectrometer, which in 

modem instruments can analyse many wavelengths (and thus many atoms) simultaneously 

and with high accuracy.

Although in theory at least, EDAX could have been used in conjunction with AA to 

obtain the overall composition of the FeZrB alloys, the large amount of sample needed for 

AA, the effort involved preparing the solutions, and the serious inaccuracies of the present 

apparatus led me to abandon this route. Instead, samples were submitted for commercial 

ICP analysis at Honeywell (formerly Allied Signals).

V. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

Differential scanning calorimetry measures heat flow into a sample as the temperature is 

raised, relative to an empty sample-cell. The technique is especially good for locating 

phase transitions, such as crystallisation, where heat is output by the sample as a result of 

warming it to that temperature.

For all samples, DSC was performed using a Shimadzu DSC-50 at a heating rate of 

10K*min‘‘ with samples of around 20mg sealed under argon inside stainless steel 

high-pressure crucibles.
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vi. Mossbauer Spectroscopy

Mossbauer spectroscopy is a technique which uses y-rays to probe the electric and 

magnetic interactions between a specific isotopic nucleus and its local environment. In 

practice, owing to lack of suitable sources, the technique can only be applied to a handful 

of isotopes of some elements, but most commonly iron-57.

In 1957 Rudolf Môssbauer showed that following radioactive decay, a certain fraction of 

y-rays could be emitted from a solid without loss of energy in atomic recoil. The emitted 

y-ray spectrum thus has a line-width limited only by the natural decay width, which is 

extremely narrow (nano eV). Resonant absorption can take place with a similar degree of 

selectivity. Very small perturbations of the absorption energy occur as a result of local 

electrostatic and magnetic fields, leading to a spectrum. The distribution and shifts of 

absorption energy are so small as to be accessible by the Doppler shift arising from a 

relative motion of a few millimetres per second between the source and absorber.

The principle of the spectroscopy is to subject the sample to incident y-rays from a 

radioactive source (selected to match the target element and isotope) and measure the 

absorption as a function of the velocity of the source (see fig. in.B.4).

For studies of iron, a ^̂ Co radioactive source embedded in a non-magnetic rhodium foil is 

used. This decays, with a half-life of 270 days, by Æ-electron capture (beta decay) to form 

a 136keV spin 7= 5/2 nuclear excited state of^^Fe. The 136.32keV state has a lifetime of 

lO' ŝ, and 91% of its decays are via an intermediate 14.41keV spin I  = 3/2 level with 

lifetime of lO'̂ s. From here, it is the 14.4keV y-rays from decay to the ground state which 

are recoil-fi^e and useful for Mossbauer spectroscopy. This gamma ray can be resonantly 

absorbed by the ’̂Fe isotope (2.17% natural abundance) in iron within a sample.

The energy at which recoilless absorption (and emission) takes place is modified by the 

environment of the atom, through various hyperfine interactions. A Coulomb interaction 

dependent on the density of the s-electron cloud (perturbed also to an extent by outer 

electronic states) causes an overall shift in emission or absorption energy of y-rays, known 

as the isomer- (or chemical- or centre-) shift, S. An electric quadrupole effect, caused by 

interaction of the nuclear quadrupole moment (of the 7= 3/2 state) with any local electric 

field gradient (caused by asymmetric electronic charge distribution), splits energy levels
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with /  > V2, by an amount known as the quadrupole splitting, A, so the Mossbauer 

spectrum becomes a doublet. Finally, if the iron nucleus is in a magnetic field then the 

magnetic dipole interaction between that and its nuclear magnetic moment will cause a 

nuclear Zeeman effect. This leads to a characteristic six-line absorption or emission 

Mossbauer spectrum commonly referred to as a ‘magnetic sextet’. The ratio of intensities 

of the lines will be 3:x:l:Tjf:3, with x = 2 if the orientation of magnetisation is essentially 

random over the sample - as it would be in an unmagnetised ferromagnet. The spacing 

between the lines depends on the strength of the magnetic field, and is quantified by a 

parameter known as the hyperfine field, measured in Tesla. Chemical shift and 

quadrupole splitting are measured in mm s '. Refer to fig. in.B.3.
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Fig. III.B.3; Nuclear energy level splitting and shifts (left) with corresponding Môssbauer spectra (right): 
a) isomer shift, b) isomer shift and quadrupole splitting, c) isomer shift and magnetic hyperfine splitting.
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Fig. ni.B.4: Simplified schematic diagram of Môssbauer spectrometer

In the case of a ferromagnetic amorphous iron-alloy, the randomised local environment of 

the iron atoms causes a distribution of hyperfine fields throughout the sample, so the dips 

in the sextet become broadened [Pankhurst 1996]. The mean hyperfine field is less than 

for pure iron, so the overall pattern width is narrower.

If the sample contains more than one iron-containing phase, then the resulting Mossbauer 

spectrum will be a superposition of those from the individual phases, weighted in 

proportion to the distribution of iron and the recoil-ffee fraction of each.

In the present study, Môssbauer spectra were recorded using a Wissel MR-260S constant 

acceleration spectrometer calibrated against a-iron, with the samples maintained within 

an argon-atmosphere cell. Analysis was performed with a Voigt-based fitting technique 

using the ‘Recoil’ software package written by Dr Ken Lagarec and Prof. Denis Rancourt 

of the University of Ottawa.

vii. X-ray diffraction (XRD)

X-ray diffraction dates back to 1912 when Laue discovered diffraction within crystals. 

The electron cloud of any lone atom will scatter X-rays away from their original direction 

of travel according to a smooth ‘form factor’ function. When a regular assembly of atoms 

is encountered, such as in a crystal, because of interference between the atomic scatterers.
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X-rays will be scattered with equal incident and diffracted angles (hence the common 

term ‘reflection’) only in very well defined directions 0, relative to the crystal planes, 

according to Bragg’s Law (also from 1912):

nk = 2 J  • sin 0

where n is the order of diffraction (only first-order diffraction is seen with the 

wavelengths normally used for X-ray diffraction), k  is the X-ray wavelength, d  is the 

spacing between the crystal planes and 0 is the angle between the incident (and reflected) 

beam and the crystal planes. The diffracted beam is therefore deflected by an angle 20. 

Because of the sensitivity to incident angle, for single-crystal diffraction the crystal either 

has to be exposed to broad-band X-rays (Laue method), or for a single wavelength, the 

crystal has to be oscillated in the beam.

Alternatively for a polycrystalline material (or a powder), there may be sufficient 

distribution of orientations for diffraction to be observed for any arbitrary incident beam 

angle (e.g. Debye-Scherrer method). In such cases, a series of diffraction maxima occur 

according to the ‘planes’ which can be geometrically construed given the atomic layout. 

For example, for a simple cubic crystal lattice, diffraction lines occur for J-spacings given 

by:

d —
a

where a is the lattice parameter, and hkl are integers defining a plane.

For body-centred cubic (bcc) crystals, such as iron, the extra interference caused by the 

atoms at the centre of each cube leads to some of the above diffraction lines being 

cancelled out. As a result only a subset of the above lines are observed, governed, in this 

case, by the selection rule that must be even.

Diffraction was originally used to study crystal structure and at its simplest the 

characteristic series of diffraction peaks can be used simply to identify phases by 

comparison with patterns from known standards (‘search-match’). At a more advanced 

level crystal structures can be deduced from the pattern, and with computer software (e.g. 

using the Reitveld method) even complicated structures can be solved (‘structure
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solution’). Amorphous or glassy materials give rise to smoothly varying diffraction 

patterns and numerical methods may be used to obtain radial distribution functions.

In this study, four types of analysis were applied to diffraction data: search-match for 

phase identification, peak-width measurements to determine crystallite size, variation of 

peak position caused by lattice parameter changes, and the anomalous diffraction for 

further assistance with phase classification where the search-match was less definitive. 

The superb counting statistics and hence signal-to-noise ratio of the CIP camera (see 

fig. III.B.5) permitted considerably more information, particularly on minor contaminant 

phases to be obtained than conventionally-collected data would ever reveal.

FeZrB alloy, post 750°C heating (0.6920A)
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Fig. III.B.5: Typical dihraction pattern from the Daresbury CIP camera (22 minute exposure of a heat 
treated Fe-Zr-B sample), demonstrating the excellent dynamic range and signal to noise ratio, which reveals 
even weak peaks with accuracy, inset.

Owing to the Fourier transform-type relation between a crystal lattice and its diffraction 

pattern, the diffraction peaks broaden as the crystallite size is reduced. In practice this 

becomes significant for crystallites smaller than ~150nm. Peaks may also be broadened by 

non-uniform strain in a crystal, and that type of broadening has a different 20 dependence.
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Assuming that the peak broadening for a sample is caused primarily due to ciystallite size 

effects, an estimate of the size can be made by application of the Scherrer formula,

i =  KX
pcosB

where L is the mean dimension of crystallite, p is the breadth of the ‘pure’ diffraction 

profile (i.e. the intrinsic breadth, as would be observed by a ‘perfect’ instrument) in 

radians, and Æ is a constant close to unity (affected slightly by the definition of peak 

breadth, and the crystallite shape).

In practice, the pure diffraction width has to be separated from instrument broadening, 

and accurate results can only be obtained when the size broadening is sufficiently greater 

than the instrument-broadening, or when the instrument broadening can be very well 

defined. Focusing diffraction geometries with narrow linewidths, such as Bragg-Brentano, 

are to be preferred for this type of analysis. Nevertheless, even with far-from-optimal 

Debye- Scherrer geometry, broadening can still be observed.

The pcPDFwin software supplied with the 1995 Powder Diffraction File dataset does not 

support any search-match analysis directly from diffraction data, and the software I wrote 

for displaying the image-plate diffraction patterns enables the peak positions of just one 

reference pattern to be manually superimposed at a time. Consequently a simple search 

match program was written to identify peaks in the present data corresponding to known 

crystal structures consisting of iron, zirconium, boron and oxygen in any combination 

using a subset of the PDF database. Simple numerical criterion were used, erring on the 

side of lenient matches, then the suggested candidate patterns were checked by visual 

inspection.

Sometimes, despite using the search-match procedure outlined above, a number of 

relatively high-intensity diffraction peaks in a pattern remained unassigned. In particular, 

an absence of zirconium-containing crystal phases was noted. Sometimes, as an aid to 

understanding, a variation on the XRD technique known as ‘anomalous XRD’ was 

employed. At X-ray energies close to those associated with iimer-electron transitions, the 

X-ray response of the atom changes abruptly. Approaching from the lower energy (longer 

wavelength) side of such a transition, first the diffracted intensity decreases -
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progressively more rapidly, then at the transition energy the absorption very rapidly 

increases and the sample fluoresces as the transition is excited. On the higher energy side 

of the transition small variations in the absorption and florescence are observed (this is the 

EXAFS signal), but gradually the behaviour stabilises again. Consequently, if two 

diffraction patterns are taken, one close to, but still on the lower energy side of an ‘edge’ 

and one further from the edge, a difference in intensity of the diffraction peaks from the 

affected atom become apparent. Pairs of exposures were taken near the zirconium K-edge 

(0.68877Â) to help identify which part of the diffraction pattern was associated with that 

element, despite the lack of identification against the library XRD patterns.

Changing the wavelength changes the horizontal scale and sampling intervals, and despite 

great effort, computational comparison of such diffraction pattern pairs is surprisingly 

difficult. It was instead found that a very simple stereoscopic viewing technique is far 

simpler and much more effective. Pairs of diffraction patterns were printed with the 20 

axis scale adjusted to bring the corresponding peaks into registration (for the small X 

difference, a linear scaling is adequate), the intensity axis normalised on iron-peak 

intensities. If aligned side by side with the 20 axis vertical^ an observer can view the 

images with their eyes crossed and thus visualise a single trace lingering above the page, 

whose depth is modulated by the relative intensity of the two patterns. Peaks with 

unaffected intensity, such as the iron, appear to lie in a plane parallel to the paper, while 

peaks with differing intensities appear to protrude out of that plane (see fig. in.B.6).
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0.6890A 0.7500Â
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Fig. in.B.6: Comparison of two X-ray diffraction patterns, for a Fe;*Zr,,B); alloy following heating to 
750°C, showing effect of anomalous scattering. The pattern on the left exposed at 0.6890Â, on the right, at 
0.7500Â. Note the marked change in intensity of indicated peaks. To view stereoscopically: hold finger 
approximately half way between the diagram and face, look at the finger. Slowly move the finger back and 
forth until the pair of graph traces in the background fuse into one (or three). Remove the finger and allow 
the eyes to refocus. While the iron peaks will still appear to be flat, the highlighted peaks will clearly appear 
to slant up from the plane of the page, owing to their differential height.

viii. EXAFS

Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) refers to the periodic variations in 

the X-ray absorption (and fluorescence) of a sample as a function of incident X-ray energy 

immediately above an absorption edge. As the X-ray wavelength is tuned through an 

energy equal to the binding energy of a core electron in an atom, a sharp increase in the 

absorption coefficient is observed, known as the absorption edge. In a free atom the 

absorption would decrease monotonically beyond the edge, but for bound atoms 

interference effects (involving the ejected photoelectrons) cause a fine structure in the 

absorption. The fine structure commonly has an amplitude of up to 20% of the edge jump 

and extends up to lOOOeV above the edge. Analysis of this fine structure enables the local 

environment (up to ~5Â) of the excited atom in both crystalline and amorphous phases to 

be determined.

Analysis is performed by fitting to the EXAFS oscillations in ^-space (photoelectron 

wavevector) a function with parameters including Nj (number of atoms in coordination 

shell y), Rj (radius of coordination shelly), and (mean variation in Rj, arising from static 

disorder and thermal variation), using a least-squares method.

Like Mossbauer spectroscopy, this technique probes the local environment of selected 

atoms, but in this case by interaction with the electron cloud rather than the nucleus. The
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element probed is determined by the X-ray wavelength; using the zirconium K-edge 

(0.68877Â) the environment of the zirconium atoms was probed in this study.

The EXAFS data were normalised, averaged and analysed using the EXCALIB, 

EXBACK and EXCURV98 suite of programs [Binsted et al\. Phase shift terms were 

obtained within EXCURV98 using ab initio calculations [Von Barth & Hedin 1972, 

Hedin & Lundqvist 1969].

Ix. Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM)

A vibrating-sample magnetometer measures the internal magnetisation of a sample as a 

function of applied field. By cycling the field over a period usually of tens of minutes, the 

(DC) hysteresis loop of a specimen is obtained.

The principal of operation is to vibrate the sample at a low frequency (typically 10~20Hz) 

between two pairs of counter-wound pickup coils. The magnetic flux fiom the magnetised 

sample will then cut into one pair of coils as it cuts out of the other pair, with the induced 

voltage in each proportional to the rate of change of flux, as given by Faraday’s law:

K . - A - f ,

where ^  is the rate of change of magnetic flux passing through a coil of V turns.

Counter-winding of the coils localises the sensitivity and enhances the signal from the 

sample while cancelling any stray fields passing through both pairs of coils. Further 

isolation is achieved by the use of a lock-in amplifier synchronised to the vibration 

frequency (which is also chosen not to be a harmonic or sub-harmonic of the mains 

frequency). A computer is used to collect, display, and store the data (see fig. in.B.7).

Samples were packed under argon into gelatine capsules or short lengths of plastic tubing 

plugged with cotton-wool and wax. Hysteresis loops were measured with fields up to 

5kOe at room temperature using an Aerosonic 3001 VSM.
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Fig. II1.B.7: Diagrammatic representation of the operation of a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer.

X. AC hysteresis looper

For applications, it is important to know how a material behaves when subjected to AC 

magnetic fields, from 50Hz for power-transformer devices up to the megahertz range for 

RP cores. In AC operation, circulating ‘eddy-currents’ tend to arise within the magnetic 

sample. These both dissipate power through resistive losses (as heat) and also tend to 

exclude flux. As a result the hysteresis loop opens out, losses increase, and the magnetic 

penetration depth and effective saturation decrease. Any system of reducing eddy currents 

will limit these problems: higher resistivity materials such as iron-silicon(-boron) alloys, 

and the use of electrically-isolated laminations is widespread.

An AC looper device magnetically cycles a sample (ideally in a toroid configuration, 

though a long cylinder is also used) using an exciter coil wound around it and driven from 

an AC sine wave signal source. A second coil wound around the sample experiences an 

induced voltage proportional to the rate of change of flux within it. Using analogue 

electronic or digital techniques the induced voltage can be integrated to obtain the actual 

flux within the sample at any given moment. The setup is effectively a transformer which 

uses the sample as its core, but the output voltage is integrated with respect to time and
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plotted against the input current (field) to generate magnetic hysteresis loops as a function 

of frequency.

Prof. Tony Moses’ group at the University of Cardiff has equipment and expertise for 

performing such measurements, and a few samples were sent there for analysis.

In the mean time, given the conceptual simplicity of the instrument, construction of an 

experimental AC hysteresis looper was attempted locally. Analogue electronic integrators 

have traditionally been problematic, but with developments in digital electronics, the 

signal from the pick-up coil can be digitised and integrated using a computer. Similarly 

the excitation waveform can be generated digitally, simplifying the design considerably.

Based around the standard 16-bit/44.1kHz sampling-rate audio input/output interface of a 

modem PC and an audio amplifier, a prototype looper (see fig. in.B.8) was rapidly 

assembled and control software written. Initial results were very encouraging; for 

frequencies in the range 50~500Hz, distinctive traces were obtained for a 3-inch iron nail 

and a small strip of Metglas™ ribbon (fig. IQ.B.9), for example. To develop this 

prototype into something scientifically useful would have entailed several issues being 

overcome: the PC audio interface does not have absolutely calibrated voltage inputs and 

outputs (thus the magnetic field generated and flux detected would need external 

calibration), and my actual samples (and therefore signals) were very small and really 

needed a differential-input low-level amplifier to be constmcted. Finally, matching the 

impedance of the exciter coils to the amplifier needed further work to generate fields 

strong enough to saturate ferromagnetic samples without damaging the amplifier in the 

process. The hysteresis looper experiment was in danger of becoming an instrumentation 

project in its own right, and it was decided that the required time input was not justified in 

terms of the benefits to my overall project. Consequently it was pursued no further.
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Fig. III.B.8: Block diagram of simple experimental qualitative AC hysteresis looper based upon standard
PC audio input/output.

Fig. in.B.9: AC looper results for a Metglas™ ribbon sample; left - applied field current (red), induced 
signal (blue), right - hysteresis loop obtained by plotting the integrated induced signal against the applied 
field.
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C. Results
1. Sam ples studied
The existing collection of chemically synthesised iron-zirconium-boron alloys was taken 

as the starting point for this study. Many of these already had preliminaiy Môssbauer 

analysis, and for a few, compositional analysis, laboratory XRD, and DSC were also 

available. Using information from the partial characterisation already in place together 

with other criteria, a subset of these samples was selected for further investigation. The 

main principles of the selection were as follows.

♦ Amount of sample still available
• Enough material was needed to ensure a sufficient range of analysis could be 

performed without exhausting the supply (as already noted, identical samples 
cannot, at present, be reproduced reliably). For many samples, less than Ig 
remained.

♦ Degree of crystallisation
• The aims of this study were to look at the thermally-induced crystallisation in 

materials initially having a very high amorphous fraction. Samples already 
showing considerable crystallisation were passed over.

♦ Compositions
• Fe:Zr ratios in the region of 9:1 are comparable with that of the well-known 

melt-spun ribbons. Tentative evidence on a limited number of samples indicated 
that for those made with much higher or lower zirconium-content, the 
proportion of nanocrystalline iron initially present was greater.

• Several samples of 9:1 ratio were chosen - a mixture of aerobic and anaerobic 
preparations, along with one each of 4.5:1 and 18:1 Fe:Zr ratio for comparison. 
Two other related samples, an iron-boron only, and a 9:1 iron-cobalt- boron 
were singled out for comparison and contrast, in the expectation that they might 
provide further understanding.

One sample made by an abnormal procedure of adding the metal sulphates solution to the 

borohydride solution rather than the other way around, was included for comparison. It 

will become evident from many analyses that the product is very different.

Additionally, a new 9:1 iron-zirconium-boron sample was synthesised using an aerobic 

procedure as set out in section III.B.1 of this thesis. Finally, some very small amounts of 

melt-spun ribbon were obtained from Bilbao, thanks to Femândez Barquin, to aid 

comparison between production techniques.
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The samples chosen, together with the information initially known, are summarised in 

table m.C.1.

Sample
Type

Ochem  precip 
x=anerobic 

M=melt-spun

Composition
at.%

Mossbauer
(as-made) Others:

XRD,
EM.

Notes
%

am.
%

Fê +
%

Fe"+
%

ofe
GDF5631 Cx FerZr 4,5:1 Fes4Zri [B,; 73 7 11 9 XE

GDF5641 Cx Fe:Zr 18:1 81 3 2 13 XE

GDF5741 Cx* Fe:Zr 9:1 48 42 5 6
GDF5751 Cx Fe:Zr 9:1 88 4 3 6 E
GDF6481 C Fe:Zr 9:1
GDF6531 C Fe:Zr9:l

GDF5881 C Fe:Co 9:1 92 E pyrophoric
GDF5761 C Fe-B 100 0 0 0
WAS#1 C Fe:Zr 9:1 new prep.

‘B2’ M Fe-Zr-B FeçjZr^Bj from Bilbao

‘B6’ M Fe-Zr-B-Cu from Bilbao

Table m.C.1: Samples selected for this study, together with summary of information from prior analysis. 
MOssbauer figures represent proportion of spectrum assigned to the indicated states. XRD, where indicated, 
was taken using Bragg-Brentano geometry and Mo-Ka radiation (0.711 A), 5~45® 20; for the selected 
samples, it showed diffuse (X-Fe peaks.
* Metal salt solution added to borohydride. In all other cases, the borohydride was added to the salts.
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2. Sample general characterisation
This section displays for each sample a summary of the preparation conditions used 

followed by basic characterisation data for the product. In particular, the Mossbauer 

spectra and dif&action patterns enable the initial ratio of crystalline to amorphous phase to 

be gauged. Key parameters are summarised in the table at the foot of each page. Further 

details, including the response to thermal processing, are contained in subsequent 

sections, ordered by technique.

Notes on the data shown:

Preparation data: where numerical values are set in italics in the table the actual value 

could not be absolutely confirmed; the figure shown has been assumed from the 

then-current standard procedure. For samples GDF6481 and GDF6531 reactant masses 

cannot be confirmed, though they are most likely similar to those shown for GDF5751. 

Borohydride additions took place over a time of approximately half an hour.

Composition analysis was performed by Honeywell ICP-AES unless otherwise stated. 

Empirical formula are specified in atomic%. A.R. = ‘Analyte recovery’, i.e. total mass of 

ions (Fe,Zr,Co,B) analysed divided by the initial mass of sample input to analysis. Values 

below 100% imply the presence of ions not analysed for, and might include oxygen, 

sulphur (-0.5%), residual water, etc. For most samples, the weight gain on exposure to air 

for approx. 20 hours (accurate to poorer of -0.3% or 2s.f.) has also been noted.

DSC curves were recorded with a heating rate of lOK-min'*. The area under a DSC peak 

depends on the subjective interpretation of the background, but is estimated to be accurate 

to about ± 10%.

In-built limitations of the VSM setup make coercivity measurements below -50 Oe 

unreliable.
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i. GDF5631 FeZrB, 4.5:1 Fe:Zr

Preparation:
Reactant mass /g mmol ratio to 

Fe
H^O/ml conc. 

/mol 1'
pH Notes

FeS04 10.007 35.90 1 100 0.36M 6 Schlenk/anerobic prep. 
Wash: 600ml water.ZrS04 2.256 7.97 1/4.5 0.08M

NaBH4 2.286 60.50 1.7 100 0.6M

Product:
Cga 7 r  R ‘Fine, soft black powder. Flies with static
^ ® 5 6 .7 ^ ‘ 9.2°34.1 electricity.’

Non-pyrophoric (Jun’OO).

A.R. 65.4wt% 
wt. gain air: 15.2%

DC Magnetic hysteresis

:

t

-10 10
V (mm/8)

I
3

H/O a

XRD:0.6920A Caiorimetry

0 S 1 0  1 > 2 0 2 S W 3 S  40 4 S 9 0 9 5 a O2er

3

Tempe fxlur* rc

Analysis summary:
Môssbauer spectroscopy Magnetic (20.4 mg) DSC (9.5mg)

%am %a-Fe %Fe(II) %Fe(III) 
80 8 7 6

He M, 
/Oe /emu g '
350 78

Peak FWHM Peak area
rc rc /j-g-‘
475 -50 -70
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ii. GDF5641 FeZrB, 18:1 Fe:Zr

Preparation:
Reactant mass /g mmol ratio to 

Fe
H fi  /ml conc. 

/mol 1'
pH Notes

FeS04 10.023 35.90 1 100 0.36M 6 Schlenk/anerobic prep. 
Wash: 600ml water.ZrS04 0.563 1.99 1/18 0.02M

NaBH4 2.202 58.3 1.6 100 0.5 8M

Product
description not noted 
Non-pyrophoric (Jun’OO),

(prior AA/EDAX composition 
analysis)

DC Magnetic hysteresis

0
V (mm/s)

s

XRD: 0.4868A Calorimetry

Temperature I'C

Analysis summary:
Môssbauer spectroscopy Magnetic (24.6mg) DSC (16.5 mg)

%am %a-Fe %Fe(II) %Fe(III) 
86 12 2

H. M, 
/Oe /emu g '

290 130

peak FWHM peak area
rc rc /j-g-‘
460 30 -31 
556 50 -150
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iii. GDF5741 FeZrB, 9:1 Fe:Zr, (reverse mixing)

Preparation:
Reactant mass /g mmol ratio to 

Fe
HjO /ml conc. 

/mol r '
pH Notes

FeS04 10.007 35.90 1 100 0.36M ? Schlenk/anerobic prep. 
Wash: 600ml water.ZrS04 1.127 3.98 1/9 0.04M

NaBH4 2.229 59.00 1.64 100 0.59M M added to

Product:
P p  D  ‘Fine. Damp - sticks to mortar&pestle Flies a A.R. 54.9wt%

50.4 7.7 41.9 bit with static elctricity.’
Non-pyrophoric (Jun’OO).

t

•10
V (mm/s) 

XRD;0.6920A

«00

0

DC Magnetic hysteresis

s

Calorimetry

Tetnper*ture I’C

Analysis summary:
Môssbauer spectroscopy Magnetic (33.2 mg) DSC (22.1 mg)

%am %a-Fe %Fe(II) %Fe(III) 
63 4 34

He M,
/Oe /emu g '
210 36

peak FWHM peak area
rc rc /j-g-'
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iv. GDF5751 FeZrB, 9:1 FeiZr

Preparation:
Reactant mass /g mmol ratio to 

Fe
H^O /ml conc. 

/mol 1'
pH Notes

FeS04 10.01 35.9 1 100 0.36M 6 Schlenk/anerobic prep. 
Wash: 600ml water.ZrS04 1.13 3.99 1/9 0.04M

NaBH4 2.24 59.3 1.64 100 0.59M

Product:

^®63.5^ ’"5.3^ 31.1
‘Fine, soft, floury black powder. Dry - does A.R. 81.8wt%
not stick to mortar&pestle at all.’ wt. gain air: 9.3%
Non-pyrophoric (Jun’OO).

DC Magnetic hysteresis

e

■10 0
V (mm/8)

s HIO*

XRD; 0.6920A Calorimetry

8

0 2

0

Tomperature f*C

Analysis summary:
Môssbauer spectroscopy Magnetic (47.9 mg) DSC (20.9 mg)

%am %a-Fe %Fe(U) %Fe(III) 
95 2 3 -

H. M, 
/Oe /emu-g’*
200 110

peak FWHM peak area
rc rc /j-g-'
472 -20 -60
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V. GDF6481 FeZrB, 9:1 Fe:Zr

Preparation:
Reactant mass /g mmol ratio to 

Fe
H;0 /ml conc. 

/mol 1'
pH Notes

FeS04 1 100 Aerobic prep.
Wash: 5000ml water.ZrS04 1/9

NaBH4 ? 100

Product:
F p  7 r  R Coarse black granules.

59.0 7.8 33.2 Non-pyrophoric (Jun’OO).
A.R. 78.1wt% 
wt. gain air: 7.1%

DC Magnetic hysteresis

ê

•10 4 0 5 10
V (mm/s)

2

H/O

XRD: 0.6920A Catorimetry

I*

10 16 20 2S 30 35 40 45 50 95 60 66

07

f 0 6

0

Tempenturo /*C

Analysis summary:
Môssbauer spectroscopy Magnetic (62.1 mg) DSC (38.2 mg)

%am %a-Fe %Fe(II) %Fe(III) 
88 - - 12

He M ,  
/Oe /emu-g*
150 90

peak FWHM peak area
rc rc /J-g* 
472 12 -80
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Vi. GDF6531 FeZrB, 9:1 Fe:Zr

Preparation:
Reactant mass /g mmol ratio to 

Fe
H^O /ml conc. 

/mol 1'
pH Notes

FeS04 1 100 Aerobic prep.
Wash: 5000vcA water.ZrS04 1/9

NaBH4 ? 100

Product:
P o  p  ‘Coarse black granules. Hard - like coal
*^^58.7^ '7 .2 '^34.0 ’dust’

Non-pyrophoric (Jun’OO).

A.R. 78.2wt% 
wt. gain air: 9.2%

DC Magnetic hysteresis

V (mm/s) H /O e

.6920AXRD: 0.1 Calorimetry

0 6 i o i «  20 2S 30 X  40 4 s e o s e e o

26r

I
§

Tamparatura rC

Analysis summary:
Môssbauer spectroscopy Magnetic (46.6mg) DSC (44.0 mg)

%am %a-Fe %Fe(II) %Fe(III) 
90 1 - 9

He M, 
/Oe /emu-g'
150 88

peak FWHM peak area
rc rc /J-g-'

465 12 -100
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vii. WAS#1 FeZrB, 9:1 Fe:Zr

Preparation:
Reactant mass /g mmol ratio to 

Fe
HjO/ml conc. 

/mol 1'
pH Notes

FeS04 10.01 36.00 1 200 0.18M - pH free. Aerobic prep. (deg. 
water). <300ml wash.ZrS04 1.11 3.64 1/9 0.02M

NaBH4 2.28 60.00 1.67 200 0.3M BH, to M, 2.5ml/20s (Vihr)

Product:

^® 57.8 *̂"7.2^ 35.0
‘Fine/medium black granules.’ 
Non-pyrophoric (Jun’OO).

A.R. 75.5wt% 
wt. gain air; 9.3%

DC Maonetic hysteresis

V (mm/s) HIO»

XRD: 0.6920A Calorimetry

3

Temperature rC

Analysis summary:
Môssbauer spectroscopy Magnetic (96.4mg) DSC (-26 mg)

%am %a-Fe %Fe(II) %Fe(III) 
89 1 - 10

He M, 
/Oe /emu-g’

180 93

peak FWHM peak area
rc rc /J-g’ 

467 15 -80
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viii. GDF5761 FeB 

Preparation:
Reactant mass /g mmol ratio to 

Fe
/ml conc. 

/mol 1'
pH Notes

FeS04 10.01 35.9 1 100 0.36M 6 Aerobic prep. (deg. water). 5000ml 
wash.

NaBH4 2.24 59.3 1.64 100 0.59M

Product:

^®73.8^26.2
‘Fine black powder.’ 
Non-pyrophoric (Jun’OO).

A.R. 95.6wt% 
wt. gain air: 1.8%

DC Magnetic tiysteresis

V (mm/8)

I
1

HIO»

XRD; 0.6920A Calorimetry0(
0 7

01

Temperature /*C

Analysis summary:
Môssbauer spectroscopy Magnetic (23.3 mg) DSC (16.9 mg)

%am %a-Fe %Fe(II) %Fe(III) 
95 3 - 2

He M, 
/Oe /emu-g'
200 138

peak FWHM peak area
/°c rc /J-g-' 

473 -22 -45
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ix. GDF5881 FeCoB, 9:1 Fe:Co 

Preparation:
Reactant mass /g mmol ratio to 

Fe
u p  /ml conc. 

/mol 1'
pH Notes

FeS04 10.00 35.9 1 100 0.36 6 Aerobic prep. (deg. water). 5000ml 
wash.CoS04 1.12 4.0 1/9 0.04

NaBH4 2.22 58.7 1.64 200 0.29M

Product:
P p  p  ‘Fine & coarse grains; grey (post pyro.)’

70.6 8.6 20.8 Pyrophoric (Jim’OO).
A.R. 92.3wt% (post py.) 
wt. gain air: ?

DC Magnetic hysteresis

e

V (mm/s) 

XRD: 0.6920A

Ic

2

Calorimetry

09

0.3

200 600

Tompentufo rC

Analysis summary:
Môssbauer spectroscopy Magnetic (9.5 mg) DSC (6.1 mg)

%am %a-Fe %Fe(II) %Fe(III) 
87 4 - 8

H. M, 
/Oe /emu-g'^
600 140

peak FWHM peak area 
/°C /°C /J-g-'
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X. ‘B2’ FeZrB melt-spun ribbon 

Product:

F e 9^ Z r,B ,̂ (non-pyrophonc)
(composition analysis from 
Bilbao)

DC Magnetic hysteresis

[Môssbauer spectrum 

unavailable]

I

XRD:0.6920A

[DSC unavailable]

Analysis summary:
Môssbauer spectroscopy Magnetic (1.3 mg) DSC

%am %a-Fe %Fe(II) %Fe(III)
H, M, 
/Oe /emu g '
60 20

peak FWHM peak area
/°C /°C /J-g-'
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xi. ‘B6’ FeZrBCu melt-spun ribbon 

Product:
P 0  2 |*  B  Q u  ‘Ribbon. Patchy deep blue oxide on surface.’ (composition analysis from 

86 7 6 1 (non-pyrophoric) Rilhan"»

[Môssbauer spectrum 

unavailable]

Bilbao)

DC Magnetic hysteresis

•«00 -4000 -2000 2000 4000 ac»

a

XRD: 0.6920A

£

0 5 10 IS 20 25 X  35 40 40 SO 69 60 66

2@r

I
I

700
e C O

DSC plot (20 K min ') obtained from Garitaonandia et a l [1998]. 

Analysis summary:
Môssbauer spectroscopy Magnetic DSC

He M, peak FWHM peak area
%am %a-Fe %Fe(n) %Fe(ffl) /Oe /emu'g' /°C l°C /J-g'

<18 70 567 24 -
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3. Môssbauer spectroscopy
For all the as-prepared and for two post heat-treated samples, this section shows the 

Mossbauer spectrum with complete fit parameters and attributed phases, together with the 

hyperfme field distribution for the dominant amorphous phase.

i. As-prepared samples

In the as-prepared samples the amorphous iron-boron component with a hyperfme field 

distribution centred at around 200~220k0e is dominant. Some ciystalline iron is 

commonly seen, together with paramagnetic contaminant phases such as an iron(II) 

complex or ferrihydrite.

5631 as-prepared

0
V ( m m / s )

S a n  0
h J q b )  “  “

/kOe a
6

/mm s ' a
A

/mm s ' a % attributed to

QSD - - 0.31 (5) - 0.92 (9) 0.3 (1) 5.9 (16) ferrihydrite
QSD - - 1.17 (5) 0.10 2.31 (11) 0.5 (1) 6.8 (10) Fe(U) cmplx
HFD 327 (1) 3 (2) - - - - 7.6 (9) a-Fe
HFD 220 (10) 69 (20) 0.14 (3) 0.22 (5) -0.01 (2) - 80.0 (20) amFe-B



5641 as-prepared
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0
V ( m m / s ) h J cb) “

/kOe o
6

/mm-s‘‘ o
A

/mm s ' o % attributed to
QSD - - 1.13 (4) 2.23 (9) 0.5 (1) 2.3 (4) Fe(U) cmplx
HFD 328 (0) 4 (1) - - - 11.9 (4) a-Fe
HFD 221 (4) 64 (4) 0.12 (1) 0.18 (1) -0.02 (1) - 85.9 (5) am Fe-B

5741 as-prepared

0
V ( m m / s )

«4D0 0

Bu
/kOe c

5
/mm s ' a

A
/mm s ' a % attributed to

QSD - - 1.19 (1) - 2.26 (3) 0.46 (3) 33.8 (17) Fe(II) cmplx
HFD 328 (4) 3 (9) - - - - 3.8 (14) a-Fe
HFD 205 (7) 88 (6) 0.21 (8) 0 (5) -0.02 (7) - 62.5 (19) amFe-B



5751 as-prepared
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0V (mm/s)

/kOe o
Ô

/mm s ' o
A

/mm s ' o % attributed to

QSD - - 1.05 (6) 2.08 (12) 0.6 (2) 2.7 (7) Fe(II) cmplx
HFD 326 (2) 3 (4) - - - 1.9 (0) a-Fe
HFD 203 (3) 62 (5) 0.16 (1) 0.18 (1) -0.02 (1) - 95.3 (7) amFe-B

6481 as-prepared

If

0V (mm/s) hSo») “  “

/kOe a
s

/mm s ' a
A

/mm s ' a % attributed to

QSD - - 0.41 (4) 1.08 (6) 0.7 (1) 12.0 (9) ferrihydrite
HFD 197 (2) 49 (2) 0.18 (2) 0.17 (2) -0.03 (1) - 88.0 (9) am Fe-B



6531 as-prepared
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0
V ( m m / s )

100 ZD 300 400
H(K>)

/kOe o

Ô
/mm s ' a

A
/mm s ' a % attributed to

QSD - - 0.40 (1) 1.14 (2) 0.79 (4) 9.4 (4) ferrihydrite
HFD 331 (2) 0 - - - 0.9 (0) a-Fe
HFD 196 (2) 50 (2) 0.18 (0) 0.16 (0) -0.03 (0) - 89.7 (4) amFe-B

WAS#1 as-prepared

* -

0
V ( m m / s )

■

ci«D 0 100 ZD 300 «0  300
H(kCB)

/kOe o

6
/mm s ' a

A
/mm s ' o % attributed to

QSD - - 0.32 (1) 0.92 (1) 0.44 (2) 9.7 (3) ferrihydrite
HFD 329 (2) 2(5) - - - 0.8 (0) a-Fe
HFD 195 (2) 54 (2) 0.16 (1) 0.20 (1) -0.04 (0) - 89.4 (3) am Fe-B



GDF5761 as-prepared
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1 A
\  /} ? / \

HI /  \
è /  \

V  V V -
§ y  V

0
V ( m m / s )

'

H^C6) “

/kOe o
Ô

/mm s ' o
A

/mm-s' a % attributed to

QSD - - 0.40 (6) 0.88 (12) 0.2 (2) 2.0 (9) ferrihydrite
HFD 331 (2) 1 (6) - - - 3.3 (1) a-Fe
HFD 230 (3) 68 (7) 0.09 (2) 0.22 (2) -0.03 (1) - 94.7 (9) amFe-B

GDF5881 as-prepared

w

0
V ( m m / s )

c>0 CD 200 3QD « 0  SD
HOoCis)

B ^
/kOe o

Ô

/mm-s' o
A

/mm s ' a % attributed to

QSD - - 0.43 (4) 1.04 (5) 0.46 (7) 8.1 (6) ferrihydrite
HFD 336 (4) 11 (6) - - - 4.0 (17) a-Fe
HFD 249 (2) 57 (3) 0.06 (2) 0.20 (3) 0.00 (1) - 87.4 (16) am Fe-(Co)-B
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ii. Post heat-treated

For samples GDF5631 and GDF6481 for which there was a more plentiful supply, trial 

‘bulk annealing’ with around lOOmg of sample was carried out. This enabled Mossbauer 

spectroscopy of some crystallised samples to be performed. After heating them to 500°C, 

the sextet due to the crystallised a-iron dominates the Mossbauer spectra. Some iron is 

also seen in a FejB local environment, which is consistent with the diffraction data. It was 

also realised that there was sufficient sample mass in a cell to permit Mossbauer 

spectroscopy of a sample following DSC analysis, representing the condition after heating 

to 600°C.

Note that the components of the Mossbauer spectra below attributed to paramagnetic 

phases are generally a small fraction of the total pattern and exhibit broad dips. As such, 

the quality of the overall fit only depends loosely on the fit parameters of these phases, 

and hence the uncertainty on those parameters is quite large.

GDF5751 /post DSC (600°C), air-exposure uncertain

0
V ( m m / s )

/kOe o
6

/mm s ' o
A

/mm s ' a % attributed to

QSD - - 0.20 (1) 0 (*) 2 (*) 6.8 (7) -
HFD 236 (1) 5 (2) 0.12 (1) 0.10 (2) 0.01 (1) - 21.9 (7) FejB
HFD 330 (0) 4 (0) - - - 71.4 (8) a-Fe

* = huge uncertainty



GDF5631 /post 500°C heating
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H

V (m °m  /» ) 30D 4D Sm AGO
H(hO)

^ H f
/kOe a

8
/mm s ' o

A
/mm-s' c % attributed to

QSD - - 1.13 (2) - 2.21 (4) 0.69 (5) 12.6 (6) Fe(II) cmplx
HFD 235 (2) 4 (8) 0.13 (2) 0.12 (6) 0.01 (2) - 6.3 (10) Fe^B
HFD 283 (7) 56 (6) 0.14 (5) 0.29 (7) 0.01 (4) - 22.2 (16) Fe-Zr
HFD 330 (0) 3 (0) - - - - 59.0 (14) a-Fe

GDF5631 /post 500°C heating, exposed to air for a few days before and during MB

0
V ( m m / * )

3CS 400 9GD 6D0
HOOS)

/kOe o
8

/mm s ' a
A

/mm s ' a % attributed to

QSD - - 0.3 (1) - 0.81 (25) 0.5 (1) 5.5 (8) ? Fe(III) ox
QSD - - 1.0 (1) - 2.26 (22) 0.6 (1) 8.6 (12) Fe(II) cmplx
HFD 236 (3) 0 (0) 0.15 (6) 0.2 (1) 0.00 (6) - 5.4 (17) Fe^B
HFD 287 (9) 54 (8) 0.04 (8) 0.4 (1) 0.01 (5) - 25.7 (21) Fe-Zr
HFD 329 (0) 4 (0) - - - - 54.8 (20) a-Fe
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GDF6481 /post 500°C heating

V ( m °m /s ) 380 300 3%) 3*)HOOCfc)

/kOe o
Ô

/mm s ' o
A

/mm s ' a % attributed to
QSD - - 0.01 (7) - 0 (*) 1 (♦) 4.0 (5) -
HFD 278 (2) 12 (4) 0.05 (2) 0.12 (5) 0.02 (2) - 16.6 (18) Fe-Zr^
HFD 330 (0) 4 (1) - - - - 30.0 (11) a-Fe
HFD 235 (1) 8 (1) 0.11 (0) 0.11 (1) 0.01 (1) - 49.4 (15) Fe^B

* huge uncertainty
t  this component is extremely similar to a strong component observed in ball-milled Fe-Zr-Ag alloys by 
Chapman [2001] at UCL, and provisionally attributed to an Fe-Zr phase.

GDF6481 /post 500°C heating, exposed to air for a few days before and during MB

-5 0
V ( m  m  / *  ) H(kCB)

^ h f

/kOe a
6

/mm s ' a
A

/mm-s' o % attributed to

QSD - - 0.39 (4) - 1.09 (5) 0.55 (7) 6.4 (4) Fe(in) ox
HFD 277 (2) 10 (4) 0.02 (2) 0.18 (4) 0.03 (2) - 17.4 (14) Fe-Zr^
HFD 330 (0) 4 (0) - - - - 27.4 (8) a-Fe
HFD 235 (0) 7(1) 0.11 (0) 0.12 (1) 0.01 (0) - 48.8 (12) FejB

t  this component is extremely similar to a strong component observed in ball-milled Fe-Zr-Ag alloys by 
Chapman [2001] at UCL, and provisionally attributed to an Fe-Zr phase.
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4. XRD
i. Empty capillary pattern

Since this study involves amorphous materials it is particularly important to be aware of 

the background diffraction pattern from the capillary tube, which will contribute to all 

exposures (see fig. in.C.l).

XRD of empty capillary tube; wavelength 0.6920Â
4000

3500

3000

2500

c  2000

1500

1000 -

500 -

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 650 5

2 6 / '

Fig. IlI.C.l: Diffraction pattern of empty 0.7mm diameter, 0.01 mm wall-thickness, quartz capillary tube. 
The intensity scale is Phosphorlmager counts, and is essentially arbitrary.

Owing to the absorption of X-rays by the sample, it is notoriously difficult to numerically 

‘subtract’ the capillary pattern from the data. The main features from the capillary which 

are noticeable in the sample data, particularly for the samples in a non-crystalline state, 

are the low-angle broad peak at approximately 10° 20, and the small ‘cliff at about 35°. 

Without an awareness of the background, the 10° peak in the data might falsely be have 

been identified as a pre-peak signifying short range order!

Ii. Thermally-induced crystallisation

Diffraction was the primary tool for following the crystallisation of the samples. Up to 

400°C (see fig. IU.C.2) the patterns are not dissimilar from those due to the samples in 

their as-made condition (shown within the sample summaries, section IH.C.2). After the 

major crystallisation has occurred, well-crystallised a-iron (peaks at 19.7°, 27.9°, 34.4°, 

39.9°, 44.9°, 49.5°, 53.7° and 61.6°) features predominantly in the XRD (fig. UI.C.3). 

Other peaks due to crystalline contaminant phases, principally iron borides, are also 

visible (refer to table UI.C.3, p. 128).
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GDF5641*GDF5631

GDF5741* GDF5751

2 6 /*

GDF6481 GDF6531

WAS#1

[ intentionally blank ]

GDF5761 (FeB) GDF5881 (FeCoB)

2 0 /*

Fig. III.C.2: Diffraction patterns following heating to 400°C. Note the intensity scales are arbitrary.
♦exposed at 0.4868Â and rescaled.
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GDF5631

t

0 5 10 1S 20253036404S80SSaoe62Qr

GDF5641

GDF5741 GDF5751

GDF6481 GDF6531

WAS#1 B2 (FeZrB melt spun ribbon, 600°C)

2e  r

GDF5761 (FeB) GDF5881 (FeCoB)

Fig. III.C.3: Diffraction patterns after heating samples to 500°C. Note the intensity scales are arbitrary.
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For three samples, GDF6481, GDF6531, and WAS#1, diffraction data was also taken 

following heating to 460°C — part way through the crystallisation exotherm (see 

fig. in.C.4). From these plots it is apparent that for GDF6481/6531 the iron boride 

crystallises at the same temperature as the iron, and that during the crystallisation fairly 

large iron grains co-exist with the residual amorphous phase.

GDF6481 GDF6531

WAS#1

[ intentionally blank ]

Fig. II1.C.4: Diffraction patterns of samples quenched after heating to 460°C — part way through the 
crystallisation exotherm.

Diffraction data were collected for all samples following heating to 400°C, 500°C, 600°C, 

and 750°C. For some, data were also obtained for 460°C and 660°C. In plots showing the 

entire intensity and 20 range of the datasets, such as fig. III.C.2 and III.C.3, the details of 

the minority phase changes with temperature (above 500°C) are too small to be seen 

properly, and consequently further plots have not been included here. As an example of 

the amount of information actually present, fig. III.C.5 shows the detail in a series of 

diffraction plots for one sample as a function of temperature, adjusted to comparable 

(enlarged) vertical scales.
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(/)c

I

XRD GDF5631: 0.6920Â
16

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

0
0 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 50 60 655 45 55

20 r

Fig. ni.C.5: Full series of diffraction patterns for sample GDF5631; as-made, 400°C, 500°C, 600°C, 
660°C, 750°C (vertically offset by 0,1,2,3,4,6 from the bottom respectively). Intensity normalised to mean 
intensity in the range 5°-60° 20 for each trace. Small peaks in the range 20-25° in the 500°C plot (orange) 
are from iron borides. New broad peaks in the 600°C trace (blue) around 13.5°, 15°, 22° and 26° are 
attributed to ZrOj beginning to order, these become much stronger and better defined at the higher 
temperatures. Many still-unassigned peaks can be seen in the traces for 660°C and 750°C, particularly 
below about 12°.
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iii. Crystallisation - grain growth

Information on the grain growth and ciystallite size was obtained by measuring the widths 

o f the iron peaks in the diffraction data. Fig. ni.C.6 shows graphs o f peak-width against 

heated temperature, the widths shown are averages for the nine iron peaks in the 19-62° 

20 range at 0.6920Â. Based upon an intrinsic instrument breadth o f 0.1°, an indication of 

the corresponding grain sizes from the Scherrer relation are shown on the adjacent scale 

(this is inexact, particularly for large grain sizes, since the instrument breadth cannot be 

determined precisely - the diameter o f the capillary tube is slightly different for each 

sample, for example).
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figure continued overleaf...
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WAS#1 - peak width GDF5761 (Fe-B) - peak width

0,5

-------1- 0 . 4
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0
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s. 0.3
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GDF5881 (Fe-C o-B )-peak width
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Fig. III.C.6; For each chemically synthesised sample, mean a-iron diffraction peak width (FWHM) and 
corresponding grain size as a function of temperature to which the sample was heated. For the melt-spun 
ribbons, ‘B2’ and ‘B6’ not shown, the diffraction pattern was completely amorphous in the as-prepared 
state, and following 600°C heating, the peak widths were 0.39° and 0.41° respectively (corresponding to 
grain sizes of order 13nm).

The lattice parameter of the bcc-iron was also derived for all datasets showing sufficient 

crystallinity. For all samples heated to 460°C and above, the lattice parameter was found 

to be 2.866 ±0.002 Â (accuracy limited by experimental and analysis factors), which 

compares well with the text book value of 2.8664 Â for pure a-iron. After crystallisation, 

no systematic changes were observed. In the less crystalline as-prepared samples, the 

peaks are pushed to noticeably higher angles, and where measurable, the parameter was 

2.864 ±0.001 A . This reduction in lattice parameter might be due to small grain size 

effects.
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iv. Search-match results

An initial computational search-match process identified some likely phases in the XRD, 

and other only partially-aystallised phases were recognised by manual inspection and 

comparison between the dif&actograms. When the accuracy of peak positions of reference 

phases in the PDF was poor, the pattern was simulated fi-om the lattice parameters using 

Dr Jeremy Cockcroft’s DRAGON program. The final findings are shown in table in.C.2, 

the notation is explained in table in.C.3 overleaf.

Sample as-
made

400°C 460°C 500®C 600°C 660°C 750°C

5631
FeZrB

amorph
n-Fe

amorph
n-Fe

Fe
(n-Fe3B)

(+)

Fe
n-Zr02

(+)

Fe
n-Zr02

+

Fe
Zr02

Zr02ii
(+)

5641
FeZrB

amorph
n-Fe

amorph
n-Fe

Fe
Fe3B
(+)

Fe
Fe2B*

(+)

Fe
n-Zr02
Fe2B

Fe
Zr02ii
Zr02

5741
FeZrB

amorph
n-Fe

+

amorph
n-Fe

+

amorph
Fe
+

amoiph
Fe
+

amoiph
Fe
+

amoiph
Fe
4-

5751
FeZrB

amorph
n-Fe

amorph
n-Fe

Fe
Fe2B*

Fe
Fe2B*

Fe
Fe2B
Zr02

6481
FeZrB

amorph amorph
(n-Fe)

amorph
n-Fe

+

Fe
Fe3B
Fe2B*

( + )

Fe
Fe2B*
Fe3B

( + )

Fe 
Zr02 
Fe2B 

Fe23B6 +
6531

FeZrB
amorph
(n-Fe)

amorph
n-Fe

amorph
n-Fe

+

Fe
Fe2B*

+

Fe
Fe2B*

+

Fe
Fe2B
Zr02

Zr02ii

WAS#1
FeZrB

amorph
(n-Fe)

amorph
n-Fe

n-Fe203
B20

Fe
(Fe3B)

Fe Fe
n-Fe2B*
n-Zr02

B 20

Fe
Fe2B
Zi02

(Zi02ii)

5761
FeB

amorph
(n-Fe)

amorph
n-Fe

Fe
Fe3B

Fe2B*

Fe
Fe2B/*
Fe3B

Fe
Fe2B

(Fe23B6)
5881

FeCoB
amorph

n-Fe
(Fe203)

amorph
n-Fe

Fe
Fe2B*

Fe
Fe2B*

( + )

Fe
Fe2B

Fe23B6
B2 ribbon 

FeZrB
amorph - - - Fe - -

B6 ribbon 
FeZrBCu

amorph - - - Fe - -

Table IQ.C.2: Phases detected in the diftraction patterns of the samples. See key overleaf.
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Symbol Description Distinguishing peaks (strongest bold) 
®26 at 0.6920Â.

amorph significant amorphous content n/a
Fe bcc Fe 19.66,27.94,34.40,39.93,44.89, 

49.45,53.71,57.75, 61.62 {weak)
Fe2B Fe^B, PDF no. 36-1332 I4/mcm (tetragonal) 10.99,15.57,18.19,24.45,24.72,31.22, 

33.40,33.80,38.57,43.55,43.89
Fe2B* FejB, structure uncertain. See text 10.96,24.54,31.27,38.41, 

33.4,33.5,43.6,46.1 {broad)
Fe3B Fe,B,PDFno. 39-1316

(also very similar to Fe  ̂̂ B, PDF no. 34-1032)
16.65,19.06,20.69,21.20,22.74,23.65
{mresolved doublet)

Fe23B6 Fe ĵBg, PDF no. 34-0991 16.75,18.36,22.23,22.54,24.96 
(poor reference pattern)

Zr02 ZrOj, ICSD no. 31983 P4(2)/nmc 13.46,15.64, 21.99,22.19,25.67,26.04, 
27.10

Zr02ii ZrOj, PDF no. 37-1484 P2(l)/a baddeleyite 10.93,12.61,13.95,15.30,15.64 
(reference pattern relatively poor)

Fe203 y-Fe^O) (maghemite), PDF no. 39-1346 13.46,15.80,27.12
B20 BjO, PDF no. 41-0624, P3 (143) 16.89,27.75,32.63

n- pattern has very broad peaks (incompletely 
crystallised / nanociystalline)

bold indicates that the cited phases are believed to 
account for the whole pattern

(bracketed) only present in a trace amount
strikethrough are common phases definitely NOT present

+ indicates evidence of other unidentified phases
Table IILC.3: Key for search-match results table

Several of the diffraction patterns show a phase with a prominent peak at 24.53° 

(1.629Â), another at 31.26° (1.284Â), and a small one at 10.96° (3.623Â), yet no peak 

between 11° and 18°. Read strictly, these lines do not match any iron boride phases in the 

Powder Diffraction File. Nevertheless the pattern from this phase bears many similarities 

to that of FOjB PDF ref. 36-1332, and would appear to be some incompletely crystalline 

Fe^B phase. This interpretation is backed up by data for GDF6481 /460° which shows an 

otherwise clean XRD, and a strong Fe^B-ordering component in its Môssbauer spectra.

V. Anomalous XRD

No evidence of crystalline inter-metallic zirconium phases (e.g. Fe-Zr) was found in 

search-match analysis of any of the XRD patterns against the PDF database. In the 660°C 

and 750°C results, search-match identified phases with patterns similar to some 

zirconium-oxides, but the match quality alone was not deemed fully convincing. To help
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confirm this match, and possibly flag other peaks not previously suspected as being from 

zirconium phases, pairs of ‘anomalous’ exposures were made for several of the samples 

heated to 750°C, and for sample GDF6531 at all temperatures.

Various different wavelength pairs were used, but a combination of 0.6920Â and 0.75Â 

seemed to work best. Combinations of 0.6920Â and wavelengths even closer to the Zr 

edge at 0.68877Â generally gave poorer differentiation, and sample fluorescence 

complicated the interpretation.

Figures III.C.7 to IlI.C.lO show the findings from the anomalous XRD exposures.

2500

2000

^  1500
(/)
C

—  1000

500

Anomalous XRD (0.6890Â/0.75Â): GDF5631 /750“C

(1
I A

11 13 15 17 19

20 r
21 23 25 27 29

Fig. ni.C.7: Anomalous XRD; the black trace is the diffraction pattern obtained at 0.6890Â, the pink trace 
is that for 0.75Â with the 20 scale adjusted to align with the former pattern. The vertical scale of the pink 
trace has been normalised to bring the known iron peaks into registration. Note the peaks at 13.4°, 15.2°, 
15.6°, 21.9°, 22.1°, 25.6°, 25.9° and 27.0° show marked differences in peak heights. These correspond to 
ZrOj with P4(2)/nmc structure, ICSD no. 31983. The peaks at 12.6° and 13.9° are believed to arise from the 
baddeleyite phase of ZrOj, but show inconclusive differential height (possibly due to the 111 and -111 
planes containing mainly oxygen, rather than zirconium, atoms).
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Anomalous XRD (0.6920A/0.75A): GDF5741 /750°C

14000 j

12000 j

10000 :

Z '
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Ç 6000 J
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I'V j

19
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24 29

Fig. in.C.8; Anomalous XRD of sample GDF5741 (salt solution added to borohydride preparation) after 
heating to 750°C. No evidence of any zirconium-containing crystalline phases.

Anomalous XRD (0.6920A/0.75A): GDF6531 /as-prepared
3000

2500

2000

Ç  1500 -

1000 -

500

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65

20 /'
Fig. III.C.9: Anomalous XRD of the raw product of the chemical precipitation. Note the disparity below 
about 17°, and especially in the 2-4° region.
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Anomalous XRD (0.6920A/0.75A): '86 ' ribbon

t

Anomalous XRD (0.6920AI0.75A): ‘B6' ribbon ABOOX

26r 2 8 f

Fig: III.C.IO: Anomalous XRD for the melt-spun ribbon sample ‘B6’: as-made (left) and following 
crystallisation at 600°C (right). There is little difference between the pairs of traces, and no significant 20 
dependence, which implies that the zirconium remains homogeneously integrated in the amorphous phase.
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5. EXAFS
Zr K-edge EXAFS measurements (collected in fluorescence mode at Daresbuiy 

station 9.3) were performed on a subset of the capillary-contained as-made and post 

heat-treated samples to help answer questions regarding the whereabouts of the zirconium 

in the product. Information was particularly sought at temperatures below the 660°C point 

at which crystalline ZrO  ̂appears in the XRD. The raw data are shown in fig. III.C.l 1. It 

is evident from inspection that the EXAFS shows only two environments, one for 600°C 

and below, and another at 660°C and above.

GDF5631 EXAFS as-made, 500"C, GGO'C GDF5641 EXAFS as-made, 500*C, eeCTC
150

1.40

JÊ 1.30

1.10

1.00

0 30

0.80
18000 18100 18200 18300 18400 18500 18600

1.50

1.40

ê  1.30

1.10

J 100

0 90

0.80
18000 18100 18200 18300 18400 18500 18600

X-ray «nergy/ev X-ray«n«rgy/»V

GDF5751 EXAFS as-made, aOCTC, 750°C GDF6531 EXAFS as-made, 500"C, SCO'C. 750*C
1.50

1.40

ÿ  150

1.10

I  1.00

0.80
18000 18100 18200 18300 16400 18500 18600

X rayenergy/eV

1.50

1.40

«  1.30

1.10

J 1.00

0.90

0.80
1850018000 18100 18200 18300 18400 18600

Xray energy MV

Fig. III.C.l 1: Zr K-edge EXAFS raw data for selected samples; as-prepared state, and post heat-treatment 
to 500°C, 600®C, 660°C and 750°C offset at vertical intervals of 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.26, 0.35 respectively. Note 
the transition which occurs between 600°C and 660°C.

Representative spectra which were free from serious glitches were analysed using the 

method outlined in section in.B.3.viii (p.93).
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Preliminary inspection of the partial radial distribution functions (RDF) obtained from the 

EXAFS spectra showed the first coordination peaks to lie at approximately 2.2Â for all 

the data. Typical interatomic spacings between zirconium and the other major elements 

likely to be present in the chemical precipitation product were looked up in the ICSD 

database, and are set out in table in.C.4. From this information, the most likely bond 

appeared to be Zr-0.

bond distance
Zr-B ~2.8A
Zr-Fe -2.87A
Zr-Zr -3.2A
Zr-0 2.1-2.3 A

Table m.C.4: Typical interatomic spacings for zirconium.

The spectra from samples heated to 600°C or below were then successfully fitted using a 

Zr-0 model with one coordination shell. Further shells were not fitted owing to the 

limited ^-range of the EXAFS and lack of strong evidence of more. The fits for these 

samples model a coordination shell with 4 or 6 oxygen atoms at 2.16Â and no long-range 

ordering.

EXAFS for samples heated to 660°C or above extended further in ^-space and indicated 

longer range order. Attempts were made to model the spectra with various Zr-0 systems, 

but only tetragonal ZrO  ̂(ICSD ref. 31983) led to a good fit. Ultimately the coordination 

numbers, shell radii, and Debye-Waller factors were refined freely, with the Debye-Waller 

factor common to two equivalent oxygen shells. The crystalline ZrO  ̂ phase was then 

looked for in the XRD and subsequently confirmed.

Fits to the EXAFS spectra in ^-space, and the corresponding partial radial distribution 

functions are shown in fig. m.C.12 and fig. m.C.13.

Assistance from Dr David Gleeson of the Royal Institution with processing of the data is 

gratefully acknowledged.
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GDF5641 
FeZrB (18:1 Fe:Zr)

GDF5751 
FeZrB (9:1 Fe:Zr)

GDF6531 
FeZrB (9:1 Fe:Zr)

as-
made

GOFSMI/m-mmd# GOF5751 /aft-mada ODFd631 /M-mada

to

I

I
-4
-0
•8

to

Coordination shell 
5.5 X Oat2.18Â

R-factor; 27.0

D-W
factor
0.015

D-W
Coordination shell factor
3 . 6 x 0  at 2.17Â 0.012

R-factor; 32.0

D-W
Coordination shell factor
3 . 8 x 0  at 2.15Â 0.017

R-factor: 34.4

600°C OOF5761 «00*C OOF8S31 /eoo*c

[ data unavailable ]

•2
>4

I
■e
-e

3 . 5 x 0  at 2.16Â 0.016
32.0

3 . 8 x 0  at 2.15Â 0.017
34.4

660°C ODF5641 /MO*C

06

•s

*?A-’
10

[ data unavailable ] [ data unavailable ]

4.2 X O a t2.11Â 0.016
4.2 X O at 2.38À 0.016
7.0 X Zr at 3.62Â 0.009

37.5
750OC GOF6761 /750 'C G D f 0631 /750*C

[ data unavailable ]

-3

-0

2 0 ?A- 10

12
9

I

3.5 X Oat2.10A
3.5 X O at 2.35À 
7.3 X Zr at 3.63Â

28.8

0.010
0.010
0.009

4.0 X O a t2.11Â 0.016
4.0 X O at 2.36Â 0.016
12.0 xZrat3.64Â 0.016

36.7
Fig. III.C.12: Reciprocal space Zr K-edge EXAFS data (blue) and fit (green). Owing to limitations on the 
samples prepared (660°C) and EXAFS beamtime available, there are some gaps in the series.
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GDF5641 
FeZrB (18:1 Fe:Zr)

GDF5751 
FeZrB (9:1 Fe:Zr)

GDF6531 
FeZrB (9:1 Fe:Zr)

as-
made

GDF5641 /m̂nad# Zr RDF GDF57S1 /m-mad# ZrRDF GDF6631 /M-rmda ZrRDF

D-W
Coordination shell factor
5 . 5 x 0  at 2.18Â 0.015

R-factor: 27.0

D-W
Coordination shell factor
3 . 6 x 0  at 2.17Â 0.012

R-factor: 32.0

D-W
Coordination shell factor
3 . 8 x 0  at 2.15Â 0.017

R-factor: 34.4
600°C GOFS751 «00*CZr RDF GDF6531 «00*CZf RDF

[ data unavailable ]

3 . 5 x 0  at 2.16Â 0.016
32.0

0 2 4 , ^ 6  8 10

3 . 8 x 0  at 2.15Â 0.017
34.4

660°C G0F6641 meO'C ZrRDF

[ data unavailable ] [ data unavailable ]

4.2 X O a t2.11Â
4.2 X O at 2.38Â 
7.0 X Zr at 3.62Â

37.5

0.016
0.016
0.009

750°C GDF6751 /750*C ZrRDF ODF6531 /760-C ZrRDF

[ data unavailable ]

3.5 xOat2.10Â
3.5 X O at 2.35Â 
7.3 X Zr at 3.63Â

28.8

0.010
0.010
0.009

4.0 X O a t2.11Â 0.016
4.0 X O at 2.36Â 0.016
12.0 X Zr at 3.64Â 0.016

36.7
Fig. III.C.13: Partial radial distribution functions centred on zirconium from EXAFS. Fourier-transformed 
data (blue), fit (green). Fit parameters are shown; errors are typically ±10% on coordination number, 
±O.OlA on the shell radius, and ±10% on the Debye-Waller factor.
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6. Electron microprobe
Forster performed electron microprobe linescan analysis on some of the chemically 

precipitated samples. The data consists of pairs of iron and zirconium (or cobalt) count 

rates for points (-1pm diameter) across the surface of the sample. An impression of the 

homogeneity of the sample is revealed when the microprobe data are plotted on an X-Y 

axis, with the counts for each element normalised to the average for the whole dataset. 

Results for the samples I’ve studied are re-presented in fig. ni.C.14. In general, the tighter 

the distribution the more homogenous the sample.

GDF5631 uniformity GDF5641 uniformity
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Fig. III.C.14: Electron microprobe line-scans for samples in their as-prepared state. A fair amount of scatter 
is evident (though much less in GDF5881, FeCoB), which indicates that the samples are not completely 
uniform on a scale of-1pm. There only appears to be one centre of maximum density, indicating that 
segregation into discrete phases (larger than -1pm) has not occurred.
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7. VSM
VSM measurements were made on the two ‘bulk annealing’ trial samples, GDF5631 and 

GDF6481 (see fig. III.C.l5), and also on two post-DSC (600°C) samples, WAS#1, and 

(Fe-B) GDF5761 (see fig. m.C.16).

For GDF5631, one of the most initially-crystalline samples, the overall shape of the 

hysteresis loop, and the coercivity have barely changed on heating. By contrast, for the 

other much more amorphous samples the coercivity has risen substantially from 

150-200 Oe to -350 Oe, and the overall shape of the loop has become noticeably flatter.

DC M agnetc hysteresis GOF5631 /post 5 0 0 X DC Magnetic hysteresis GDF6481 /postSOO’C

H/Oe

2000 4000 8( X)

?
I

H /O e

Fig. I1I.C.15: VSM DC hysteresis loops for samples GDF5631 (12.4mg) and GDF6481 (19.2mg) after 
heating to 500°C. For the Zr-rich GDF5631, which was initially semi-crystalline, the coercivity has if 
anything, decreased very slightly, from 350Oe as-prepared, to 3000e post-heating. In the case of the 
initially amorphous GDF6481 the lower initial coercivity of 150Oe has risen to 380Oe after heating (and the 
diffraction pattern shows other impurities besides bcc Fe).

DC Magnetic hysteresis GDF5761 /post 60 0 'C  (DSC) DC Magnetic hysteresis WAS#1 /post 600*C (VSM)

?
I

H /O e

I
i

H /O e

Fig. III.C.16: VSM DC hysteresis loops for GDF5761 (FeB, 14.1 mg) and for WAS#1 (FeZrB, mass not 
known exactly, approx. 20mg, moment scale may have some error) both following DSC analysis, i.e. after 
heating to 600°C. The coercivities are 350 Oe and 335 Oe respectively.
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D. Discussions
1. Overview
Our usual chemical preparation procedure is to add, over a period of half an hour, sodium 

borohydride solution (0.6M, 100ml) to a vigorously stirred aqueous solution of iron and 

zirconium salts (0.4M, 100ml). A black precipitate is formed in the mixture, which we 

subsequently filter, wash, diy under vacuum, and finally store under argon. The black 

powder product will oxidise if exposed to air, sometimes pyrophorically.

Reactant ironizirconium ratios are generally preserved in the product, and for an initial 

ratio of 9:1, the empirical formula of the product is in the vicinity of FCĝ Zr̂ B̂ y Electron 

microprobe analysis reveals that, on a length scale of 1 pm, the iron and zirconium are not 

phase-separated, though the distribution is not completely homogeneous. SEM images of 

comparable products (for example fig. in.A.5, p.76) typically show nuggets 2-10pm 

across, each composed of an agglomeration of roughly-spherical particles with 

characteristic size 100~200nm. Môssbauer spectroscopy (which probes the iron 

environment) and X-ray diffraction both show an essentially non-ciystalline product 

(sample summaries, section in.C.2, p.100-111). In addition to the dominant non

crystalline component, the Môssbauer spectra often show a small ferrihydrite doublet, and 

depending on the exact preparation conditions, a weak or diffuse bcc-Fe sextet. The 

diffraction patterns have broad humps which are sometimes topped with wide pointed 

peaks at angles close to those of the first and third peaks (the strongest) of bcc-iron. Note 

that the broad peak common to all the patterns at 10° arises from the quartz capillary tube 

(see fig. in.C.l, p. 120) and is not a ‘pre-peak’ indicative of medium-range order. 

Magnetically, the samples have sigmoid-shaped hysteresis loops, with coercivities in the 

range 150-350 Oe (ave. 220 Oe), and saturation magnetisations of the order 100emu g \ 

The coercivity tends to be less in the samples with the smallest iron sextet in the 

Môssbauer spectrum.

On heating, most of the samples show a well-defined exotherm at around 470°C, above 

which point the diffraction (fig. in.C.3, p. 122) and Môssbauer (section in.C.3.ii, p. 117) 

data show unambiguously that a large fraction of the iron content of the samples has 

crystallised out to its common bcc form. In addition, lesser amounts of other crystalline 

(or semi-crystalline) phases, closely resembling iron borides, are seen too (see fig. m.C.3,
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p. 122, and table in.C.2, p. 127). Upon further heating diffraction shows the relative 

amounts of the minority phases change slightly, and at 660°C and above some crystalline 

zirconium oxide is often detected (fig. in.C.7, p. 129). The bcc iron pattern remains 

dominant up to the maximum temperature used of 750°C.

If the sample is heated at a steadily rising temperature then quenched fi*om a point 

corresponding to the middle of the DSC exotherm, it is possible to observe moderately 

broad bcc iron peaks in the XRD, indicating iron grains of ~20nm dimensions, though 

with a relatively low overall volume fraction (fig. in.C.4, p. 123). It would therefore seem 

that this condition is merely a stage of the conventional amorphous to fully crystalline 

transformation, rather than the large volume fraction metastable nanocrystalline state 

which is formed in the classic melt spun ribbons on armealing just above the 

nanocrystallisation exotherm and which remains even if heated a further 50~150°C 

beyond [Suzuki et al 1993, Herzer 1997].

2. Prior interpretation
On the basis of experimental evidence (principally Môssbauer spectroscopy, conventional 

diffractometer XRD and electron microprobe measurements on as-prepared samples, and 

DSC) similar to that outlined above, by comparison to Fe-B and other Fe-M-B chemical 

precipitation preparations reported in the literature [frioue et al 1988, Linderoth et al 

19906], and with reference to Fe-Zr-B melt-spun ribbons, it had previously been 

concluded that the particulate raw product from the FeZrB synthesis with Fe:Zr ratio 9:1 

is essentially an amorphous, homogenous, Fe-Zr-B alloy [Femândez Barquin et al 1999, 

Forster et al 1999a&6]. The authors did not concern themselves greatly with details of the 

minor contaminant phases (nanosized bcc-iron grains hinted at in XRD, iron oxides and 

iron complexes seen in the Môssbauer, etc.) within the product, though oxides are 

generally taken to be a surface effect. By inference, and given the DSC curve, it was 

believed that upon heating the iron crystallised out in much the same way as in the 

widely-reported amorphous ribbons. It was from this perspective that the present work 

was initially approached.

3. New investigations
The most significant new approaches of this study were to look at the thermally-induced 

crystallisation of the Fe-Zr-B chemically-precipitated samples, and the application of the
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powerful image-plate synchrotron X-ray diffraction camera at Daresbuiy. Môssbauer 

spectroscopy, Zr-edge EXAFS, and VSM studies were also applied to selected 

heat-treated samples.

4. Main findings of the present study
Initial analysis of the crystalline phases in the X-ray diffraction patterns of heat-treated 

samples was not straightforward; despite the high technical quality of our raw data, 

matches (of components other than bcc-iron) with reference patterns in the Powder 

Diffraction File (PDF) database were often of a merit which I felt to be insufficient for 

conclusive assignment. By comparison, in some of the best matches tens of peaks in the 

pattern aligned vyith those in the library data to within 0.03°. With hindsight, the 

difficulties were probably caused by a combination of small particle and disorder effects 

in our specimens, as well as library patterns of variable quality (e.g. some with few peaks 

recorded or cf-spacings recorded in Â to only 2 decimal places).

In the samples heated to 500°C and above, iron borides were quite widespread (see 

table in.C.2, p. 127). Although undesired, this was understandable; in melt-spun ribbons it 

is reckoned [Herzer 1997] that boron content above about lOat.% (we have ~33at.%) 

leads to a severe tendency to boride formation. What was surprising fi-om the XRD was 

the lack of any matches, or even near matches, with Fe-Zr inter-metallic phases such as 

Fe^Zr — which are expected to appear following higher temperature (>650°C) armealing 

[Suzuki et al 1993]. In fact, in very few cases were any convincing matches found to 

zirconium compounds in the 1995 edition of the PDF.

To tty and reveal some information about the zirconium in the product, Zr-edge EXAFS 

was employed. For the as-made (and lower-temperature heated) samples the EXAFS 

showed oscillations with a rapidly decaying amplitude, which at a cursory glance could be 

read to indicate that the zirconium was in a relatively disordered environment 

(fig. in.C.l 1, p. 132). This appeared consistent with the literature for melt-spun FeZrB 

ribbons [Xiao-Jun et al 1996] in which it is reported that when the bcc iron crystallises 

out, the zirconium does not dissolve in it, but continues to remain in the 

iron-zirconium-boron intergranular amorphous phase. However, more thorough analysis 

of the radial distribution function obtained by Fourier transforming the EXAFS indicated 

the atomic spacing to be consistent only with a disordered oxygen nearest-neighbour
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system, subsequently modelled (see fig. m .C.13, p. 135, table m.C.4, p. 133). EXAFS of 

samples heated to 660°C and above indicated a crystalline ZrO  ̂ local environment, 

consistent with a tetragonal phase (International Crystal Structure Database ref. 

ICSD-31983). This phase was not represented in the PDF database, but by simulating its 

XRD pattern it was then identified in the diffraction data (see table m.C.2 & 3, p. 127/128, 

also fig. m.C.7, p. 129).

It has been said that zirconium causes difficulties in melt-spun ribbon production because 

of its affinity for oxygen [Herzer 1997]. Three of the four samples studied by EXAFS, and 

showing the Zr-0 signs, had been prepared using anaerobic techniques. Although it was 

unclear whether the zirconium had oxidised during- or post-synthesis, as a result of the 

EXAFS and XRD analyses I began to question the assumption that our product was a 

homogenous Fe-Zr-B alloy at all.

I subsequently noted that some doubts about the homogeneity of the Fe-Zr-B product had 

been hinted at as far back as 1997, when the UCL group commented [Femândez Barquin 

et al 1999]: ‘The actual reduction of zirconium (TV) is surprising, considering the 

reduction potential of the borohydride solution. It could be that the material contains 

amorphous Fe-B and some admixtured Zr salt.’ They then proceed to say that this 

possibility ‘does not agree with the ED AX line analysis, FT-IR, and DSC results’, but 

without giving any detailed reasoning.

Given that the EDAX analysis used a probe size -1 pm, a phase segregation on a scale 

smaller than that could easily remain undetected, and considering that the sub-particle size 

seen in the SEM is ~100nm this scenario would not seem unlikely. DSC thermographs I 

obtained are not inconsistent with a mixed amorphous Fe-B and Zr-0 phase system.

Only at this point did I fully appreciate that the published evidence for the Fe-Zr-B 

product being a tme alloy was purely indirect and, despite the lack of previous indications 

to the contrary, was not necessarily definitive. Experimentally, such proof is intrinsically 

difficult to obtain, and even looking through the wider literature on Fe-M-B (M ^ Zr) 

produced by chemical precipitation [e.g. Inoue et al 1988, Li and Xue 1993], evidence for 

their homogeneity remains inferred, but in the main is considerably more favourable than 

that presented to date for Fe-Zr-B.
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From then on, I had to consider my data in the light of the distinct possibility that I had a 

mixed-phase raw product.

5. ICP analysis
We asked the for iron, zirconium, and boron to be analysed in the chemically-precipitated 

samples using ICP spectroscopy. The overall results were comparable to previous 

preparations and analysis by the UCL group, see table in.D.l. Note that all the Fe-Zr-B 

samples are analysed with approximately 33at.% boron, compared to the Fe-B (26at.% 

boron) and the Fe-Co-B (21at.% boron).

Sample Analysis 
/ at%

Analyte recovery 
/ wt.%

GDF5631 Î ®56.7̂*'9.2®34.1 65.4
GDF5641 FCjjZr^Bjj -

GDF5741* Î ®50.4̂ 7̂.7®41.9 54.9
GDF5751 81.8
GDF6481 1̂ ®59.0̂*‘7.8®33.2 78.1
GDF6531 f®58.7̂ *̂ 7.2®34.0 78.2
WAS#1 Î ®57.8̂ *’7.2®35.0 75.5

GDF5761 I*®73.8®26JÎ 95.6
GDF5881 Î ®70.6̂ ®8.6®20.8 92.3

Table IILD.l: ICP composition analysis results. * Metal salts added to borohydride solution

Analyte recovery (the mass of analysed ions as a fraction of the initial sample mass) is 

poor for many samples, falling as low as 65% for GDF5631, implying a significant 

amount of one or more other elements. This effect has been noted by other researchers 

studying Fe-B and Fe-Cu-B from the chemical precipitation process [Chow et al 1992], 

and has been put down to oxygen or chlorine; having analysed for sodium they ruled those 

out. With hindsight and in the light of the EXAFS and XRD indications of a zirconium 

oxide phase, it is unfortunate that oxygen was not analysed for in the ICP composition 

analysis. At the time it was not considered important, and owing to the lack of 

air-sensitive handling procedures at the Honeywell laboratory was not routinely available. 

It is however intriguing that the analyte recovery decreases rather rapidly with increasing 

zirconium content, see fig. III.D.1. The decrease is more rapid than would be expected if 

the zirconium was merely accompanied by oxygen in the ratio Zr-O ,̂ and might be 

consistent with Zr(S0 j 2-
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Fig. IILD.l: Decrease of analyte recovery (mass of Fe+Zr+B divided by total initial mass) as a function of 
analysed zirconium fraction (Fe+Zr+B scaled to lOOat.%). Equation of fit is A.R. = 96.7 - 2.88-y .̂ The 
decrease is considerably greater than would be expected from the assumption of all zirconium being present 
in the form of ZrO ,̂ in which case for these compositions the fall in A.R. would be about 6% between Oat.% 
and 9at.% Zr. The actual gradient implies a Zr-X species where X has atomic weight ~200amu, which 
among others, is consistent with X = (SOJ^ (formula weight 192amu).

6. VSM
With the exception of the melt spun ribbon, the coercivities of all the Fe-Zr-B samples, 

-200 Oe (see table III.D.2) are much higher than for high purity soft iron (-1 Oe) and very 

much greater than that sought for in classic nanocrystalline magnetic alloys (<0.1 Oe).

Sample Analysis 
/ at.%

H.
/Oe

•̂ 6000 
/emu g '

GDF5631 f  ®56 2®34 1 350 78
GDF5641 Fe^Zr.Bjs 290 130

GDF5741* 1̂®50,4̂*’7,7®41,9 210 36
GDF5751 3®31 1 200 110
GDF6481 1̂®59 0̂ *‘7*®33 2 150 90
GDF6531 7̂ ’̂7 2®34 0 150 88
WAS#1 1̂®57 ĝ *'7.2®35.0 180 93

GDF5761 1̂®73 8®262 200 138
GDF5881 F®70 ôLOg 6B20 g 600 140

Table III.D.2: Coercivity and magnetisation at 6000 Oe for the chemically-prepared samples.
* Metal salts added to borohydride solution

Inoue et al [1988] and Linderoth et al [1989] both observed similar coercivity (200 Oe) in 

chemically precipitated Fê gB̂  ̂and Fe ĵ^ss alloys. Inoue attributes this to the combination 

of small particle size and surface oxides, and Linderoth comments that this result is 

similar to that seen in sputter-deposited thin films of Feĝ B̂ Q. Small single-domain iron 

particles, if not effectively magnetically coupled, will have their magnetisation direction 

pinned to an anisotropy axis, and will have a high coercivity. In larger iron grains
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domain-wall motion would enable some of the anisotropy barriers to be overcome. In 

annealed samples, ciystalline iron borides can increase the coercivity dramatically.

One way of determining whether a high coercivity in such samples is caused by boride 

contaminants or by poor iron grain structure is to measure the hysteresis loop at 250°C. At 

this temperature the anisotropy parameter of Fe^B passes through zero, and the 

coercivity of this phase falls considerably [Herzer 1997].

7. DSC
Crystallisation temperatures defined as the peak in the DSC curve, for all our chemically- 

reduced Fe-Zr-B samples, are universally at 470±5°C (see sample summaries, 

section in.C.2, p.100-111), more consistent with those of melt-spun Fe-B than of 

melt-spun Fe-Zr-B — though data on Fe-Zr-B of strictly comparable compositions could 

not be found. Our ribbon ‘B6’ for example, crystallised at 567°C, and an Fê ^Zr̂ B̂  ̂

ribbon in the literature [Kopcewicz et al 1996] shows a crystallisation (peak) temperature 

of 550°C. Although the nearest melt-spun Fe-Zr-B alloys tend to have only 12% boron, 

Inoue et al [1981] show that the crystallisation temperature for Fe-Zr-B increases with 

boron content in the range below 1 Oat.% boron, and seems to level off beyond that point. 

Care must be taken when referring to the literature, as ‘crystallisation temperature’ is 

often taken as the temperature of onset of crystallisation, and the heating rate also has an 

effect. Inoue et al [1988] (heating at 20K-mm‘) noted that for FOjoNî jBjg the 

crystallisation temperature (peak) was 470°C for a chemically-precipitated powder and 

467°C for a melt-spun ribbon sample of similar composition. They also observed that the 

crystallisation temperature for (Fe-Co)g -̂B^  ̂ alloys produced by chemical precipitation, 

changed by less than 20°C, irrespective of FerCo ratios at fixed boron proportion, but that 

the change was comparable to (Fe-Co)^gSi;oB,2 ribbons. Inoue et al [1988] also observe 

that the crystallisation (onset) temperatures for different ternary alloys increase from 

436°C to over 600°C in the order Fe-Ni-B < Fe-Co-B < Fe-B < Fe-Mn-B < Fe-Cr-B, in 

agreement with the order for melt-spun amorphous alloys.

Areas under the crystallisation exotherms in the DSC thermographs were calculated and 

are shown in the sample-summaries (section ni.C.2, p.100-111). Subjective error owing 

to interpretation of the peak baseline is estimated to be c.10%. The only figures available 

for comparison with my values for heat of crystallisation are from Inoue’s group; Inoue et
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al [1988] observed = 147 J*g‘ for a chemically-precipitated alloy. Saida et al

[1991] finds that there is some dependence of ÈsĤ  on the synthesis temperature, being 

maximum at room temperature. At higher preparation temperatures the decrease in is 

attributed to increased oxidation of the particles, while the rapid decrease at lower 

temperatures is not explained.

8. XRD
From the dif&actograms it is evident that the crystallite size (when first separable from 

the amorphous) in as-made and post 400°C treatment, is around 10-15nm. A most rapid 

growth occurs between 400 and 500®C, reaching a maximally crystalline state by 600°C 

(refer to fig. in.C.6, p. 125). As the grains grow large the peak vddth narrows, eventually 

becoming indistinguishable from the instrument-limited peak width. With the present 

general-purpose Debye-Scherrer geometry, the accuracy of this technique becomes very 

unhelpful for grains bigger than ~70nm. In contrast, as-prepared melt spun ribbons appear 

fully amorphous in XRD (section in.C.2, p.110-111), and crystallise to a state with 

~15nm iron nanocrystallites following thermal treatment to 600°C (fig. in.C.3, p. 122). 

The ribbons show no contaminant crystalline phases at that point, though the XRD 

background level suggests there is probably still some significant volume faction of 

amorphous matrix.

Unlike the melt-spun ribbons, the chemically-precipitated samples I have studied do not 

form on armealing an easily-accessible (wide temperature tolerance, stable crystallite size) 

nanocrystalline state (fig. ÜI.C.6, p. 125). On the other hand, the processes for melt-spun 

ribbons have been intensively studied and optimised, whereas we are still only at an early 

stage of understanding and controlling chemically produced preparations. Our 

compositions are very different in terms of boron proportion.

A remarkable feature in the diffraction patterns of the chemically-reduced samples is 

evidence of a small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) peak at -2° (see section in.C.2, 

p.101-109, as-made XRD, fig. m.C.2, p.l21 post 400®C treated, and visible in some of 

the post 500°C, fig. m.C.3, p. 122). The peak is clipped by the low-angle shadow of the 

diffraction camera, but corresponds to (/-spacings ~20Â or more, and is believed to arise 

from density fluctuations on this length scale. The peak is absent for the amorphous 

ribbons (non-particulate), and for the chemically precipitated Fe-B and Fe-Co-B. Thus it
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would appear to be related to the zirconium in the powders, confirmed by anomalous 

XRD (fig. ni.C.9, p. 130), which showed a large differential height change on this peak. 

The SAXS peak disappears in most of the patterns at/above 600°C, which would be 

consistent with the onset of ordering of ZrOj, evident by the appearance of broad 

conventional diffraction peaks (especially clearly seen for sample GDF5631, fig. in.D.2). 

This may imply that the initially-amorphous ZrOj is either in clusters of ~20nm diameter 

nuggets between the iron particles, or that it is in smaller sub-grains dispersed on that 

length scale within the iron grains.

GDF5631 /500°C GDF5631 /600°C

2er
GDF5631 /660°C GDF5631 /750°C

£ «000

Fig. III.D.2; Diffraction patterns of the higher zirconium content sample, showing the disappearance of the
SAXS peak at the low-angle cut-off (2°) between samples treated to 500°C and 600°C, consistent with the 
beginning of formation of crystalline ZrOj phases (principal peaks around 13.5°, I5°-I6°, 22° and 26°). 
Further crystallisation is evident in the 660°C and 750°C plots.

9. Môssbauer
The Môssbauer spectra of the chemically-precipitated samples (section III.C.3, p.112-119) 

consist of several components which were interpreted by reference to tabulated fit 

parameters (table III.D.3) for phases expected within the samples. Note that very small 

grains of the various Fe(III) oxides (a haematite, y maghemite) all behave 

paramagnetically, and will show similar doublets in the Môssbauer, hence they cannot 

easily be distinguished. At room temperature, ferrihydrite also has comparable Môssbauer 

parameters. Recent Môssbauer spectra of similar samples taken at both room temperature 

and at 4.2K [Pankhurst, private correspondence] show a strong sextet at 4.2K indicative
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of ferrihydrite below its Curie point, lending credibility to the assertion that the doublet 

seen in the present room temperature spectra is due to ferrihydrite.

Previous researchers in this field [including Wells et al 1989, Linderoth et al 1991] have 

observed that the hyperfine field for amorphous iron-boron component varies 

approximately linearly with the boron proportion (see fig, in.D.3). The isomer shift also 

appears to show some dependence, but is less pronounced. The hyperfine fields and 

isomer shifts seen for the amorphous component in our as-made Fe-B and Fe-Zr-B 

samples are within the ranges of the plot, though it is unclear whether this is due to a 

purely Fe-B phase, or to a predominantly Fe-B containing some zirconium.

The Môssbauer parameters for amorphous component in the as-made samples is 

summarised in table in.D.4. These data have additionally been plotted as mean hyperfine 

field against mean isomer shift, see fig. ni.D.4. This plot then gives some indication of 

the extent to which this amorphous phase is consistent with Fe-B fi-om the literature, as 

well as a gauge of the implied boron content using both hyperfine field and isomer shift 

values.

Species 5 /mm ŝ A /mms' Reference

a-Fe 33.1 (4) 0.00 (1) 0.00(1) Linderoth et al 1989

Fê B 23.7(4) 0.11(1) 0.03 (1)
am. Fe-B * 20.1 (5) 0.15(1) -0.02 (1)

haemetite o-Fe^O  ̂f 51.2(2) 0.39(1) -0.10(1)

Fe(in) oxide doublet 0.42 (5) 0.90 (2)
Fe(ni) oxide doublet 0.34 0.9 Saida et al 1994

Fe(ni) unspec. doublet 0.90 0.34 Saida etal 1993
Fe'^SO, doublet 1.27 2.73 Forster et al 1999o

Fê 'SO .̂THjO doublet 1.26 3.22
Fê  ̂complex doublet 1.10 2.48 (14)
lepidocrocite

Y-FeOOH
doublet 0.37 0.53 Murad 1998

ferrihydrite
FejH0g*4H20

doublet 0.35 0.62-0.78 
dep. on 
xtalinity

ferrihydrite doublet 0.39 (2) 0.85 (4) 
{ 0  0.29 (5)}

Pankhurst 2001, private 
correspondence (see text)

Table in.D.3: Môssbauer parameters for various species, taken from the literature on iron-boron alloys. 
Data for high-boron content Fe-Zr-B alloys is unavailable. * parameters vary with Fe:B ratio, 
t  non-nanoscale grains.
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Wells etal 1989]

in iron-boron amorphous alloys

ICP Môssbauer parameters
Sample type at.%B %am B^/kOe 8 /mm s ' e /mm s ' eq.B%

5631 FeZrB 34.1 88.0 220 69 0.14 -0.01 32.0%
5641 FeZrB 35.0 85.9 221 64 0.12 -0.02 31.5%

(5741) FeZrB 41.9 62.5 205 88 0.21 -0.02 36.5%
5751 FeZrB 31.1 95.3 203 62 0.16 -0.02 37.0%
6481 FeZrB 33.2 88.0 197 49 0.18 -0.03 38.5%
6531 FeZrB 34.0 89.7 196 50 0.18 -0.03 38.5%

WAS#1 FeZrB 35.0 89.4 195 54 0.16 -0.04 39.0%
5761 FeB 26.2 94.7 230 68 0.09 -0.03 29.0%
5881 FeCoB 20.8 87.4 249 57 0.06 0.00 23.5%

Table II1.D.4: Summary of Môssbauer parameters for the amorphous component in the as-prepared 
chemically precipitated samples, together with overall boron content from ICP. The rightmost column shows 
the proportion of boron in the amorphous component (assuming it is just Fe-B) as derived from the mean 
hyperfine field parameter using the line in fig. in.D.3.
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Fig. III.D.4: Correlation between mean hyperfine field and mean isomer shift parameters for the amorphous 
component in the Môssbauer spectra for chemically-precipitated samples. Red points are the present 
Fe-Zr-B preparations from table ni.D.2 (excl. GDF5741), the black point is GDF5761 FeB, and the line 
represents the best fit of Wells’ Fe-B data (fig. III.D.2) going from 20at.% boron in the top-left, to 41 at.% 
boron in the bottom-right.

Of the two samples annealed to 500°C and studied by Môssbauer spectroscopy, the 

spectra for GDF648I (section III.C.3.ii, p.119) show evidence of a slightly broadened 

sextet with a hyperfine field of 278kOe. Although this could conceivably be due to a 

low-boron Fe-B amorphous phase, the hyperfine field is identical to that of a very 

prominent phase recently seen [Chapman 2001] in Fe-Zr-Ag ball milled alloys, attributed 

to an Fe-Zr phase. It is therefore suggestive that some degree of iron-zirconium mixing 

might perhaps have occurred.

10. Sample by sample discussion
Although every sample differs to some extent in its analysis, parallels can be drawn, and 

the samples grouped accordingly.

i. GDF6481 and GDF6531 - FeZrB

Both of Forster’s latter, and least initially crystalline, iron-zirconium-boron samples 

GDF648I and GDF653I (p. 105 and 106) appear very similar in all the techniques, 

including their crystallisation products (see fig. in.C.3, p. 122). An exception is seen in the 

post 750°C XRD where GDF648I has one or more additional phases in the XRD, 

possibly Fê ^B̂  (fig. in.D.5).
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GDF6481 /750°C GDF6531 /750°C

Fig. m.D.5: Diffraction patterns ofFe-Zr-B samples GDF6481 and 6531 after heating to 750°C.

ii. GDF5751 - FeZrB

Sample GDF5751 (p.l04) is very similar to GDF6481/6531 in its annealing response 

though has less contaminant phases even than GDF6531 at 750°C (see fig. II1.D.6 and 

ni.D.5). As prepared, the Môssbauer and XRD show that it is slightly more crystalline 

than GDF6481/6531 (p. 105/106), has a higher iron and lower zirconium and boron 

content and a slightly higher magnetic saturation. It also has a slightly higher analyte 

recovery in the ICP analysis, which might be consistent with lower oxygen.

GDF5751 /750°C

40000 
C 30000 

20000

. 1 . . 1 J ,  .| j . 1 ,
!0 25 303S40 49 50 S5e0026 r

Fig. III.D.6; Diffraction pattern of Fe-Zr-B sample GDF5751 following heating to 750°C. Note the low 
level of crystalline contaminant phases.

iii. GDF5631 and GDF5641 - FeZrB

The earlier samples GDF5631 and GDF5641 (p. 101 and 102), despite their differing 

zirconium content, also have much in common with each other. In the as-prepared state, 

both their Môssbauer and diffraction patterns show a significantly higher proportion of 

crystalline bcc iron, and the VSM higher coercivities, than GDF6481/6531 (p. 105/106). 

From the Môssbauer parameters, the amorphous phase appears to be lower in boron than 

that of the other chemically reduced samples (fig. UI.D.4), which is surprising given their 

overall comparable boron proportion. Both also crystallise with much less Fe^B than 

Forster’s later samples (fig. IIÏ.C.3, p. 122). The iron-rich GDF5641 has the largest
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magnetic saturation (130emu-g'*) of the Fe-Zr-B preparations, though slightly less than the 

Fe-B (138emu*g‘‘), while the sample with more zirconium, GDF5631, has the lowest 

magnetic saturation (36emu g'̂ ) — excluding GDF5741 (reverse addition chemistry). 

Sample GDF5641 shows a second exotherm in the DSC (p. 102) between 500 and 600°C, 

though it is unclear from the XRD what actually crystallises in the second peak. The small 

area of the first (iron crystallisation) exotherm may be due to the relatively high initial 

crystallinity.

iv. WAS#1

My preparation, WAS#1 (p. 107), shows extremely similar Môssbauer spectra to 

GDF6481/6531 (p. 105/106), and very similar VSM, though the XRD of WAS# 1 shows a 

greater initial amount of bcc iron. The Môssbauer spectra shows only a small iron sextet. 

The DSC thermographs are very similar except for some minor differences between 

100°C and 200®C. Although the a-iron proportion in the Môssbauer is comparable to 

GDF6531 (implying similar overall bulk-firaction of a-iron), the more prominent iron 

pattern in the XRD probably implies that the iron is concentrated in larger grains. In stark 

contrast to GDF6481/6531 the XRD for WAS#1 after heating shows very much less 

boride contamination. At 460°C there is evidence of a trace of Fe^B (fig. in.C.4, p. 123), 

but amazingly at 500°C, even with the sensitivity of the Daresbury CIP camera, WAS#1 

shows bcc iron with no other crystalline contaminants whatsoever (fig. in.C.3, p. 122).

V. GDF5761 - FeB

The binary iron-boron sample, GDF5761 (p. 108), has a higher magnetic saturation 

(138emu-g ’) than the Fe-Zr-B preparations, a lower boron content (26at.%), and a good 

analyte recovery. It shows various stages of boride contamination at 500°C and above (see 

fig. in.D.7), and proved a vital reference when analysing the XRD data from the ternary 

preparations. The boride pattern at 500®C has a significant Fe^B-like pattern (as well as 

Fe^B), in comparison with the Fe-Zr-B data which shows primarily FCjB boride. This 

might be expected from the greater overall iron to boron ratio of the FeB preparation. At 

600°C the Fe^B strengthens, at the expense of the Fe^B. This might imply a migration of 

the iron fix)m the boride to enlarge the crystalline bcc iron, in the process enriching the
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residual boride phase in boron. At 750°C the Fe^B has fully-formed, with fully sharp 

diffraction peaks perfectly matching library data.

GDF5761 /500°C GDF5761 /600°C

GDF5761 /750°C

[ intentionally blank ]

Fig. III.D.7: Diffraction patterns for the binary iron-boron preparation, following heat treatment. This series 
provided useful Fe-B reference patterns: GDF5761 /500°C, Fe^B with some Fe^B phases; GDF5761 /600°, 
(possibly nanocrystalline) Fe^B phase; GDF5761 /750°, well defined classic Fe^B pattern, perfectly 
matching the library data. Strong peaks at 19.7®, 27.9° and 34,4° are bcc iron.

vi. GDF5741 - FeZrB (salts solution added to borohydride)

From its diffraction patterns, Môssbauer spectra and DSC curve, sample GDF5741 

(p. 103) immediately stands out as radically different from all the other iron-zirconium- 

boron preparations. In contrast to the rest, this is the one sample which was synthesised by 

adding the metal salt solution to the borohydride. The Môssbauer spectra shows a 

prominent doublet, attributed to an Fe(II) complex. DSC shows no clear crystallisation 

temperature, the magnetic saturation is less than half that of any other sample, and it 

shows an exceptionally low analyte recovery (55%). On heating, a completely different 

set of crystalline phases appears, while a large fraction of non-crystalline material 

continues to contribute a high background (see fig. lU.D.S). In this instance, the chemistry 

has clearly produced something different.
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GDF5741 /750°CGDF5741 /600°C

Fig. ni.D.8: Dif&action patterns for the sample prepared by adding the metal salt solution to the
borohydride solution after heat treatment. Note the complexity of the patterns, lack of bcc iron, and high 
background.

vii. GDF5881 - FeCoB

Finally, the iron-cobalt-boron preparation, GDF5881 (p. 109), shows lower boron content 

(21%) and higher coercivity (600 Oe) than the other preparations, and there is indirect 

evidence that the product (without being heavily compressed) has much lower density 

than the others - despite filling a DSC cell, this only constituted 6.1 mg, compared to 

~20mg for most of the other samples in the same volume. Insufficient sample mass may 

explain the poor DSC (which was repeated, with similar results). This might imply a 

needle-like structure, for example that described by Oppegard e/ <a/ [1961].

viii. Melt spun ribbons ‘B2’ and ‘B6’

The ribbons (p.llO and 111) appear to be fully amorphous as made, and crystallise to a

pure nanocrystalline state (with small residual amorphous fraction) following heating to 

600°C (for example see fig. III.C.3, p. 122). ‘B6’ shows a ferromagnetic hysteresis loop

with very low coercivity (<18 Oe) and high initial permeability, while ‘32’ is

paramagnetic at room temperature.

11. Chemistry
We have so far accepted that, although firm evidence is difficult to obtain, the likelihood 

is that many of the chemically-precipitated Fe-M-B ‘alloys’ reported in the literature 

probably do consist of a largely homogenous distribution of atoms with uniform 

concentration. The variation of crystallisation temperature with M, reported by Inoue et al 

[1988], and the evidence of an alloy sextet with a significantly higher hyperfine field 

(365kOe) than iron in an aimealed sample of (FeQ7CoQ̂ )B reported by Li and Xue [1993] 

are particularly convincing. In contrast the strong evidence for ZrO  ̂ phases and the 

general lack of systematic variation of crystallisation temperature, Môssbauer spectra or
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coercivity with the zirconium amount in ‘Fe-Zr-B’ preparations makes a truly 

homogeneous product look unlikely. Can this absence of mixing be related to the 

chemistry of the preparation?

Cobalt and nickel, present in the more widely-studied and accepted Fe-M-B chemically 

reduced alloys (and to a lesser extent chromium and manganese) exhibit chemical and 

physical properties much more akin to iron than does zirconium (see table in.D.5). Since 

the chemical conditions (concentration, pH, temperature etc) required for a given reaction 

will depend on the electrode potential, as the electrode potentials of the two metal ions 

become more different, the likelihood of their co-precipitation to pure metals under the 

same conditions might be expected to decrease.

Atom Reduction Electrode
potential

Atomic 
radii /pm

Iron Fê + Fe -0.447V 124.1

Cobalt Co —> Co -0.28V 125.3
Nickel Ni^^-»Ni -0.257V 124.6

Manganese Mn^^ —> Mn -1.185V 136.7

Chromium Cr^  ̂ Cr -0.91 124.9
Copper Cu^^ Cu 0.341V 127.8

Zirconium Zr'^^-^Zr -1.45 V 159.0

Table m.D.5: Comparison of some properties of iron with other transition metals commonly alloyed. (Note 
that chromium and iron are also commonly tri-valent)

Further evidence is that binary amorphous Co-B and Ni-B alloys have been precipitated 

singly [Shen et al 1993]. This alone says nothing about how or the scale on which the 

phases might mix during a co-precipitation, but confirms that such chemistry is realistic. 

By contrast, zirconium has a much greater electrode potential — which might be expected 

to influence the dominant chemical reactions or their optimum pH, furthermore zirconium 

has a reputation for attracting oxygen. From our records at UCL, Forster had attempted to 

make a binary Zr-B alloy, but it was not reckoned to be successful. The DSC trace was 

very peculiar, though unfortunately the corresponding XRD pattern cannot be found. If 

binary Zr-B alone cannot be formed under similar conditions to Fe-B, then a mixed 

Fe-Zr-B co-precipitation — although conceivably possible via some intermediate reaction 

— would seem unlikely.
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E. Conclusions
The product obtained from borohydride reduction of iron and similar transition metals 

varies widely with the exact conditions of the reaction, such as mixing rates and solution 

concentrations, and this dependency largely stems from the intrinsic pH-sensitivity of 

competing reactions. It may contain amorphous, nanocrystalline or fully ciystalline metal 

and metal-boride phases, together with some soluble phases usually washed out prior to 

analysis.

Fine particle multiphase products, especially if containing more than one amorphous 

phase, can be inherently difficult to completely characterise owing to the limited 

measurements able to separately probe and distinguish amorphous phases. Small particle 

size effects can cause the diffraction pattern from nanocrystalline phases to differ from 

library patterns in more ways than just simple peak-broadening, such as slight changes in 

peak position. Questions of length scales of mixing of those phases also arise.

Binary metal-boron systems are intrinsically simpler than ternaries. Chemically- 

synthesised iron-boron has been particularly thoroughly characterised by the Danish 

group, and there is little doubt that this really is an amorphous, homogenous, Fe-B 

product. Many measurements including Môssbauer spectroscopy and crystallisation 

temperatures show great similarity with melt-spun samples. Fe-M-B ternary systems have 

a much greater potential number of phases to form; logically products could consist of 

grains of the constituent elements, together with amorphous or crystalline phases of any of 

three binary compounds, and the ternary compound. Furthermore, oxides and complexes 

with other species present in the reaction solution appear possible. A notable body of 

evidence in the literature strongly suggests that essentially homogeneous amorphous 

Fe-Ni-B and Fe-Co-B can be produced by chemical reduction, within a limited 

composition range. In all such borohydride syntheses, the boron content of the product 

can only be regulated to a limited extent, naturally settling in the range 20~40at.% 

depending on the metal ions and reaction conditions. Lower boron contents have been 

cited occasionally, where the pH of the reaction has been artificially controlled, but are 

the exception rather than the rule, since reducing the boron so far tends to cause some 

degree of ciystalline metal to form [Linderoth and Morup 1990a]. It is believed by some
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that the nature of the short range order in chemically precipitated alloys may differ from 

that of the melt-spun amorphous ribbons [Li and Xue 1993].

My main study focused on the outcome of borohydride reduction of mixed Fe- and Zr 

sulphate solutions with reaction conditions optimised to produce minimal crystalline- 

content as observed by Môssbauer and XRD. I found that, although superficially the data 

might appear to be supportive of an amorphous Fe-Zr-B alloy product, and has previously 

been identified as such [Femândez Barquln et al 1999, Forster et al 1999a&6], it consists 

predominantly of a mixture o f ‘disordered’ Fe-B and ‘disordered’ Zr-0.1 choose the word 

‘disordered’ carefully. ‘Amorphous’ would tend to imply homogenous, fully dense, 

non-crystalline phases, of ‘bulk’ proportions — greater than -lOnm (a size above which 

the distinction between ‘amorphous’ and ‘crystalline’ is unambiguous).

The phase separation hypothesis is directly supported by Zr-edge EXAFS on the raw 

product which is consistent only with an oxygen coordination shell (fig. III.C.13, p. 135), 

but also inferred by the behaviour under heating, observed by both EXAFS and XRD, 

neither of which show any evidence of any crystalline Fe-Zr or Zr-B phases, and both of 

which point to ordered ZrO  ̂ following higher temperature processing. Measurement of 

the hyperfine field of the iron-containing disordered phase seen by Môssbauer shows no 

obvious dependence on the presence or amount of zirconium, and is in line with the value 

seen for amorphous Fe-B. Similarly the first crystallisation exotherm, for a-iron, at 

470±5®C is far more consistent with documented Fe-B (both melt-spun and 

chemically-reduced) behaviour than with melt-spun Fe-Zr-B at ~550°C. If heating is 

stopped during this crystallisation stage (at 460°C), the transient state where the sample 

consisted of amorphous material and some larger-nanocrystalline iron was observed. 

Magnetic measurements to test for unusual behaviour were not performed on these actual 

capillary-contained samples owing to their very small amounts.

Crystalline and nanocrystalline borides usually formed from the point at which iron 

crystallises, possibly driven by the inevitable boride enrichment of the intergranular 

phase. The CIP camera enabled these to be seen in far greater detail than most authors are 

able to with their conventional diffractometer data, and highlighted shortcomings in the 

library data. One well-defined crystalline structure fiî equently arising in our data 

diffraction patterns, (attributed to FejB by similarity to known patterns and through
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Môssbauer results) is not recorded at all in the Powder Diffraction File, and is currently 

being investigated further. Use of anomalous diffraction near the zirconium edge with the 

CIP camera was instrumental in confirming less-ordered semi-crystalline Zr-0 patterns in 

the data following high-temperature annealing.

Lack of obvious phase separation in the electron-microprobe analysis at a scale of 1pm 

(fig. in.C.14, p. 136), the intriguing zirconium-related small angle scattering peak in the 

diffraction patterns (fig. in.C.2, p. 121), and the often broad diffraction peaks of the ZrOj 

after crystallisation imply that the zirconium (oxide) is present in very small particle sizes 

and possibly as tiny clumps intimately mixed with the Fe-B. A possible exception to this 

picture of complete phase separation is a minor component in the Môssbauer spectrum of 

sample GDF6481 after heating to 500°C, which bears a strong similarity to a suspected 

Fe-Zr phase. This is tantalising, and investigation on other samples under similar 

conditions, coupled with further independent confirmation of this phase, would be 

desirable.

Generation of a technologically useful soft-magnetic nanocrystalline state in melt-spun 

alloys requires very fine tuning of the alloy composition, in a range vrith much lower 

boron content than that so-far accessed by chemical precipitation. It would therefore seem 

unlikely that the chemically produced alloys will compete in this market in the foreseeable 

future. The chemical-reduction route to amorphous alloys in general does however allow 

a different composition space, particularly that of high boron to be addressed, and may 

continue to be of fundamental interest.

At present, formation specifically of an ïron-zirconium-horon alloy by the chemical route 

seems unlikely, however desirable. Given the complexity, time-consuming nature, and 

residual uncertainties of such alloy characterisation, it is imperative that any further work 

should be approached in a more systematic way. This might commence with a thorough 

theoretical and practical investigation towards the fabrication of a binaiy Zr-B product 

(even if crystalline) via the chemical route, with extremely detailed records being kept of 

all the parameters of the synthesis, observations made, and results. It seems sensible that 

only once Zr-B has been produced should attempts to make amorphous Fe-Zr-B resume, 

within the overlapping parameter space of Zr-B and Fe-B production. The poor analyte 

recovery of chemically precipitated samples in general seems to have been under
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addressed, and with figures as low as 65% for the Fe:Zr 4.5:1 sample studied here, needs 

to be investigated as a high priority. This may shed some more light on the reactions 

occurring during the preparation, and may even hint on how to change them. Some of the 

present research was hampered by lack of even loosely-comparable Fe-B and Fe-Zr-B 

melt-spun ribbons on which to make our own measurements, which could have helped set 

the data from the chemically precipitated samples in better context, and highlighted the 

fingerprint signs of zirconium alloying in the observations, particularly in the Môssbauer 

spectra and DSC plots. It is also recommended that such samples are obtained and 

characterised before further attempts to make Fe-Zr-B are pursued.

In contrast to the Fe-Zr-B synthesis, the CIP camera has shown itself to be a huge success, 

making possible the sheer number and quality of diffraction patterns required to 

empirically identify separate phases in the patterns for which libraiy matches are difficult. 

Some of my obtained data could probably be analysed by crystallographers or boride 

specialists to improve upon the library of known iron boride phases.
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B. CIP software instruction manual
This appendix comprises the user documentation I wrote for the software to process the 

data from the curved image plate camera, as described in this project.
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Curved Image Plate Camera
A new high-speed high-resolution X-ray diffraction facility, the Curved Image Plate 
camera, is now available at the synchrotron at Daresbury Laboratory. Relatively recent 
detector developments (image-plates), coupled with readily available computing power, 
have given new life to the Debye-Scherrer camera. This document outlines the 
capabilities and use o f the camera, and details operation o f the custom software.
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o Summary o f software operation 

Hints for running the experiment 
Further reading (background)
Errata
Appendix I - file formats
Appendix H - typical scanner spatial characteristis

Introduction

The Curved Image Plate (CIP) system developed by UCL in conjimction with Daresbury 
Laboratory is a large X-ray diffraction camera with Debye-Scherrer geometry, utilising a 
storage-phosphor based image plate as the detector. Being a passive device, the image 
plate is used very much like photographic film, but is many times more sensitive, has a 
largely linear response to X-ray intensity, and its latent image may be read into a 
computer by an optical scanner immediately after exposure.

In contrast to conventional diffractometers, the CEP system offers data collection times 
up to an order of magnitude quicker, enabling high-resolution time- and 
temperature-resolved studies. [At present an Oxford Cryostream is used to study samples 
at temperatures down to 77K, and a furnace suitable for the 200°C to 800°C region is 
available. Time resolution is of order of minutes.] A precision in 2-theta of ±0.01° is 
typical, but with care and frequent calibration, up to ±0.002° can be realised. With
0.5mm capillary tubes the system can resolve peaks as close as 0.07°, and is also 
particularly suited to the study of amorphous materials.

To cater for different requirements there are two cameras, with radii of 350 and 185mm. 
Both are used with 400x150mm images plates, covering 0 to 64° on the large arc and 0 
to 120° on the small. The large arc lends itself to high-resolution crystal work, while the 
small arc is more suited to amorphous studies because of its larger Q-range and the 
greater intrinsic intensity obtained. Wavelengths between 0.4 and 1.0Â are used - 
harmonics from the silicon double-bounce monochromator can become a problem at 
longer wavelengths.

Overview of the CIP system

On Wiggler beamline 9.1 at Daresbury, exposures ranging from 5minutes (crystalline,
ON



strong scatterer) to several hours (amorphous) are typical. After exposure in the camera, 
the image plate is taken to the Phosphorlmager reader, care being taken to keep it dark 
(30s of typical room lighting will erase 90% of the signal). Plates can be scanned at two 
resolutions, with pixel sizes of 176pm or 88pm. ImageQuant software on the reader is 
used to initialise the scan which takes Sminutes for low-resolution scans or about 
18minutes for high. The image is displayed on the screen after scanning and simple 
spot-checks can be performed at that stage.

ImageQuant outputs a gel file, w^ich is essentially a two-dimensional dataset of the 
image fi-om the phosphor screen. In general though, for analysis of amorphous or powder 
data, a one-dimensional dataset of scattered intensity versus 2-theta (or d, or Q) is 
required. This form may be an end result in itself or may be used as the starting point for 
more advanced techniques such as structure refinement.

3000 silicon (Sminute exposure)
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A trivial means of obtaining an intensity versus 2-theta plot would be to sample the 
intensity of the image along a sufficiently narrow strip down its vertical centre (the 
principal scattering plane). The major limitation of this approach is the complete wastage 
of data from a large portion of the image.

Given the geometrical arrangement of the camera, it is possible for a computer program

to calculate the 2-theta scattering-angle applicable to each pixel of the image, and hence 
numerically integrate (or average) intensity around the Debye-Scherrer rings. 
Geometrical and polarisation effects which modulate the intensity can be accounted for 
on a pixel-by-pixel basis. By using data from the whole of the plate the best 
signal-to-noise ratio is achieved and data-collection times can be minimised.

Software is provided for performing this numerical integration.

Experienced users should note that significant revisions and bug-fixes were made to 
the software in January 2000.
In particular, the file formats were changed to allow 'processing history' to be recorded. 
Old-style files can still be read and written by the current software versions, if required.
In CIP Analysis, 'skew strip'- and 'psi-limited'-integration options were introduced.

Use of the image analysis (2D to ID conversion) 
programs

These programs perform the numerical integration and camera-calibration procedures.

At present, there are four distinct units:

• CIP Analysis - which reads gel files, performs integration around the rings, then 
outputs linegraphs (ID datasets).

• Peaker - an accessory to the above - which reads the ID datasets, constructs an 
on-screen graph, and identifies peak-positions. The location of peaks measured 
from calibration samples (typically silicon) can be compared with their 
corresponding theoretical positions. When correctly interpreted, the resulting 
"error-graph" highlights any wavelength discrepancy, or sample mis-alignment 
error, and may be used to generate calibration curves (then used in CIP Analysis 
for subsequent datasets to correct for the misalignment).

• ScannerCal - an accessory which is used to create spatial-calibrations for the 
image-plate scanner.

• GEL Indexer - an accessory which builds an index file of all gel files in a 
directory, using the sample description fields.

A) Basic operation: CIP Analysis

1. Start CIP Analysis.
2. Go to File|Open, and load a silicon calibration run. After the image has loaded, a 

box appears containing the description given to the data when it was scanned, the 
Researcher and date (if filled in at scan-time), and the image size and scan 
resolution. This box can be recalled later at any time by going to File|File ON
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information on the main menu.
3. The scrollbars can be used to move around the image
4. Observe how the "XRD info." box indicates the current position of the mouse 

pointer on the image, and intensity at that point. This box also contains a scroller 
which adjusts the brightness of the image as it appears on the screen. Move it 
rightwards for more brightness - the new setting takes a few seconds to come into 
effect.

5. Initially, the left mouse button is 
configured to set the direct beam 
position: use the scrollbars to 
bring the direct beamspot into 
view, then carefully position the 
mouse cross-hairs pointer over it 
and click the left button. A set of 
larger green cross-hairs appears 
over the selected beam-origin. If 
required, the arrow-keys on the 
keyboard can be used to "nudge" 
the position of the cross-hairs.

6. Now select the area over which to integrate: click the right mouse button over the 
image to summon the pop-up menu and choose "Select integration area". The 
cursor will change to a box with comer cross-hairs, and remains in "box mode" 
until selected otherwise. Position the mouse in one comer of the box you wish to 
select and left-click the mouse (atpresent there is no visual confirmation that 
anything has happened). Now move to the diagonally opposite comer (scrolling 
the window if required) and click again. A blue rectangle shows the selected 
region. [Note: the box has to have an area of at least 36 pixels.]

7. Once the direct beam and the box have been selected, click "Integrate" on the 
application's menu. You will be presented with the pre-integration dialog box.
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8. Select the arc radius of the camera and enter the X-ray wavelength used for the 
image. [The wavelength is used to calculate the d-spacings and Q-values and is 
saved to file later]. Leave all the other options unchecked or in their default state 
for now.

9. Click the "Integrate" button to begin integration. On a fast computer this will take 
at most a few seconds, and the time taken is roughly proportional to the area of the 
region integrated over. A pop-up box shows the progress.

10. When the integration is complete, a red line-graph is superimposed down the left 
side of the image. A visual check should show that the peaks align with the rings 
in the image, and are reasonably symmetrical. [The most likely cause of 
asymmetric peaks is selection of the wrong arc-radius].

11. The linegraph (ID dataset) can be saved [File|Save as...] in one of two formats:
" ixd" or "Daresbury PDS". The former is the native format, and should always be 
used. It is simply an informative header followed by columnar 2-theta, d, Q, 
intensity, and is used by Peaker to set up calibrations etc. This format is also easily 
imported by other applications on PCs [e.g. Excel] or UNIX.

12. Go to File|Save as ixd... - the default filename is derived from the gel filename.

IMPORTANT: the "intensity" output by the program represents the 
intensity-per-unit-length of Debye-Scherrer ring, as measured in the principal scattering 
plane (narrow central vertical strip). The intensities are effectively what you would get as 
raw data from a conventional 2-theta diffractometer, and are NOT adjusted to 
total-energy-in-ring or multiplied by any Lorentz factor.

B) Basic operation: Peaker
$



Start Peaker
Go to FilelOpen data... and load the linegraph you just saved. The whole linegraph 
should appear on the screen, with an empirical background fit in red, and the peaks 
marked in blue.
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3. To zoom in, click and hold the (left) mouse button in one comer or the area you 
wish to zoom in on, then drag the mouse to the diagonally-opposite comer (visual 
feedback is in the form of a dotted box). The other (right) mouse button can be 
clicked to zoom out again.

4. Go to File|Open D-reference... and load the calibration file (e.g. silicon.rpp), 
entering the wavelength used for your data when prompted. A set of green 
reference marks will be displayed at the lx)ttom of the gr^h.

Now go to Comparison|Compare - provided the experimental lines are not too far 
out, they will be paired up with the appropriate theoretical lines. A calibration 
graph [(measured peak-position)-(theoretical position)] will be displayed in 
Peaker’s second window. A smooth curve (2nd order polynomial) is fitted to the 
graph.

Ideally the graph would be a horizontal 
straight line along the x-axis. indicating 
that all the peaks have been measured in 
their correct positions. In practice, it often 
isn't! In this example there will probably 
be quite a strong slope, since no scanner 
calibration was specified (on the 
Phosphorlmager 400 the 176/88pm quoted 
resolutions are only nominal, and the real 
average pixel-size is likely to be half a 
percent off that figure).

You have now completed a quick mn-through of the basic features of the software.

Calibrations can be applied to obtain more accurate results, but before delving into the 
application of corrections, it is worth investigating the causes of the errors.

Causes of errors

o«trr3so*-o

When analysing the cause of errors it is important to appreciate the scale of the relation 
between linear distance on the image plate and the 2-theta equivalent, given that we aim
to achieve accuracies better than ±0.01°.

a d t fat  ̂ equivalent delta 2theta 
1 ** * * 1 large arc (R=35bmm) l[ small arc (R=185mm) |
1 88pm 0.014° II 0.027°

176pm 0.028° i| 0.055°
1 1mm 0.16° l| 0.31°

Naturally the camera is highly sensitive to many forms of spatial misalignments, and 
especially so with the small arc.

The principal problem at the camera is locating the capillary at the geometric centre of 
the arc. Any misalignment immediately translates to an error in 2-theta (see the table 
above for an indication of magnitude) which varies with angle.

Distortions in the Phosphorlmager 400 scanner are a major contributor to the overall 
error. Across the short side of the plate pixels are slightly non-uniformly distributed, 
sometimes lying as far as 300pm from where you'd expect based on a linear scale. Along 
the long side of the plate, owing to the limitations of the mechanical design of the 
scanner, the scale expands and contracts periodically, with some rows of pixels up to 
150pm from where you'd expect. This anomaly causes the characteristic four ripples 
seen in the error graph above. Accuracy of rings at higher 2-theta is mainly governed by 
the y-error (longitudinal), while for low-angle rings (coupled with a wide integration
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region), the x-error is also influential.

[See characteristic scanner distortion graphs in the Appendix],

Calibrations

Distortions in the scanner can be quantified by scanning an image plate which has been 
exposed through a special mask having holes on a fine regular square grid.

Essentially we wish to measure the location of the dots in the image so that, knowing 
they originated as a 2mm x 2mm grid, the scale and distortions can be deduced.

The design of the scanner is such that the x- and y-distortions can be assumed 
independent. To reduce random errors in the measurement of spot position and to 
overcome quantisation errors, we want to locate the average horizontal (or vertical) 
positions of spots fi"om several lines (columns).

An option in CIP Analysis allows "integration" purely horizontally or vertically. Clicking 
CalibrationjGrid x-calib creates a file of average intensity against x-coordinate for all the 
pixels within the integration area. Similarly, Grid y-calib generates intensity against 
y-coordinate.

By peak-finding on these files, the spots are located. From the spot locations a lookup 
table is generated referencing pixel position to true position.

Creating a grid-calibration

1. Expose and scan a 'grid'. Place the Kodak plate (permanently fixed to an
aliuninium backing) on a level surface, lay the grid mask over it and weigh down 
the comers using four lead bricks, padded by the foam supplied. Turn off the room 
lights, and expose the plate to the light fi-om the shortwave UV torch for about 6

seconds fi-om a distance of about 1 metre. In this way, a cross-shaped [+] region of 
the image-plate will be exposed with the spots. Still in subdued light, remove the 
bricks and mask, and place the plate in the scanner, and scan.

Note; when used as directed, the UV light poses no significant risk to human 
health, however you should take care not to look directly at the UV tube, or direct



at the skin at close range.
2. Open the gel file of the grid in CIP Analysis
3. For the x-calibration. draw a horizontal box across the fiill width of the grid of 

dots, and tall enough to catch 10 to 20 rows of spots. If some of the spots on the 
image plate are blurred for any reason, try to avoid these regions and select a band 
containing only well defined spots. Go to Calibration|Save grid x-calib and enter a 
filename (or accept the default). This procedure averages the intensity in vertical 
rows of pixels and outputs a datafile of average intensity against x-coordinate.

4. Repeat step 3, but for the y-calibration. Draw a vertical box the full height of the 
grid, and about 10 to 20 spots wide. Use Calibration|Save grid y-calib. Again, try 
to avoid any blurry regions.

5. Open the x-calibration file using Peaker You should see a "hedgehog" graph, with 
regular spikes due to each column of spots. Check that there are no missed peaks, 
and that there are no "extra"peaks identified by the program. Select File|Save 
peak-positions. This saves a file containing the x-coordinates of the peaks 
(extension pks).
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6. Repeat step 5, but for the y-calibration file.
7. Lastly, the ScannerCal program is used to process the two files of peak-positions 

into die final calibration lookup file.
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8. Use the [Open X file], and [Open Y file] buttons to select the peaks files. With the 
new file-formats in place since January 2000, the other parameters boxes should 
fill themselves in. \I f using oldfiles, you have to manusJly enter the resolution of 
the scan (176/88|im), and the width and height, in pixels, of the whole image. For 
a whole plate scan (£2-121 in ImageQuant), 176pm scans are 896 by 2280, wfiile 
88pm scans are 1664 by 4560. If you have used any other scan size, you should, of 
course, enter the actual size of your grid-image. When open in CIP Analysis, an 
image's size can be found by selecting File|Information ]

9. Click the [Create Calibration file] button when you are ready. Again, when using 
the new files, a default filename will be suggested. [With the old software/files 
you will need to choose a filename of your own ]

Testing the calibration

1. Return to CIP Analysis, and open the gel file for a silicon run taken near the same 
time as the grid.

2. Proceed as in A) Basic operation: CIP Analysis to set up an integration, but 
additionally, at stage 8, press the [Change] button next to "apply scanner 
calibration" in the Integration dialog box, and select the calibration file you just 
created.

3. Save the ixd file as before.
4. Load the file in Peaker, and repeat the comparison with the silicon reference file.
5. The error-graph should be much smoother, showing practically none of the 

oscillations that were present before.
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Further interpretation of the Error graph

If there is a zero error, that is, the trend misses the origin by much more than one pixel 
[e.g., 0.03° for a 176pm large-arc scan] then your specified beam origin could be slightly 
inaccurate. Try to ensure the cross-hair beam position in CIP Analysis was placed correct 
to the nearest pixel. Don't forget the arrow-keys can be used to fine-tune the position of 
the cross-hairs.

A major curve (like a quarter of a sine-wave) in the graph is almost invariably 
symptomatic of a misplacement of the capillary relative to the arc of the camera. For the 
large arc, the capillary should be 349±lmm (small arc; 184mm) upstream fi-om the 
inside surface of the black polycarbonate near the beam-stop. 1mm of sample movement 
makes a very appreciable difference, at 50° creating an error of 0.2° on the small arc or 
0.1° on the large arc. If the trend takes the graph beyond ±0.1° then the problem is 
particularly serious, and must be investigated and eradicated before more data is taken.

(a) (b) (0 (4

Error graph shapes corresponding to sample (a) too far upstream, (b) too far downstream, 
(c) too high (camera too low), (d) too low (camera too high).

If the x-ray beam goes right through the middle of the beam-tubes, this fixes the height 
of the sample relative to the camera, and the height-error should be minimal.

A common effect is that the graph has a linear positive slope (/). This is a linear scaling 
error caused by the compression of the phosphor-side of the image plate when shaped 
into a curve in the camera. It regains its nominal size when flattened for scanning. A 
linear slope from the origin up to around 0.1° at 60° for the large arc is typical, and will 
be corrected in subsequent data by saving and applying a calibration (described below).

For proper setting up of sample-position and generation of sample-alignment calibrations 
[see below], you should only use data integrated from a narrow strip (e.g., 1/lOth full 
plate width) up the centre of the image-plate.

Although these errors can, to a fair extent, be corrected empirically, they should he 
minimised at source. This means moving the capillary around until the resultant 
error-graph is fairly straight.

There is an option on the Peaker menu, Comparison|Save calibration. This saves the fit 
parameters for the error-graph - a sample-alignment calibration. Returning to CIP 
Analysis, in the Integration box there is a sample-alignment calibration option - press the 
[Change] button to select and employ a previously saved calibration. Remember to 
ONLY create sample-alignment calibrations from data integrated from a narrow central 
strip of the image-plate.

The effectiveness of the calibration can be checked by applying it to the original silicon 
scan, together with the grid (scanner) calibration, then analysing the results in Peaker as 
before.

In the unlikely event that there is still a significant slope in the graph, it could indicate 
that the x-ray wavelength used did not perfectly match that specified for the reference. 
From experience, calibration of the wavelength at the beamline using absorption-edges 
of foils is very accurate. However, if the control-room change the beam-steering 
parameters in the synchrotron then the wavelength fi-om the monochromator can change 
very appreciably (e.g., more than 0.0010Â), and even under normal circumstances the 
wavelength can drift by 0.0004Â. In short, do an absorption-edge calibration 
immediately before the silicon calibration, if possible.

Obtaining and maintaining accuracy in reality

Unfortunately the scanner distortions are not constant over time. In particular the 
y-distortions (which arise principally from the wire-on-pulleys mechanism which draws 
the plate past the linear laser sweep) gradually change over a number of scans. 
Experience has shown that for consecutive scans, the error correlates to within 10% (in 
other words, by using a grid scan to "correct" a data scan, the residual error can be 
reduced by up to an order of magnitude). After about 30 scans, correlation is about 50%, 
that is, data corrected with a grid scanned 30 scans earlier has about half the error 
compared to no correction. More recently, we have discovered that the x-distortions and 
scale change with time, the total scale changing by 0.5% within a few hours of scanner 
switch-on, and continuing to fluctuate by a lesser amount thereafter.

If a sample needs particularly high resolution and/or precision, then it is highly 
recommended that a grid and silicon calibration be performed immediately before or 
after that sample. -JU)



Integration-width considerations

narrower
• poorer statistics
• insensitive to beamspot 

x-position
• any small error in 

beamspot-y gives simple 
zero-point offset

• independent of 
x-distortion in scanner 
(hence good low-angle 
accuracy)

• low-angle rings not 
broadened by geometric 
effects (good low-angle 
resolving power)

• 2theta quantised in 
pixel-steps (lower 
precision)

Note: the 'psi-limited' integration option (see below 
extent, get you the best of both worlds!

wider

better statistics 
sensitive to beamspot 
x-position
small error in beamspot-y gives 
2theta-dependent error 
low-angle rings susceptable to 
broadening and displacement 
owing to scarmer x-distortion 
low-angle rings likely to be 
broadened owing to length of 
capillary exposed 
2theta positions gained from 
spread of pixels - more precise

- Advanced features) can, to a large

If a wide integration-box is selected then any uncorrected x-distortion will perturb the 
recorded position of low-angle rings. In any case, when creating sample-alignment 
calibrations or setting the sample-position, always integrate over a fairly narrow 
central strip (e.g. 1/lOth total width).

"Default" scarmer calibrations may be provided. They apply a typical x-calibration, and a 
linear y-scaling, and should be used only when a proper calibration is not available, as 
they do not correct for the "ripples" in the y-axis. Default calibrations are better than 
none at all though.

If the software were used with the new range of Storm(TM) scanners from Molecular 
Dynamics, which have much more stable spatial characteristics, many of these problems 
would be overcome, and a grid calibration would only be required occasionally.

Some Advanced features 

CIP Analysis
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The Integration Settings dialog box gives access to some advanced features:

Flat-plate integration: the software includes capability to apply 'flat-plate' 
geometry during integration. At present, the geometry is correct, but the intensity 
normalisation is not specified!
Bin size: by default, when integrated, coimts are binned into 2theta intervals 
roughly equivalent to the angle subtended by one pixel. In some circumstances (eg 
with very fine, closely spaced Debye-Scherrer peaks) it may be advantageous to 
bin the data into smaller bins, between two-thirds and one-half of the default 
setting. This is valid scientifically as long as there is enough curvature in the rings 
within the width of the integration box. DO NOT use this feature in conjunction 
with very narrow (eg strip) integration regions. NEVER set to less than 0.5x the 
default. If this figure is set too low you will get a warning (after integration) that 
'cracks' have appeared in the output. Despite being present in the full-resolution 
data saved to file, the cracks often do not show up on the reduced-resolution 
overlayed graph.
Intensity scaling: it is possible with very weak exposures, that the increase in 
signal quality obtained by integrating over the plate is not fully realised because of 
the shear coarseness of integer 'count' output. A scaling-up factor can be inserted 
in this box: the counts for all values of 2theta will be boosted by this scale factor 
before normalisation.
Constant ring fraction (psi-limited): this option limits the integration region 
geometrically to the region which would subtend a sector on a flat plate. In the 
GIF geometry, this is a vertical wedge with its base being defined by the incident 
X-ray beam. The width is governed by the greatest 'wedge' which fits within the



integration box given. After the integration, the region is overlayed (blue dashed 
line) on the screen display. Besides any crystallogr^hic reasons for using it, this 
option can also be used in general to optimise the data given the horizontal 
distortions in the PI 400 scanner: it results in a narrow integration region at low 
angles Wiere horizontal distortion might otherwise have an adverse effect on the 
spatial quality, yet gives a wide region at higher angles where the intensity is low. 
Skewed strip: this option enables a parellelogram region within the main 
integration box to be used. Skewed regions are useful when intgrating 
time-resolved 'strip' data in the situation when the strip is not quite parallel to the 
y-axis of the scan.
To set up skew, first draw a standard bounding box big enough to encompass ALL 
of the slanted strip you want. This will also include some black 'margin' and 
maybe some of an adjacent strip.

e x a g g e r a t e d  s k e w .

Then use the left-right arrow keys to set slant-limits within that box (vriiile 
mouse-mode is still in 'select integration area' mode).
The 'skew parameter' (seen in the integration dialog box) corresponds to the 
horizontal width in pixels outside the skew region, hence a larger magnitude 
corresponds to a greater skew. A positive skew-value indicates a 'backward 
leaning' skew (\) while negative skews indicate 'forward-leaning' regions (/).

Other features:

Save image as a Windows bitmap: use TilejSave as bmp...' to save the image 
plate image (with the currently set contrast/gamma) as a standard 256-grey level 
Windows bitmap. You can use this for printouts, and inclusion in reports etc. Note 
the saved image does NOT include the overlayed linegraph, integration-box, or 
beamspot cross-hairs.
Demonstration Fuji scanner support: although the software has been developed 
in conjunction with image-plate scanners manufactured by Molecular Dynamics, 
images scanned using Fuji scanners (.img files) can now be opened using CIP 
Analysis - in the File|Open dialog, select Tuji image files' fi-om the Tiles of type' 
drop-down listbox. There are some major limitations: the partner 'header' file is 
not read, with the following consequences:

o The scan resolution is not tested - it is assumed to be 100pm 
o The scan description field is not read 
o The bit depth is assumed to be 12-bit 

Fuji files are internally converted to an MD-like storage format - a small amount 
of intensity precision ""may* be lost in the process.

All programs

The format of all the files used by the suite was upgraded in January 2000, by the 
addition of informative headers. These headers are human-readable, documenting the 
'processing history" (calibrations used, parameters etc) of the file. Some information is 
also machine-read, leading to easier-to-use, more reliable and 'intelligent' software. The 
new formats will not be recognised by old versions of the CIP software (you could 
manually delete the headers), but in almost all circumstances, 'legacy' file formats can be 
read and written by the current software by selecting the "legacy" alternative fi-om the 
Tiles of type" drop-down listbox in the FilejOpen/Save dialogs, if  required. Because of 
the enhanced features of the new formats, you are strongly advised not to continue using 
die old style unless compatibility is o f paramount importance. Be aware that some header 
information is passed fi-om one file to tiiose derived from it, one legacy* linegraph file 
may lead to many less-informed peak-position files, calibration, and ultimately data files, 
etc.

Summary of software operation

To summarise, the operations procedure therefore is

• Expose and scan a "grid", the 2mm square matrix of spots.
• Create the scanner-calibration file.
• Check/set the wavelength on the beamline using the absorption edge of Ag/Zr.
• Expose a Silicon standard, and scan.
• Box a strip up the centre of the silicon pattern, about 1/lOth of the full width and 

integrate, applying the grid calibration.
• Identify the peaks and analyse the errors with Peaker
• Move the sample to minimise the curve in the graph if necessary too far out, 

exposing more silicon standards to monitor progress.
• Once the sample position is satisfactory (though rarely perfect), save the 

error-grqrh fit parameters as a general polynomial calibration (.gpc) file by going 
to the menu and clicking Save Calibration... (do not confuse with Save 
Comparison)

• Put on your "real" samples and expose in turn.
• When processing your "real" data in CIP Analysis, apply the sample-alignment 

and grid calibrations when integrating.

It is well worth taking silicon standards every so often, just to check the alignment and 
wavelength. The "ripples" in the error-graph will also enable a gauge to be made of the 
likely quality of real data collected. Depending on the accuracy required, grids should be 
repeated from time to time (e.g. every 20 scans), so no data is fiirther than about 10 scans 
finm a grid calibration.
It would be good practice to take a silicon scan before a beam-dump, then again with the 
new beam. Scan a grid during the period with no beam.



Note 176|iin and 88^m GRID calibration files are not interchangeable with data of the 
other resolution. Silicon alignment calibrations are interchangeable wrt scanner 
resolution (or at least should be - for very best calibrations, do Si standards at both 
resolutions), but not between arcs of different radii.

Hints for running the experiment

Workload

With few exceptions, the CIP experiments are very labour-intensive. This is largely a 
"feature" of the rapid turnaround possible.
A MINIMUM of TWO people are required around the clock for full utilisation of 
the beamtime.
Even so, more hands make lighter work.

Initial alignment of the CIP camera

Your station manager will help align the GIF camera vyith the beam, using a laser, at the 
start of your beamtime.

Once the camera is aligned, the leveller needs to be set to give a reference to the beam 
height. You may need to repeat this procedure.

Aligning the leveller

Quickly affix a small "yellow paper" to the front beamtube, just downstream of the 
sample, using double-sided tape. Turn out the light (the paper will go off if  exposed to 
too much light at this stage), and search and lock the hutch. Put on the X-ray beam for 
about SOseconds. Enter the hutch and shine a bright torch on the paper to develop it. You 
should see a square spot where the beam went. LEAVE THE PAPER IN PLACE.

Situate the leveller tripod firmly, raise it to the ^proximate height of the beamtubes. 
Level it using the spirit level on the green leveller itself. Sight the spot on the yellow 
paper, and carefully adjust the fine height control (marked "m") on the leveller to centre 
the crosshairs exactly half way up the beamspot.

Add something about setting the sample-height on the stage. NB: the stage height should 
be set by sighting the capillary IN  THE POSITION IN  WHICH IT WILL BE EXPOSED.

Remove the yellow paper before making any diffraction exposures!

Loading capillaries

Don't put too much sample in the capillary - it makes it prone to clog. I have a technique 
of rolling the tube between my thumb and forefinger, while the "bucket" end of the tube 
rests inside a spare sample-tube — which works well for working the sample down the 
tube (but a picture or demonstration speaks a thousand words).

Mounting the capillary in the goniometer

Use a minimum o f wax. Make a hole first using the goniometer key, place the capillary 
down the hole, then gently squeeze the wax up around it. Don't try too hard to get it 
straight — you're liable to break the capillary. After all the goniometer has plenty of 
adjustment!

Aligning the goniometer

Two English sayings are particularly ^plicable here:

• Patience is a virtue
• Practice makes perfect

Get the arcs approximately straight by eye before even using the leveller.

If you define "arc up(dovm)" to mean the goniometer end of the capillary to go 
up(down), then all the screw controls go clockwise for "up", and anticlockwise for 
"down"... with the exception of the translation control nearest the spiimer-mount, wtich 
goes the other way.

Using the leveller, set the arc and translation roughly in one orientation, then rotate the 
spiimer 90degrees and set that one as carefully as you can. Then go back and improve the 
first. [If you try to do the first one accurately, you fail because if  your 90/180's are 
imperfect, you get some 'cross-coupling'.]

It can be tricky to judge the "arc": it is helpful to oscillate the leveller horizontally to 
scan back and forth along the capillary length using the lowest knob on the side.

Although it is most satisfying to have a capillary which runs perfectly true, a slight 
wobble doesn't have to matter as long as there is a "node" in the wobble through which 
to put the X-ray beam.

Using the leveller

Make sure the leveller is focussed properly — why make life difficult? To begin, use 
the black knob around the eyepiece to get the cross-hairs (particularly the horizontal line) 
in perfect focus. Then use the middle knob on the side (next to the prism for viewing the 
spirit level) to focus the target image. The top knob on the side, marked "m" is used to

"JOn



set the height -- once this has been set on a "spot", do not touch it!

Further reading

More information on image-plate technology can be found on the Molecular Dynamics 
web page at http://www.mdvn.com/product^SIBrochure/phospbro.htm.

Fuji has some publicity information on their imaging plates at 
http://home.fiiiifilm.com/products/science/ip/.

Kodak gives some information on their storage phosphor screens at 
http://www.kodak.com/countrv/US/en/digital/sis/StorPhos.shtml.

The Daresbury station 9.1 homepage is at http://www.dl.ac.Uk/SRS/XRD/9.1 .dir/.

Errata

Add a copy of the intensity vs wavelength graph for 9.1 with and without black 
polycarbonate (also find out Wiat the ion-chamber gas is firom MAR)?

Appendix I - file formats

.gel files

.gel files are the standard output fi'om the hnageQuant image-plate reader software. They 
are essentially 16-bit .tiff files, but use square-root intensity dynamic-range compression, 
and have several "private" header fields.

The basic TIFF format specification is available fi’om Adobe, at 
http://partners.adobe.com/asn/developer/PDFS/TN/l lf  F6.pdf. Information on the 
custom additions specific to .gel files are available fi'om Molecular Dynamics on request

.ixd (Integrated X-ray Diffraction) files

.ixd files are a basic plain-text columnar intensity vs 2theta format. The foiu columns are 
2theta, d (Angstroms), Q (Angstrom"*), and intensity (modified Phosphorlmager counts).

The data is preceeded by a header whose generic format is common to all the CIP files. It 
consists of a series of'parameters' (11 letters, padded with trailing spaces if necessary) 
followed by a space, and equals sign, a fiirther space, and then the value - which may be 
text or numeric depending on the field. A (non-compulsory) blank line is left after the

table of parameters, then a line containing only the text '-BEGINDATA-' (without 
quotes) immediately preceeds the bulk numeric table which contains the main data of the 
file.
Text arguments are NOT enclosed by any form of quotation marks.
No line should exceed 1023 characters.
The order of the parameters does not matter.

ixd Header fields:

G e n e r a t o r  = [ t e x t :  Name a n d  v e r s i o n  o f  p r o g r a m  w h i c h  c r e a t e d  t h i s  f i l e  
F i l e S o u r c e  = [ t e x t :  . g e l  f i l e n a m e  a n d  p a t h  f r o m  w h i c h  t h i s  f i l e  im m e d i a  
D e s c r i p t i o n  = [ t e x t :  t a k e n  f r o m  t h e  . g e l  f i l e  d e s c r i p t i o n  f i e l d ]
S c a n R e s  = [ i n t e g e r :  t h e  n o m i n a l  s c a n  r e s o l u t i o n  i n  urn]
S c a n W i d t h  = [ i n t e g e r :  w i d t h  o f  t h e  s c a n  i m a g e ,  i n  p i x e l s ]
S c a n H e i g h t  = [ i n t e g e r :  h e i g h t  o f  t h e  s c a n  i m a g e ,  i n  p i x e l s ]
Comm ents  = [ t e x t :  a s  y e t ,  u n u s e d .  F u t u r e  : s h o r t  t i t l e / s u b - t i t l e  o r  c o  
F i l e S c a n C a l  = [ t e x t :  f i l e n a m e  a n d  p a t h  o f  s c a n n e r  c a l i b r a t i o n  l o o k u p  f i l  
F i l e P o l y C a l  = [ t e x t :  f i l e n a m e  auid p a t h  o f  g e n e r a l  p o l y n o m i a l  c a l i b r a t i o n  
P l a t e G e o m e t  = [ k e y w o r d : CURVED | FLAT a c c o r d i n g  t o  i n t e g r a t i o n  t y p e ]  
P l a t e R a d i u s  = [ i n t e g e r :  r a d i u s  o f  p l a t e  c u r v a t u r e ,  i n  mm. F o r  f l a t  p l a t e  
X w a v e l e n g t h  = [ f l o a t :  x - r a y  w a v e l e n g t h  i n  A n g s t r o m s ,  a s  s p e c i f i e d  a t  t i m  
P o lH  = [ f l o a t :  f r a c t i o n  o f  i n c i d e n t  x - r a y  e n e r g y  a s s u m e d  t o  b e  i n
B e a m P o s P ix  = [ b r a c k e t e d  i n t e g e r  p a i r :  e g  (5 1 2 , 2 1 7 7 ) -  t h e  b e a m s p o t  p o s i  
I n t n B o x P i x  = [ d u a l  b r a c k e t e d  i n t e g e r  p a i r :  e g  (1 9 7 , 6 ) - (8 2 9 , 2 2 2 2 ) - c o m  
I n t A r e a T y p e  = [ k e y w o r d :  NORMAL | PSILIMZT | SKEWED a c c o r d i n g  t o  r e g i o n  
a n d  i f  t h e  I n t A r e a T y p e  = SKEWED
{ S kew P aram  = [ i n t e g e r :  t h e  s k e w  p a r a m e t e r ,  a s  d e f i n e d  a b o v e ] } 
I n t e n s S c l n g  = [ f l o a t :  i n t e n s i t y  s c a l i n g  f a c t o r  a p p l i e d  i n  I n t e g r a t i o n  Se  
B i n S i z e  = [ i n t e g e r :  m i l l i d e g r e e s  s t e p  o f  o u t p u t  d a t a ]
C o lum n s  = [ t e x t :  s h o r t  t i t l e  o f  e a c h  c o l u m n  o f  f o l l o w i n g  d a t a ,  s e p a r

-BEGINDATA-

* hitArcaType may also be NORMAL LINEARAVGX or 
NORMAL LINEARAVGY see below.

Example .ixd file:

G e n e r a t o r  = C IP  A n a l y s i s  B . O O b e t a  
F i l e S o u r c e  = D : \ R u n Y \ g e l s \ y 2 2 . g e l
D e s c r i p t i o n  = G D F 6 5 3 1 /4 5 8 C  199mA 2 0 m i n  0 . 6 9 2 0 A  0.5mm g l a s s  c a p i l .  0.5mm
S c a n R e s  = 176
S c a n W i d t h  = 896
S c a n H e i g h t  = 2 2 8 0
Comm ents  =
F i l e S c a n C a l  = D : \ R u n Y \ p r o c \ y 2 0 _ 1 7 6 u m . s c l  
F i l e P o l y C a l  = D : \ R u n Y \ p r o c \ y 2 1 g 2 0 . g p c  
P l a t e G e o m e t  = CURVED 
P l a t e R a d i u s  = 350 
X w a v e l e n g t h  = 0 . 6 9 2
P o lH
B e a m P o s P ix  = 
I n t n B o x P i x  = 
I n t A r e a T y p e  = P S IL IM IT  
I n t e n s S c l n g  = 1

0 . 9 6
( 5 2 4 , 2 1 7 9 )
( 1 7 1 , 7 ) - ( 8 8 3 , 2 2 1 1 )

http://www.mdvn.com/product%5eSIBrochure/phospbro.htm
http://home.fiiiifilm.com/products/science/ip/
http://www.kodak.com/countrv/US/en/digital/sis/StorPhos.shtml
http://www.dl.ac.Uk/SRS/XRD/9.1
http://partners.adobe.com/asn/developer/PDFS/TN/l


î i n S i z e = 29 6 2 . 9 3 0  0,.6 6 2 8 6 9 . 4 7 8 9 35 1
ro lu m n s = 2 t h e t a d  Q i n t e n s i t y 6 2 . 9 5 9  0.,6 6 2 5 9 9 . 4 8 2 8 363

6 2 . 9 8 8  0..6 6 2 3 2 9 . 4 8 6 7 353
-BEGINDATA- 6 3 . 0 1 7  0.. 6 6 2 0 4 9 . 4 9 0 6 349

0 . 029 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 4 6 1 6 7 1 1
0 . 0 5 8 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 9 2 30 2 2
0 . 0 8 7 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 3 8 13 32 Note that for small angles, when d would otherwise be very large, the d column is set to
0 . 1 1 6 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 8 4 68 7 zero.
0 . 1 4 5 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 2 3 0 2 1 9 5
0 . 1 7 4 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 2 7 6 10 4 6
0 . 2 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 3 2 2 2 5 0 •ixd is also used for x- and y-calibrations. In that case, the columns represent pixel
0 . 2 3 2
0 . 2 6 1
0 . 2 9 0

0 . 0 0 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0 0

1 3 6 . 7 1 9 7 3

0 . 0 3 6 8
0 . 0 4 1 4
0 . 0 4 6 0

19 0
15 0
14 7

row/column, zero, zero, average intensity for that row/column (Phosphorlmager counts).
The header only contains a subset of the above fields. The IntAreaType is either

0 . 3 1 9 1 2 4 . 2 9 0 6 8 0 . 0 5 0 6 14 9 NORMAL LINEARAVGX or NORMAL LINEARAVGY.
0 . 3 4 8 1 1 3 . 9 3 3 1 7 0 . 0 5 5 1 170
0 . 3 7 7 1 0 5 . 1 6 9 1 0 0 . 0 5 9 7 13 6 Example:0 . 4 0 6 9 7 . 6 5 7 0 4 0 . 0 6 4 3 123
0 . 4 3 5 9 1 . 1 4 6 6 1 0 . 0 6 8 9 10 7
0 . 4 6 4 8 5 . 4 4 9 9 7 0 . 0 7 3 5 12 1 G e n e r a t o r = C IP  A n a l y s i s  3,. O O b e ta
0 . 4 9 3 8 0 . 4 2 3 5 3 0 . 0 7 8 1 94 F i l e S o u r c e = D : \ R u n Y \ g e l s \ y 2 0 . g e l
0 . 5 2 2 7 5 . 9 5 5 5 8 0 . 0 8 2 7 80 D e s c r i p t i o n = UV G r i d ,  176um,
0 . 5 5 1 7 1 . 9 5 7 9 5 0 . 0 8 7 3 82 S c a n R e s = 176
0 . 5 8 0 6 8 . 3 6 0 0 8 0 . 0 9 1 9 81 S c a n W i d t h = 896
0 . 6 0 9 6 5 . 1 0 4 8 7 0 . 0 9 6 5 89 S c a n H e i g h t = 2 2 8 0
0 . 6 3 8 6 2 . 1 4 5 5 8 0 . 1 0 1 1 83 I n t n B o x P i x = (3 73 , 5 ) - ( 6 4 4 , 2 2 7 9 )
0 . 6 6 7 5 9 . 4 4 3 6 3 0 . 1 0 5 7 76 I n t A r e a T y p e = NORMAL_LINEARAVGY
0 . 6 9 6 5 6 . 9 6 6 8 5 0 . 1 1 0 3 59 C o lu m n s = Y p i x z e r o  z e r o a v g _ i n t e n s
0 . 7 2 5 5 4 . 6 8 8 1 9 0 . 1 1 4 9 57
0 . 7 5 4 5 2 . 5 8 4 8 3 0 . 1 1 9 5 68 -BEGINDATA-
0 . 7 8 3 5 0 . 6 3 7 2 8 0 . 1 2 4 1 56 5 0 0 110
0 . 8 1 2 4 8 . 8 2 8 8 3 0 . 1 2 8 7 52 6 0 0 90
0 . 8 4 1 4 7 . 1 4 5 1 0 0 . 1 3 3 3 58 7 0 0 99
0 . 8 7 0 4 5 . 5 7 3 6 3 0 . 1 3 7 9 58 8 0 0 150
0 . 8 9 9 4 4 . 1 0 3 5 5 0 . 1 4 2 5 64 9 0 0 4 31
0 . 9 2 8 4 2 . 7 2 5 3 4 0 . 1 4 7 1 69 10 0 0 1872
0 . 9 5 7 4 1 . 4 3 0 6 6 0 . 1 5 1 7 63 11 0 0 895 0
0 . 9 8 6 4 0 . 2 1 2 1 4 0 . 1 5 6 3 49 12 0 0 2 1 2 3 6
1 . 0 1 5 3 9 . 0 6 3 2 5 0 . 1 6 0 8 49 13 0 0 1 1 2 5 8
1 . 0 4 4 3 7 . 9 7 8 1 8 0 . 1 6 5 4 56 14 0 0 1522
1 . 0 7 3 3 6 . 9 5 1 7 8 0 . 1 7 0 0 68 15

16
17
18

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

3 30
133

93
89

6 2 . 4 9 5 0 . 6 6 7 0 1 9 . 4 2 0 0 376 19 0 0 1 20
6 2 . 5 2 4 0 . 6 6 6 7 3 9 . 4 2 3 9 384 20 0 0 2 7 1
6 2 . 5 5 3 0 . 6 6 6 4 5 9 . 4 2 7 8 3 77 21 0 0 11 02
6 2 . 5 8 2 0 . 6 6 6 1 7 9 . 4 3 1 8 3 7 1 22 0 0 52 1 3
6 2 . 6 1 1 0 . 6 6 5 9 0 9 . 4 3 5 7 370 23 0 0 1 9 0 9 8
6 2 . 6 4 0 0 . 6 6 5 6 2 9 . 4 3 9 6 370 24 0 0 1 7 4 3 9
6 2 . 6 6 9 0 . 6 6 5 3 4 9 . 4 4 3 5 3 67 25 0 0 2 9 7 9
6 2 . 6 9 8 0 . 6 6 5 0 7 9 . 4 4 7 5 364 26 0 0 521
6 2 . 7 2 7 0 . 6 6 4 7 9 9 . 4 5 1 4 3 64 27 0 0 163
6 2 . 7 5 6 0 . 6 6 4 5 1 9 . 4 5 5 3 3 56 28 0 0 97
6 2 . 7 8 5 0 . 6 6 4 2 4 9 . 4 5 9 2 359 29 0 0 84
6 2 . 8 1 4 0 . 6 6 3 9 6 9 . 4 6 3 2 36 1 30 0 0 100
6 2 . 8 4 3 0 . 6 6 3 6 9 9 . 4 6 7 1 363 31 0 0 186
6 2 . 8 7 2 0 . 6 6 3 4 1 9 . 4 7 1 0 3 54 32 0 0 640
6 2 . 9 0 1 0 . 6 6 3 1 4 9 . 4 7 4 9 353 33 0 0 2 9 9 8 00



34
35
36
37
38

1 4 0 9 0
2 0 7 8 5

5 5 9 9
868
2 2 4

The file is terminated by 2 lines thus:

- 1 0 0 0
- 1 0 0 0 0

Example:

2 2 6 6 0 0 66 r l 4
2 2 6 7 0 0 65 S t a r t S t e p E n d  M o n i t o r
2 2 6 8 0 0 94 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 2 9 1 1 2 1 . !510 1 .
2 2 6 9 0 0 2 1 7 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0
2 2 7 0 0 0 818 8 9 5 0 0 4 1 6 4 9 11 94 6 1 5 7 2 9 37 8 4 1 94 3 807 522 424
2 2 7 1 0 0 3 97 9 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0
2 2 7 2 0 0 1 4 5 1 3 3 67 2 9 0 3 55 2 2 6 18 9 177 172 164 142
2 27 3 0 0 6 65 8 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0
2 2 7 4 0 0 982 1 47 138 133 13 6 112 113 104 87 82
2 2 7 5 0 0 239 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0
2 2 7 6 0 0 98 79 77 71 65 64 60 58 62 52
2 2 7 7 0 0 68 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0
2 27 8 0 0 65 50 48 44 46 45 39 43 38 38

1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0

Legacy equivalents

The legacy .dat formats are identical, but lack the header.

.pds (Powder Diffraction Summed) files

.pds files are a Daresbury format consisting of intensities with 10 values per line. 
Alternate lines are weighting factors (used to compensate for beam-decay etc in 
conventional diffractometers) set to unity (1.00000) for image-plate data.

PDS format is as follows:

Line 1 - A title of up to 80 characters.

Line 2 - A comment card bearing the text:
"Start Step End Monitor"

Line 3 - The start angle, data step length and end angle (all 2- Theta) in degrees and the 
average monitor count, written in the format:

(3(2X,F7.3),2X,F8.0)

The rest of the file consists of pairs of lines, each containing 10 values, which are the 
weigthing factors and the counts for each data point, (ie. a line of weights followed by a 
line of counts).
The first count on line 5 is therefore the count at 2-theta = start angle on line 3. The next 
value on line 5 is the count at 2-theta = start + step etc.

1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0
282 2 7 1 2 68 2 6 9 2 5 7 2 5 5 2 46 2 35 234

1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0
2 29 22 8 2 26 2 2 1 2 24 2 1 8 2 15 2 07 2 10

1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0
2 06 208 2 06 2 1 1 2 0 1 2 0 8 20 5 204 203

1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0
1 97 20 6 20 1 214 2 13 2 1 7 214 2 1 9 213

1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0
2 16 20 9 209 209 2 0 9 2 0 5 2 07 2 09 203

1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0
212 208 2 08 2 1 0 2 11 1 96 2 02 195 203

1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0
194 194 1 99 184 1 95 196 1 92 187 1 91

1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0
196

- 1 0 0 0
- 1 0 0 0 0

190 192 195 2 0 0 194 198 2 05 2 00

.rpp (Reference Peak Position) files

.rpp files are essentially a list of theoretically- or experimentally- derived peak positions 
used for reference. Peaker reads these files and compares the peak positions with 
measured positions in order to generate calibrations etc. The user may need to generate 
these files as required, though some standards (eg silicon) are supplied. At present, the 
positions are given as d-spacings (in Angstroms). Provision has been made for 2-theta or 
pixel units to be used in the future.

The header should be crafted by the user, or adqjted from the example below. The 
required field are:

VO



D e s c r i p t i o n  = [ b r i e f  t e x t :  e l e m e n t / c o m p o u n d ,  o p t i o n a l l y  w i t h  s p a c e g r o u p ]
Com m ents  = [ t e x t :  i n c l u d e  d a t a  s o u r c e  ( e g  c o m p u t e r - g e n e r a t e d ,  o r  PDF
G e n e r a t o r  = [ t e x t :  ( o p t i o n a l )  p r o g r a m  u s e d ,  o r  p e r s o n a l  s i g n a t u r e ]
C o lu m n s  = [ k e y w o r d :  DSPACZNG] {2THETA \ P IX E L S  a r e  r e s e r v e d  f o r  p o s s

-BEGINDATA-

The peak-positions should then be given as a single column of floating-point d-spacings.

Note the exact spacing in the header - as with the other headers, the equals signs must all 
be in the 13 th character row from the left, followed by a space, so that the 'value' of the 
field begins in the 15th character space.
Note also that, as with all files used by the CIP Suite, the files use DOS-style CR/LF 
pairs. If you generate peak-position listings using a Unix operating system, be sure to 
convert die files by transferring using ASCII-mode FTP, or use the unix2dos program 
(on Unix).

Example: (header and first 15 peaks)

D e s c r i p t i o n  = S i l i c o n  (Fd3m)
Com m ents  = D r a g o n  o u t p u t ,  w i t h  z e r o - i n t e n s i t y  l i n e s  r e m o v e d  m a n u a l l y
G e n e r a t o r  = W . A . S t e e r
C o lu m n s  = DSPACING

-BEGINDATA-
3 . 1 3 5 6
1 . 9 2 0 1
1 . 6 3 7 5
1 . 3 5 7 7
1 . 2 4 5 9
1 . 1 0 8 6
1 . 0 4 5 2
0 . 9 6 0 1
0 . 9 1 8
0 . 8 5 8 7
0 . 8 2 8 2
0 . 7 8 3 9
0 . 7 6 0 5
0 . 7 2 5 7
0 . 7 0 7

Note: .rpp files are very similar to the first form of pks files (see below), except that the 
former uses DSPACING and the latter 2THETA. In the fiiture, .rpp files may he 
superceeded by an extended .pks format.

Legacy equivalents

The legacy .d format is identical, but lacks the header. It contains just a single column of 
d-spacings.

.pks (PeaKS) files

.pks files are output by Peaker, and there are two varients. The first has just has one 
column, found peak positions, and is used primarily for creating the grid-calibrations 
(peak positions in pixels). It can also be used to list diffraction peaks (in 2theta). In 
fiiture, output of peak-heights may also be supported. The second form (which perhaps 
shouldn't be called .pks) is a comparison between actual peak positions and the 
theoretical positions, with difference. These files can be saved purely for user-analysis - 
no program in the suite takes them for input.

The headers are similar in format to ixd headers, and contain a subset of those fields, 
together with some new ones:

G e n e r a t o r
F i l e S o u r c e P
F i l e S o u r c e
F i l e R e f e r n
D e s c r i p t i o n
Comm ents
C o lu m ns

= [ t e x t :  Name a n d  v e r s i o n  o f  p r o g r a m  w h i c h  c r e a t e d  t h i s  f i l e  
= [ t e x t :  f i l e n a m e  a n d  p a t h  o f  u l t i m a t e  p a r e n t :  t h e  . g e l  f i l e  
= [ t e x t :  . i x d  f i l e n a m e  a n d  p a t h  f r o m  w h i c h  t h i s  f i l e  im m e d i a  
= [ t e x t :  . r p p  r e f e r e n c e  f i l e n a m e  a n d  p a t h  u s e d  f o r  t h e  com pa  
= [ t e x t :  t a k e n  f r o m  t h e  . g e l  f i l e  d e s c r i p t i o n  f i e l d ]

= [ t e x t :  s h o r t  t i t l e  o f  e a c h  c o l u m n  o f  f o l l o w i n g  d a t a ,  s e p a r

Example: 1) Found peak positions

G e n e r a t o r  = P e a k e r  v 2 . 5 0 a l p h a  
F i l e S o u r c e P  = D : \ R u n Y \ g e l s \ y 2 1 . g e l  
F i l e S o u r c e  = D : \ R u n Y \ p r o c \ y 2 1 g 2 0 . i x d
D e s c r i p t i o n  = S i  s t d .  206mA 5 . 5 m i n  0 . 6 9 2 0 A  0.5mm g l a s s  c a p i l .  0.5mm b ea m
S c a n R e s
S c a n W i d t h
S c a n H e i g h t
I n t n B o x P i x
I n t A r e a T y p e
Comm ents
C o lu m n s

= 176 
= 896 
= 2 2 8 0
= ( 3 8 3 , 1 ) - ( 6 5 2 , 2 2 3 0 )  
= NORMAL

= 2THETA/PIXELS

-BEGINDATA-
9 . 5 8

1 2 . 6 7  
2 0 . 7 6
2 4 . 4 0
2 9 . 5 3
3 2 . 2 5  
3 6 . 3 8
3 8 . 6 7
4 2 . 2 6
4 4 . 3 0
4 7 . 5 4
4 9 . 4 0
5 2 . 4 0  
5 4 . 1 4  
5 6 . 9 7  
5 8 . 6 2
6 1 . 3 1  
6 2 . 8 9

§



For the found peak positions, the units of the data will be 2THETA if the source file was 
diffraction data, or PIXELS if the source was grid-X/Y calibration files. At present, 
Peaker does not distinguish between the two. In future, the Columns field be able to 
make the distinction.

Example: 2) Comparision of real to theoretical (reference) positions

G e n e r a t o r
F i l e S o u r c e P
F i l e S o u r c e
F i l e R e f e r n
D e s c r i p t i o n
Comm ents
C o lu m n s

= P e a k e r  v 2 . 5 0 a l p h a  
= D : \ R u n Y \ g e l s \ y 2 1 . g e l  
= D : \ R u n Y \ p r o c \ y 2 1 g 2 0 . i x d  
= C : \ C I P s w \ d r e f s \ s i l i c o n . r p p
= S i  s t d .  206mA 5 . 5 m i n  0 . 6 9 2 0 A  0.5mm g l a s s  c a p i l .  0 .5 mm b e a m  

= R e f 2 t h e t a  E x p 2 t h e t a  d i f f ( e x p - r e f )

-BEGINDATA-
1 2 . 6 7 0 1 2 . 6 7 2 0 . 0 0 2
2 0 . 7 6 3 2 0 . 7 6 4 0 . 0 0 2
2 4 . 3 9 7 2 4 . 4 0 2 0 . 0 0 5
2 9 . 5 2 9 2 9 . 5 3 2 0 . 0 0 3
3 2 . 2 4 7 3 2 . 2 4 8 0 . 0 0 1
3 6 . 3 7 2 3 6 . 3 8 0 0 . 0 0 7
3 8 . 6 6 3 3 8 . 6 6 7 0 . 0 0 4
4 2 . 2 4 7 4 2 . 2 5 7 0 . 0 1 0
4 4 . 2 8 4 4 4 . 2 9 6 0 . 0 1 1
4 7 . 5 2 4 4 7 . 5 4 2 0 . 0 1 8
4 9 . 3 8 8 4 9 . 4 0 3 0 . 0 1 4
5 2 . 3 8 4 5 2 . 4 0 4 0 . 0 2 0
5 4 . 1 2 5 5 4 . 1 4 4 0 . 0 1 9
5 6 . 9 5 1 5 6 . 9 7 4 0 . 0 2 3
5 8 . 6 0 1 5 8 . 6 1 9 0 . 0 1 8
6 1 . 2 8 1 6 1 . 3 0 5 0 . 0 2 4
6 2 . 8 6 3 6 2 . 8 8 7 0 . 0 2 4

Legacy equivalents

Legacy .cmp equivalents are identical, but lack the headers.

.gpc (General Polynomial Calibration) files

.gpc files are created by Peaker by comparing measured diffraction peak positions with 
theoretical/reference positions and fitting a 2nd-order polynomial difference fimction. 
The calibration is then used in CIP Analysis in subsequent data processing.

Example:

G e n e r a t o r  = P e a k e r  v 2 . 5 0 a l p h a  
F i l e S o u r c e P  = D : \ R u n Y \ g e l s \ y 2 1 . g e l  
F i l e S o u r c e  = D : \ R u n Y \ p r o c \ y 2 1 g 2 0 . i x d  
F i l e R e f e r n  = C : \ C I P s w \ d r e f s \ S i l i c o n . r p p  
P l a t e R a d i u s  = 350  
C w a v e l e n g t h  =

Comm ents  =
C o lu m n s  = P o l y C o e f f s

-BEGINDATA-
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 0 . 0 0 0 2 2 7 9 3
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 9 7 7

The header includes the PlateRadius - calibrations are not transferrable between different 
radii cameras as they tie up with geometric alignment. In future, CIP Analysis should bar 
the attempted use of inappropriate calibrations. Cwavelength may be used in future to 
store the wavelength for which the calibration was made - though this shouldn't matter.

The data itself consists of three simple lines wiiich are the polynomial coefficients of the 
fit fi'om a Peaker error gr^h:
Line 1 : coeff of x° (set to zero always)
Line 2: coeff of x*
Line 3: coeff of x̂

Legacy equivalents

The former .cal files were the same, but lack the header.

.scl (Scanner Calibration Lookup) files

.scl files are lookup-tables used to calibrate the image-plate scanner. Following the 
header, the file contains essentially a column of true positions in micro-metres for a 
given pixel row/column. The start of the X series is denoted by a line immediately after 
the -BEGINDATA- line containing "X", then a line containing 'V shows where the 
Y-series starts. Finally, the last line of the file is 'END'.

Example:

G e n e r a t o r  = S c a n n e r - c a l i b r a t i o n  c r e a t o r  v l . 5 0 a l p h a  
F i l e S o u r c e P  = D : \ R u n Y \ g e l s \ y 2 0 . g e l  
F i l e S o u r c e X  = D : \ R u n Y \ p r o c \ y 2 0 x c a l . p k s  
F i l e S o u r c e Y  = D : \ R u n Y \ p r o c \ y 2 0 y c a l . p k s  
D e s c r i p t i o n  = UV G r i d ,  176um,
S c a n R e s  = 17 6
S c a n W i d t h  = 896 
S c a n H e i g h t  = 2 2 8 0  
Comm ents  =
C o lu m n s  = p i x T r u e P o s

-BEGINDATA-
X
- 2 1 9 3
- 2 0 2 0
- 1 8 4 7
- 1 6 7 5
- 1 5 0 2

00



Y
-2 1 1 2
- 1 9 3 7

- 1 3 2 9  3 9 8 7 0 9
- 1 1 5 6  3 9 8 8 8 9
- 9 8 3  3 9 9 0 6 8
- 8 1 0  3 9 9 2 4 8
- 6 3 7  END
- 4 6 4  
- 2 9 2
-119 Legacy equivalents

399  Note that the legacy .jc/'fonnat had a different header format:
572

 ̂ Line 1 : a plain-text title
1J 9 0 Line 2; quoted scanner resolution (88 or 176 for PI400, 50/100/200 for Storm)
12 6 3  micro-metres.

Line 3: width and height of scan area, in pixels 
Line 4: "X"

150165  Line 5: the x-databegins
150342 Line n: "Y"
1 5 0 5 1 8

1508 71  Last line: "END"
1 5 1 0 4 8
151224 Example:
1 5 1 4 0 1  
1 5 1 5 7 7
1 5 1 7 5 4  r O l  176um g r i d  c a l i b r a t i o n  (UV g r i d )

2280

Line n+1 : the y-data begins

X
- 1 6 9 3

- 1 7 6 1  " ^ 5 2 0

- 1 2 3 5  - 9 9 9
- 8 2 6- 1 0 5 9  

- 8 8 4  
- 7 0 8  
- 5 3 3  
- 3 5 7
- 1 8 2    : - '    '      :
- 7

343 Appendix II - typical scanner distortion curves

870  The graphs below show typical deviations between the actual position of pixels and the
expected position based on a true linear scale.

3 9 7 4 5 2
3 9 7 6 3 1
3 9 7 8 1 1
3 9 7 9 9 1
3 9 8 1 7 0
3 9 8 3 5 0
3 9 8 5 2 9 8
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C. 26 / 29̂  / d / Q conversion chart
Working with a synchrotron-source, diffraction patterns were obtained at a number of 

wavelengths (primarily 0.6920Â, also 0.4868Â), and quick comparisons with library 

patterns taken with Cu-Ka (1.540Â) radiation were frequently required. Punching 

numbers into a calculator to convert from 20 at one wavelength to another became 

tedious, so a graphical conversion chart was developed.

From Bragg’s law,

X = 2(/ sin 0 , 

it follows for two wavelengths that

sin0^ _  X ' 
sin0 A,

for a common value of d.

Hence a plot of sin 0̂  versus sin 0 yields a straight line.

On this principle, by writing a computer program, graph paper with x and y  axis scaled 

with sin 0, yet for convenience calibrated in 20, was generated. By drawing a line from 

the origin to the extreme top o f the graph (20̂  = 180°) at

20 = 2- arcsin

conversion of 20 values between any wavelength A and any longer wavelength Â of 

comparable magnitude is easily achieved.

The utility o f the graph was further enhanced by adding conversion to J-spacing by 

adding a second vertical scale on the right-hand side. For each wavelength required, a line 

is drawn from the origin X o d -  A/2 at the extreme right of the graph. This is then used in 

conjunction with the horizontal 20 axis to convert from 20 to d. Finally, conversion to 

momentum transfer, Q = 2n! d/\s also provided.
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20 / 20' / d / Q Conversion Chart
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